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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Cycle Superhighway Infrastructure Plan (CHIP) has been funded by Transport for London
(TfL). The purpose of the CHIP is to carry out a systematic review of the general environment
and specific infrastructure available to cyclists for a designated route, then, in consultation with
primary stakeholders, form a list of recommendations to improve the route and remove barriers
to cycling for existing cyclists and to encourage more cyclists to use the route.
The core characteristics of a Cycle Superhighway are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety – safety and perception of safety addressed through specific measures;
Directness – direct and reliable routes into central London;
Continuity – clear and uninterrupted marking of the route;
Visibility – an easily recognisable identity with clear signage;
Comfort – a smooth, uninterrupted road surface;
Information – clear information on and about the route; and
Value for Money – engineering to be pragmatic and simple.

Route Alignment
Cycle Superhighway Route 2 will provide a continuous cycle route between Aldgate and Ilford
in east London.
The route runs along the A11 Whitechapel Road, Mile End Road, Bow Road and High Street
(Stratford) and then along the A118 Romford Road up to the junction of Ilford Hill and Chapel
Road.

Major Barriers and Proposed Actions
There are some major barriers for cyclists along this route which include fast moving traffic and
lack of cycle and pedestrian facilities at key locations.
Although cycle facilities do exist along this route some have been provided as a minimum,
potentially putting cyclists at risk by ‘inviting’ them to use it.
The table overleaf shows the most common barriers along Cycle Superhighway Route 2 with
proposed actions as a mitigation measure.
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Major Barriers
No cycle (and pedestrian) facilities.
The whole of the carriageway is allocated to two
or more traffic lanes in a direction, especially at
junctions.
Available carriageway width is too narrow to
incorporate cycle lanes.
Traffic islands or pedestrian refuge islands create
pinch points for cyclists.
Lack of continuity of cycle routes.
Lack of signage (way-finding) of route and
destinations.

Proposed Actions
Provide adequate facilities for cyclists and
pedestrians.
Investigate through traffic modelling if
carriageway allocation to motorised traffic can be
amended to incorporate cycle lanes.
Investigate if the carriageway can be widened
and if any statutory diversions are required.
Remove islands or widen the carriageway to
remove the pinch point for cyclists.
Provision of facilities need to provide a link to
attractions / link with existing routes.
Provision of clearly marked and adequate
signage / information on routes destination and
links to existing routes and attractions.

Unresolved Matters of Contention
The High Street 2012 (HS2012) project is currently underway on site at Stratford High Street,
but there are a number of other proposals relating to HS2012 in the area which Cycle
Superhighway Route 2 will seek to integrate with, to maximise opportunities for cycle facilities.
The works carried out by the Olympic Delivery Authority (ODA) and Olympic Route Network
(ORN) need to be reviewed to identify requirements and elements that have to be incorporated
in the Cycle Superhighway Route 2 works, along with opportunities for Cycle Superhighway
Route 2 to contribute.
Ilford Station is planned to be redeveloped in 2016/17 which may have an impact on design
decisions. Ilford Town Centre continuing development needs to be reviewed to ensure links to
Cycle Superhighway Route 2 are provided.
In addition to the above, there are a number of schemes at various design stages along the
route currently under development. These schemes have been or will be reviewed by the Cycle
Superhighway Route 2 designers in order to ensure the Cycle Superhighway concept is
incorporated. Further details are described in Section 2.11 of this report.

.Total Broad Implementation Cost Estimates
At this stage it is very challenging to assign implementation cost estimates to the options or
recommendations. These costs can change significantly during the course of the development
and design process, especially when statutory diversion costs (if required) become known.
We are advising that the costs that will be reported are only ‘ballpark’ figures and should not be
used / reported out of context or outside its scope.
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1

BASE INFORMATION
1.1

Introduction

The concept of providing dedicated routes that give less experienced cyclists the
confidence they need to return to the use of the bicycle as their preferred form of
transport is described in the document ‘Way to Go’. This document outlines the Mayor
of London’s vision to improving the quality of life for Londoners through improved
facilities for all transport options. The concept of providing a number of Cycle
Superhighways into central London, which will be clearly defined and facilitated,
supports this vision.
TfL are looking to increase cycling in London by 400 percent by 2025 (compared to
2000 levels). The intention of Cycle Superhighways is to improve cycling conditions for
people who already commute by bike into and out of London, and to encourage those
who get to work by other means to commute by bike. This should help to reduce
congestion on the roads and on public transport and assist to reduce carbon emission
levels.
Cycle Superhighways are defined as ‘a joined up package of measures to break down
the barriers that stop people commuting by bike’. This is to be done by providing an
environment with high quality infrastructure which encourages good, safe behaviour
from the travelling public and which is supported by information and promotion. Key to
the success of the Cycle Superhighways is that they provide a measurable
improvement to the quality of the cycling experience for the commuter cyclist in
London.
The core characteristics of a Cycle Superhighway are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Directness;
Continuity;
Visibility;
Navigability;
Comfort;
Safety; and
Value.

TfL have identified twelve Cycle Superhighways which radiate out from central London
to the outer Boroughs of London. This CHIP report signifies the first stage of design
development for Route 2 and has been prepared in accordance to the Cycle
Superhighways Infrastructure Plan – CHIP (Route Assessment Framework).
Cycle Superhighway Route 2 will provide a continuous cycle route between Aldgate
and Ilford in east London. The overall length of the route is approximately 13
kilometres.
The route runs along the A11 Whitechapel Road, Mile End Road, Bow Road and High
Street (Stratford) and then continues along the A118 Romford Road up to the junction
of Ilford Hill and Chapel Road. (Refer to Figure 1 below.)
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Figure 1

Cycle Superhighway Routes

The route stretches through the London Borough of Tower Hamlets from its boundary
with The City of London at Aldgate Gyratory to Bow Interchange. From Bow
Interchange it is within the London Borough of Newham to the A406 North Circular
Road, where after it is in the London Borough of Redbridge.
The primary destinations reached through the route are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ilford Station
Ilford Town Centre
Ilford Golf Club
Little Ilford
Woodgrange Park Station
Forest Gate
West Ham Park
Stratford Olympic Park
Mile End Park
Victoria Park
Whitechapel market
Queen Mary’s University of London
Whitechapel Art Gallery
Bethnal Green
Royal London Hospital
Brick Lane / Spitalfields
Central London

The following table gives the road names that comprise Cycle Superhighway Route 2
and indicates the land usage for each section of road, as well as stating the Highway
Authority the road section belongs to.
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Table 1

Summary of Roads along Cycle Superhighway Route 2

Road Names

Description

Aldgate Gyratory - St
Botolph Street/Aldgate
High Street and
Whitechapel High
Street

Aldgate Gyratory and Whitechapel High Street are
heavily influenced by their proximity to the Central
Business District (CBD). The land use is very dense
and diverse due to the closeness of the districts such
as the cultural Brick Lane. There are also various
bars, restaurants and local clubs which extend the life
of the area through the night.

Whitechapel Road

This is an active area with different land uses. It is
characterised by its proximity to the City, the
prominent Mile End Road Market and associated
retail, and the Royal London Hospital. This creates a
diverse and vibrant atmosphere. The road
incorporates Stepney Green Underground Station and
leads onto Mile End Underground Station.

TfL

Mile End Road

This road is bordered by the Georgian architecture
typical of London. The area is largely residential,
although local shops and services accumulate around
the major transport features, such as Mile End
Underground Station. Queen Mary University London
is situated to the west of the busy junction with Grove
Road and Burdett Road which significantly increases
the bustle of the area.

TfL

Bow Road
(Bow Roundabout &
Bow Road Flyover)

The area surrounding this road is predominately
industrial, although this is intermingled with high rise
residential flats. The area will be completely
transformed over the next few years due to The
Olympic Village and its associated development and
regeneration. Bow Road Underground station
provides a public transport link in the area. The area is
characterised by the intersection of the Blackwall
Tunnel approach (Bow Roundabout) and the Bow
Road Flyover.

TfL

Stratford High Street
and Stratford Gyratory

The area acts as a busy infrastructure confluence
point characterised by low level mixed use retail units.
It is located just south of The Olympic Village and
therefore the area is in the process of a significant
transformation in both the public realm and transport
network.

LB
Newham

Romford Road

This road links Stratford with Ilford. It is largely defined
as the Romford Road Corridor which acts as an
arterial route into London from the North Circular and
Greater London Boroughs. The road cuts through the
residential areas of Manor Park and Forest Gate and
it is bordered mainly by low to medium quality 18th &
19th Century terraced houses. At key junctions small
local shopping districts housed in the ground floor
units are found.

LB
Newham
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Ilford Hill

This is the start/end point of route, at the eastern side
of the underpass. Further to the east is Ilford itself.
Ilford is a medium sized business and shopping
district serving a wide local area offering an alternative
to Central London’s services and facilities.
It has good transport facilities, with a railway and bus
station. These make Ilford Town Centre a key local
destination and urban centre.

LB
Redbridge

This route is an essential link into the City of London from the east and links both
directly and through other links with a number of key destinations, train and tube
stations and landmarks such as the 2012 Olympic Park and Olympic Village, Queen
Mary University, Royal London Hospital and Canary Wharf.
The Pre-Cycle Route Inspection Meeting (CRIM) Briefing Pack containing the
background information for this route was sent to stakeholders on 14th January 2010, a
copy of which is included in Appendix A.
The Cycle Route Inspection Meeting (CRIM) was carried out with stakeholders in two
stages on Tuesday 26th and Wednesday 27th January 2010, with the western length
(Aldgate Gyratory to Bow Interchange) investigated on the first day and the eastern
length (Bow Interchange to Ilford) on the second day. The Record of CRIM is included
in Appendix B.

1.2

Strategic Context and Objectives

The objective of this CHIP is to provide a report that can be used as a basis for the
design of recommended infrastructure improvements along the identified length of
Cycle Superhighway Route 2. It aims to facilitate communication and build a
consensus between TfL, Local Authority Cycling Officers, Highway Authorities and
cycling stakeholders.
1.2.1

Significant Barriers

Cyclists along this route encounter a number of significant barriers including the
following:
•

No cycle (and pedestrian) facilities;

•

The whole of the carriageway is allocated to two or more traffic lanes in each
direction, especially at junctions;

•

Available carriageway width is too narrow to incorporate standard (1.5m wide
minimum) cycle lanes;

•

Traffic islands or pedestrian refuge islands create pinch points for cyclists;

•

Lack of continuity of cycle routes; and

•

Lack of signage (way-finding) of route and destinations.

Specific locations where most of the abovementioned barriers occur are:
•

Aldgate Gyratory – This is a particularly heavily trafficked gyratory with a bus
garage and underground station in close proximity, although some provision for
cyclists exists on a number of existing bus lanes.
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•

Bow Roundabout and Bow Road Flyover – Cyclists face fast moving traffic and
very few cycle facilities at this roundabout.

•

Stratford Gyratory – Although some bus and cycle lanes already exist at this busy
gyratory, a lack of continuity, way-finding and lane changing cause conflict. Fast
moving traffic in 3-4 traffic lanes is also a concern for cyclists.

•

Romford Road – The characteristic of Romford Road is such that cyclists are
constantly competing for road space due to a number of pinch points along the
route, inconsistency of cycle facility provision and undue parking (waiting and
loading).

1.2.2

Constraints

Key constraints which may impact upon recommendations and further improvements to
existing facilities along Cycle Superhighway Route 2 include:
•

Budget and construction period (constructed in time for route launch date).

•

Highway Authority approval processes and statutory consents (Section 8
agreements, traffic orders, waiting and loading alterations etc.)

•

Political influences from Local Authorities.

•

Olympic Route Network and Olympic Delivery Authority objectives and proposals,
of which some could be in contrast to the objectives of the Cycle Superhighways,
may hinder further development of proposals along this route.

•

Interfaces with other programmes in addition to the Olympics (Statutory
Undertakers’ works, Local Authority schemes etc.)

•

Narrow width along Whitechapel High Street and Whitechapel Road.

1.2.3

Opportunities

Cycle Superhighway Route 2 creates a significant opportunity to provide a viable
alternative to motorised transport by providing an attractive route for commuter cyclists
into Central London and other key destinations along the way.
The following opportunities are some that this project will be associated with:
•

Bow Roundabout – Providing better cycle facilities at the roundabout.

•

Stratford Gyratory – Providing better continuity and clear indication of cycle
facilities at the gyratory.

•

Romford Road – Removing a number of pinch points along its length making it
safer for cyclists.

•

Providing better links to attractions such as the The City of London, Royal
London Hospital, Queen Mary University, 2012 Olympic Games Site and local
cycle routes.

There are a number of schemes at various design stages along the route currently
under development either within TfL or external companies. These schemes have
already been reviewed by the Cycle Superhighway Route 2 designers in order to
ensure the Cycle Superhighway concept is incorporated throughout, either by the
Route 2 designers or by the original designers.
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1.3

Overview Plans of Cycle Superhighway Route 2

Overview plans showing the following information along the route are included in
Appendix C:
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.4

Cycle Superhighway Route 2 alignment in light blue
Cycle Superhighway spur routes (if any) in light blue
London Cycle Network (LCN) + Routes with link number in orange
Transport for London Road Network (TLRN) outlined in red
Borough Boundaries in black with boroughs named
TfL local cycle guide map routes

List of CRIM Stakeholders

The CRIM is a site visit undertaken by bicycle, where possible, to inspect the route with
the highway authority, designers and selected stakeholders. The CRIM invitees are
known as the CRIM Stakeholders.
During the CRIM the route is cycled together, stopping to consider particular locations
that have been identified for improvement.
The tables below show the full list of attendees for the Cycle Superhighway Route 2
CRIM, which took place over two days.
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Table 2

List of CRIM attendees, Day 1 – 26th January 2010

Organisation

TfL Project Initiation

TfL Road Network
Management (RNM)

Jacobs Consultancy

City of London

Name

Role

Leon Thorne

Project Manager, Cycle
Superhighways Route 2

Charlotte Edney

Project Officer

Richard Marsh

Technical Advisor

Richard Shirley

Consultation & Engagement Manager

Matt Fallon

Project Manager - RNM

Marius Le Roux

Project Manager

Dawit Worku

Lead Designer

Kow Amissah-Koomson

Design Engineer

Trevor Preston

Lead Signals Designer

Valeria Riso

Lead Signals Engineer

Jereme McKaskill

Cycling Officer

Ashraf Ali

Project Manager, Sustainable
Initiatives

Duncan Brown

Tower Hamlet Planning

LB Tower Hamlets

Network Assurance
Cycle Centre of
Excellence (CCE)
London Road Safety
Unit (LRSU)
Met Police

Lukman Agboola
Sidhu Paturi
Edward Rose
Simon Wickenden
Alan Rickwood

Sustrans

Michelle Quin

London Cycling
Campaign (LCC)

Steve Collins
(From Tower Hamlets
group of LCC)
Geraldine Mathews
(From Tower Hamlets
group of LCC)

Network Assessment Manager
Notification Assurance, RNP
Consulting Engineer,
Cycling Centre of Excellence
Senior Road Safety Engineer
London Road Safety Unit (LRSU)
Traffic Management Unit (Tower
Hamlets & A13 DBFO)
City of London Police
Sustrans Area Manager for North
London
Tower Hamlets LCC Group
representative
Tower Hamlets LCC Group
representative

Charlie Lloyd

LCC representative

Rik Andrew

LCC representative
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Table 3

List of CRIM attendees, Day 2 – 27th January 2010

Department

Name

Job Title

Leon Thorne

Project Manager, Cycle
Superhighways Route 2

Charlotte Edney

Project Officer

Matt Fallon

Project Manager - RNM

Marius Le Roux

Project Manager

Dawit Worku

Lead Designer

Kow Amissah-Koomson

Design Engineer

Trevor Preston

Lead Signals Designer

Valeria Riso

Lead Signals Engineer

Ali Ataie

Contract Manager

Kristian Turner

Senior Engineer (Cycling)

TfL Project Initiation
TfL Road Network
Management (RNM)

Jacobs Consultancy

LB Newham

Jack Redman
LB Redbridge
Olufunmi Adeoye
Network Assurance

Lukman Agboola

Cycle Centre of
Excellence (CCE)

Sidhu Paturi

London Road Safety
Unit (LRSU)

Edward Rose

Sustrans

Michelle Quin

London Cycling
Campaign (LCC)

Borough Cycle Officer
(Highways and Engineering Services)
Disability Officer
(Planning and Building Control)
Network Assessment Manager
Notification Assurance, RNP
Consulting Engineer,
Cycling Centre of Excellence
Senior Road Safety Engineer London Road Safety Unit
(LRSU)
Sustrans Area Manager for North
London

Bernard McDonnell
(From Newham Cyclists a local branch of the LCC)

Newham Cyclists

Michael Striesow

London Cycling Campaign (Newham)

Keith Hallam

London Cycling Campaign
(Redbridge)

Rik Andrew

LCC representative

There was neither a representative from TfL Directorate of Traffic Operations (DTO)
nor from TfL Bus Priority Team or London Buses for either of the two days.
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2

SUMMARY OF DATA AND INFORMATION GATHERED
2.1

Section and Link descriptions

The proposed alignment of the Cycle Superhighway Route 2 follows the alignment of
LCN+ Link 194 (Route 11) which runs from Bow Roundabout to the City and LCN+ Link
155 LCN+ Route 15, which runs from the North Circular to Bow Roundabout.
Due to the length of the route, it has been divided into nine distinct sections, with each
indicating a change in the general cycling environment. These have then been divided
further into Elements.
Table 4 below describes the existing characteristics of each section and element (note
that the existing cycle facilities are described in chapter 2.4).
Table 4
Section
1

2

3

Existing Characteristics of Sections and Elements
Element

Road name or
junction

Description

Aldgate Gyratory
A

St Botolph Street

• High vehicle and pedestrian flows
• Queuing at peak periods
• Up to 3 traffic lanes plus a bus lane
• Pelican crossings are provided through the gyratory
• Footway widths are typically in excess of 3m
• Level gradient

B

Aldgate High Street

• High vehicle and pedestrian flows
• Queuing at peak periods
• Up to 3 traffic lanes plus a bus lane
• Footway widths are typically in excess of 3m
• Level gradient

Whitechapel High Street

A

Mansell Street to
White Church Lane
eastbound

B

White Church Lane
to Mansell Street
westbound

Whitechapel Road

• High vehicle and pedestrian flows
• Queuing at peak periods
• Whitechapel High Street has 3 traffic lanes
• Footway widths decrease from 3m at the junction of
Commercial Street and Whitechapel High Street
• Whitechapel High Street / Braham Street gyratory
removed in 2008
• Level gradient
• Two traffic lanes and a bus lane

• Two traffic lanes and a bus lane

• Fronted predominantly by retail and commercial
premises
• High vehicle and pedestrian flows
• Queuing was observed in both directions at junctions
during peak periods
• Level gradient
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Osborn Street /
White Church Lane

B

Fieldgate Road
crossing

C

White Church Lane
to Vallance Road

• Inset loading bays along the eastbound bus lane
• Bus lanes in both directions

D

Vallance Road /
New Road

• Signal controlled junction with Vallance Road and
New Road
• Central reservation begins

E

Vallance Road to
Cambridge Heath
Road

F

Brady Street /
Cavell Street

• Two lanes in both directions with one lane acting as a
bus lane
• Market stalls in the eastbound direction
• Royal London Hospital in the westbound direction
• A number of staggered pelican crossings along this
section and a new straight across crossing outside the
Royal London Hospital
• Junction just prior to Cambridge Heath Road / Sidney
Street

Cambridge Heath
Road / Sidney
Street
Mile End Road

• Signal controlled junction indicates the end of
Whitechapel Road and the start of Mile End Road

A

Cambridge Heath
Road to Stepney
Green

• This area is residential between Sidney Street and
Cleveland Way
• From Cleveland Way it becomes commercial again for
approximately 300m, with inset parking bays

B

Mile End Road /
Stepney Green

• Signal controlled junction

C

Stepney Green to
White Horse Lane

• Signal controlled junction indicates the start of another
commercial area
• East of Stepney Green Underground Station, the area
becomes residential again
• Bus lanes run in both directions up to Globe Road,
and one traffic lane

D

Globe Road / White
Horse Lane

• Signal controlled junction

E

Bancroft Road

• Signal controlled pedestrian crossing

F

Globe Road / White
Horse Lane to
Grove Road

• Staggered signal controlled junction at Globe Road
marks the beginning of residential flats in the
westbound direction, while shops continue in the
eastbound for a short distance
• Bus lane and one traffic lane

G

4

• Osborn Street is a signal controlled junction at the
beginning of Whitechapel Road, which indicates the
start of a bus lane in both directions
• The footway widths are reduced where waiting and
loading facilities are inset
• Signal controlled pedestrian crossing

A

• Highly trafficked and high pedestrian flows on the
footways
• Bus lanes in both directions on this stretch
• Footway widths are 3m
• Level gradients
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5

6

G

Mile End Road /
Harford Road

• Signal controlled junction

H

Grove Road /
Burdett Road

• Grove Road is a busy signal controlled junction with 3
lanes of traffic, and a cluster of shops leading up to
Mile End Underground Station
• Multiple lanes and multiple crossing points
• Guard railing

I

Mile End Road
crossing by Mile
End Station by
Rhondda Grove

• Signal controlled pedestrian crossing

J

Grove Road /
Burdett Road to
Campbell Road

K

Bow Road crossing
by Coborn Street

• East of the junction, the land use becomes residential
• Bus lanes do not operate
• Two traffic lanes
• Advisory cycle lanes begin
• Signal controlled pedestrian crossing

L

Bow Road /
Campbell road

• Signal controlled junction

• This section is characterised by high vehicle flows
• Queuing was observed in both directions at junctions
during peak periods
• Footway widths are typically 3m
• Level gradient until Bow Flyover

Bow Road

A

Campbell Road to
Fairfield Road

• No bus lanes in this section
• Cycle lanes continue along Bow Road
• East of Campbell Road, a central reservation and dual
carriageway begin in both directions

B

Bow Road /
Fairfield Road

• Signal controlled junction

C

Bow Road crossing
by Bromley High
Street

• Signal controlled pedestrian crossing

D

Bow Roundabout

• High speed traffic and peak-hour high volume traffic
• No bus lanes
• Wide footways underneath flyover

E

Fairfield Road to
Bow Roundabout

• Cycle lanes end at Bromley High Street
• Two traffic lanes
• No bus lanes

A

High Street
Stratford

• Three traffic lanes and a bus lane

B

“The Greenway”

• A temporary bridge will be constructed for the
Olympics to give access to this cycle route.
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C

7

8

High Street / Cam
Road

• Signal controlled junction
• No right turn can be made
• Inaccessible to eastbound traffic

Stratford one-way
system
(Broadway, The
Grove and Great
Eastern Road)
Romford Road

• Three traffic lanes
• Bus lane in many parts

A

The Grove to Water
Lane

• Intermittent bus and cycle lanes

B

Deanery Road /
Vernon Road

• Signal controlled junction

C

Water Lane /
Vicarage Lane

• Signal controlled junction

D

• Intermittent bus and cycle lanes

F

Water Lane to
Atherton Road
Atherton Road to
Woodgrange Road
Crosby Road

• Signal controlled junction

G

Norwich Road

• Signal controlled pedestrian crossing

H

Disraeli Road

• Priority T-junction

I

Woodgrange Road /
Upton Lane

• Signal controlled junction

J

Woodgrange Road
to Green Street

• Intermittent bus and cycle lanes

K

Green Street /
Romford Road

• Signal controlled junction

L

Green Street to
Katherine Road

• Intermittent bus and cycle lanes

M

Katherine Road /
Balmoral Road

• Signal controlled junction

N

Katherine Road to
High Street North

• Intermittent bus and cycle lanes

O

Salisbury Road

• Side road junction

P

High Street North /
Station Road

• Signal controlled junction

Q

High Street North to
Rabbits Road

• Intermittent bus and cycle lanes

R

Rabbits Road /
Fourth Avenue

• Signal controlled junction

A

E

• Main East-West road through the Borough with high
traffic flows
• Pinch points at various locations along this section of
road
• Inconsistency of cycle facilities with many side road
entries

• Intermittent bus and cycle lanes
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9

S

Rabbits Road to
A406 North Circular
Road

• Intermittent bus and cycle lanes

T

Romford Road /
Little Ilford Lane

• Signal controlled junction

U

Romford Road
crossing by Lugg
Approach

• Signal controlled pedestrian crossing

V

A118 Romford
Road / North
Circular Road /
Barking Relief Rd
Slip / Ilford Hill
junction

• Signal controlled junction

• Signal controlled junction

Ilford Hill
A

A406 North Circular
Road to Cranbrook
Road

• Series of signal controlled junctions make up the
underpass beneath the A406 North Circular Road
• Two traffic lanes in both directions
• No bus lanes

B

Ilford Hill / Mill
Road

• Signal controlled junction
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The following section expands on the characteristics noted in the table above, giving
more detail on each section and element of the route.
1 Aldgate Gyratory
The A11 is a London Distributor Road, fronted predominantly by retail and commercial
premises. This signal controlled junction is the start point of the route.
1A St Botolph Street
St Botolph Street is the westbound section of the Aldgate Gyratory and is characterised
by high vehicle and pedestrian flows. There are up to three traffic lanes plus a bus lane
with lane widths in excess of 3m. The bus lane operates 24 hours a day, every day of
the week, and varies between 3m and 4.5m in width. Pelican crossings are provided
throughout.
Footway widths are typically in excess of 4m, and the section is generally characterised
as level.
1B Aldgate High Street
Aldgate High Street is the eastbound section of the Aldgate Gyratory and is
characterised by high vehicle and pedestrian flows. There are up to three traffic lanes
plus a bus lane with lane widths in excess of 3m. The bus lane operates 24 hours a
day, every day of the week, and varies between 3m and 4.5m in width. A signal
controlled junction is present at the junction with Little Somerset Street.
2 Whitechapel High Street
This section extends from the Aldgate Gyratory to Commercial Road and Whitechapel
Road. The gyratory around Whitechapel High Street and Braham Street was removed
in 2008. Braham Street is now closed and converted to a public realm area.
Whitechapel High Street leads on from St Botolph Street and comprises of three traffic
lanes in an eastbound direction and two traffic lanes westbound. The bus lane ends
shortly after leaving the Aldgate gyratory.
Two major signal controlled junctions are met for Commercial Street (A1202) in a
northbound direction and Commercial Road (A13) in a south-easterly direction.
This section is characterised by high vehicle and pedestrian flows and queuing was
observed in both directions at junctions during peak periods.
The section has no major gradients.
3 Whitechapel Road
The A11 is a London Distributor Road, fronted predominantly by retail and commercial
premises, but also the Royal London Hospital. Whitechapel Road is approximately
1.7km in length.
This section is characterised by high vehicle and pedestrian flows, and queuing was
observed in both directions at junctions during peak periods. There are bus lanes
present along the entire stretch of this road, with widths of 4m, and operation hours as
7:00 to 10:00 and from 16:00 to 19:00, from Monday to Saturday.
Footways are typically in excess of 4m.
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3A Whitechapel Road / Osborn Street / White Church Lane
This is a signal controlled junction.
3B Whitechapel Road crossing by Fieldgate Street
This is a signal controlled pedestrian crossing.
3C Commercial Street to Vallance Road
Osborn Street is a signal controlled junction at the beginning of Whitechapel Road,
which indicates the start of a bus lane in both directions.
This area is entirely commercial. The westbound bus lane in this stretch has a width of
two traffic lanes, as it incorporates the waiting and loading bays as well.
The footway widths are typically between 3m and 6m, although during this stretch, they
are slightly narrowed due to inset waiting and loading facilities.
3D Vallance Road / New Road
This is a signal controlled junction, which marks the beginning of a central reservation.
3E Vallance Road to Cambridge Heath Road
The area becomes heavily commercial with market stalls in the eastbound direction
and the Royal London Hospital in the westbound direction. There are two staggered
pelican crossings along this section.
3F Brady Street junction
This is an uncontrolled junction west of Cambridge Heath Road.
3G Cambridge Heath Road / Sidney Street
This busy signal controlled junction indicates the end of Whitechapel Road and the
start of Mile End Road.
4 Mile End Road
This section is still highly trafficked, and has high pedestrian flows on the footways.
Queuing was observed in both directions during peak periods. There are bus lanes
present in both directions on this stretch, with breaks for junctions, with hours of
operation as 7:00am - 10:00am and 4:00pm - 07:00pm, Monday to Saturday. They
have a width of between 3m and 4.5m.
The footways continue to have a width of 6m along this section of the route, and there
are no major gradients. The section of Mile End Road until the Blackwall Tunnel
Northern Approach is fronted predominantly by educational, retail/commercial premises
and open space.
4A Cambridge Heath Road to Stepney Green
Cambridge Heath Road marks the beginning of Mile End Road. The road
characteristics of this section continue in a similar fashion to those along Whitechapel
Road, with a bus lane running in both directions with a width of 4m. This area is
residential from Sidney Street to Cleveland Way where it becomes commercial again
for approximately 300m, with inset parking bays. Footway widths continue to be
between 3m and 6m, and the section has no major gradients.
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4B Mile End Road / Stepney Green
This is a signal controlled junction.
4C Stepney Green to Globe Road / White Horse Lane
This signal controlled junction indicates the start of another commercial area, leading
up to Stepney Green Underground Station, after which the area becomes residential
again. The single traffic lane has a width in excess of 3m, as does the footway.
4D Mile End Road / Globe Road / White Horse Lane
This is a signal controlled junction.
4E Mile End crossing by Bancroft Road
This is a signal controlled pedestrian crossing.
4F Globe Road / White Horse Lane to Grove Road
This staggered signal controlled junction at Globe Road marks the beginning of
residential flats in the westbound direction, although these break for Queen Mary
University which is situated before the canal. Shops continue in the eastbound for a
short distance.
4G Mile End Road to Harford Street
The junction at Harford Street is signal controlled. After this junction, larger businesses
begin to occupy both sides of the road from Harford Street in the eastbound direction.
There are no inset waiting or loading facilities along this section.
4H Grove Road / Burdett Road
Grove Road is a busy signal controlled junction with three lanes of traffic, and a cluster
of shops leading up to Mile End Underground Station, after which the area becomes
residential.
4I Mile End Road crossing by Mile End Station by Rhondda Grove
This is a signal controlled pedestrian crossing,
4J Grove Road / Burdett Road to Campbell Road
From this point to Blackwall Tunnel Northern Approach, no bus lanes operate, but two
traffic lanes are maintained in addition to advisory cycle lanes, which begin at Coborn
Street. The carriageway width also narrows to approximately 12m.
4K Bow Road crossing by Coborn Street
This is a signal controlled pedestrian crossing,
4L Bow Road / Campbell Road
The signal controlled junction at Campbell Road marks the beginning of a central
reservation and dual carriageway.
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5 Bow Road
This road is characterised by high vehicle flows and queuing in both directions during
peak periods. The footway widths are typically over 3m.
5A Campbell Road to Fairfield Road
There are no bus lanes in this section, but the cycle lanes continue along Bow Road.
5B Bow Road / Fairfield Road
This is a signal controlled junction.
5C Bow Road crossing by Bromley High Street
This is a signal controlled pedestrian crossing.
5D Bow Roundabout
Speeds and flows over the flyover are high and the signal controlled roundabout
beneath the flyover has high entry and circulatory speeds particularly in off peak
conditions.
5E Fairfield Road to Bow Roundabout
Bromley High Street marks the end of the cycle lanes in both directions, and the start of
Bow Flyover. There are two lanes of traffic in both directions, separated for a short
distance by a green area and Bow Church. There are no bus lanes. A westbound cycle
lane is present for the on slip from Bow Roundabout. The flyover is the first section on
the route with a major gradient. The flyover has two lanes in the eastbound direction
and one lane in the westbound direction.
This route is heavily trafficked with high vehicle and pedestrian flows, and queuing
observed at junctions during peak periods.
6A High Street, Stratford
The footways along the High Street are very wide. Two traffic lanes and a bus lane are
present in both directions along this stretch. The bus lane breaks between signal
controlled junctions, to allow for left turning traffic.
6B “The Greenway”
The Greenway is an existing cycle and pedestrian track which is being developed by
the ODA in preparation of the Olympic Games.
6C High Street Stratford / Cam Road
This is a signal controlled junction. It is inaccessible to eastbound traffic and no right
turn out of the junction can be made.
7A Stratford one-way System (Broadway, The Grove and Great Eastern Road)
This is a large gyratory encircling Stratford's transport links. There are three traffic
lanes with high traffic speeds and flows along most of the gyratory. There is a bus lane
in many parts of the eastbound stretch, Great Eastern Road, with two major signal
controlled junctions with Angel Lane (A112) and Leytonstone Road (A11) both in the
northbound direction.
The southbound section of the gyratory, The Grove, continues to have three lanes, and
a bus lane and cycle lane in parts. The Grove has a major signal controlled junction
with Romford Road in an eastbound direction. Broadway is the westbound section of
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the Stratford gyratory, featuring a signal controlled junction with Tramway Avenue in a
southbound direction.
8 Romford Road to the A406 North Circular Road (Borough boundary)
The Romford Road is a main East-West road linking the Stratford Gyratory with Ilford
Hill and has high traffic flows. Bus lanes are operating in this section with its hours
available for buses, cyclists and taxis only, unless specifically stated differently, as
between 7:00am and 10:00am, Monday to Friday. Outside of these operating hours
waiting and loading are allowed within the bus lanes.
There are also a number of pinch points along this section – many traffic islands have
been installed which reduces carriageway width. Another characteristic of this section
is the amount of side road entries on to Romford Road.
8A The Grove to Water Lane
There are intermittent bus and cycle lanes along this stretch. Two lanes are present in
both directions.
8B Dearnery Road / Vernon Road
This is a signal controlled junction
8C Water Lane / Vicarage Lane
This is a signal controlled junction
8D Water Lane to Atherton Road
There are intermittent bus and cycle lanes along this stretch. Two lanes are present in
both directions.
8E Atherton Road to Woodgrange Road
There are intermittent bus and cycle lanes along this stretch. Two lanes are present in
both directions.
8F Crosby Road
This is a signal controlled junction.
8G Norwich Road
This is a signal controlled pedestrian crossing.
8H Disraeli Road
This is a priority T-junction.
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8I Woodgrange Road / Upton Lane
This is a signal controlled junction.
8J Woodgrange Road to Green Street
There are intermittent bus and cycle lanes along this stretch. Two lanes are present in
both directions.
8K Green Street / Romford Road
This is a signal controlled junction.
8L Green Street to Katherine Road
There is one bus lane and a traffic lane in both directions along this stretch. The bus
lane has operation hours of Monday to Friday, 7:00 am to 10:00am westbound and
4:00pm to 7:00pm eastbound.
8M Katherine Road / Balmoral Road
This is a signal controlled junction.
8N Katherine Road to High Street North
There are intermittent bus and cycle lanes along this stretch. Two lanes are present in
both directions.
8O Salisbury Road
This is a priority T-junction with a traffic island opposite Salisbury Road.
8P High Street North / Station Road
This is a signal controlled junction.
8Q High Street North to Rabbits Road
There are intermittent bus and cycle lanes along this stretch. Two lanes are present in
both directions.
8R Rabbits Road / Fourth Avenue
This is a signal controlled junction.
8S Rabbits Road to A406 North Circular Road
There are intermittent bus and cycle lanes along this stretch. Two lanes are present in
both directions.
8T Romford Road / Little Ilford Lane
This is a signal controlled junction.
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8U Romford Road crossing by Lugg Approach
This is a Toucan crossing with a short stretch of cycle track on the footway in both
directions leading up to the crossing.
8V A118 Romford Road / North Circular Road / Barking Relief Rd Slip / Ilford Hill
junction
This is a signal controlled junction.
9 Ilford Hill
9A A406 North Circular Road to Cranbrook Road
A series of signal controlled junctions make up the underpass beneath the A406 North
Circular Road. Eastbound bus lane provision and westbound ACL provision ends
before the junction with the North Circular.
The section has high speeds on approach to the signals where an additional traffic lane
is provided.
9B Ilford Hill / Mill Road
This signal controlled junction indicates the beginning of a two-way cycle lane along the
footpath until Chapel Hill junction.
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2.2

Key Trip Generators

Key trip generators are listed from west to east. Locations indicated are located near
and not directly on the route.
Table 5

Tube and Rail Stations

Station

On / Off Link

Aldgate

On

Lines served
Bus station; Circle and Metropolitan Lines

Fenchurch Street

Off

Mainline services

Tower Hill

Off

Circle, District and DLR lines and mainline services

Tower Gateway

Off

Circle, District and DLR lines

Aldgate East

On

District and Hammersmith and City Lines

Shoreditch

Off

East London Line

Whitechapel

On

District, Hammersmith and City and East London Lines

Bethnal Green

Off

Central Line

Bethnal Green

Off

Mainline services

Stepney Green

On

District and Hammersmith and City Lines

Mile End

On

District, Hammersmith and City and Circle Lines

Bow Road

On

District and Hammersmith and City Lines

Bow Church

On

DLR Line

Stepney Green

On

Stratford

On

Woodgrange Park

On

Hammersmith & City and District lines
National Rail, Overground, DLR and LU Station – Central and
Jubilee lines
National Rail and London Overground Station

Forest Gate

Off

National Rail

Manor Park Rail

Off

National Rail

Ilford Rail

Off

National Rail

Table 6

Educational Establishments

Name

On / Off Link

Description

Queen Mary And Westfield College

Off

University

London Guildhall University

Off

University

St Paul's Church of England Primary School

Off

Primary School

English Martyrs Catholic Primary School

Off

Primary School

Swanlea School

Off

Special Needs School

Mulberry School For Girls

Off

Secondary School

Bishop Challoner Secondary Girls School

Off

Secondary School

Thomas Buxton Junior School

Off

Primary School

Stewart Headlam Primary School

Off

Primary School

Christchurch Church of England School

Off

Primary School

Cannon Barnett Primary School

On

Primary School

Sir John Cass School Of Art And Sciences

Off

College

Osmani Primary School

Off

Primary School

John Scurr Primary School

Off

Primary School

Redlands Primary School

Off

Primary School

St Anne Roman Catholic Primary School

Off

Primary School

Smithy Street School

Off

Primary School

Kobi Nazrul Primary School

Off

Primary School

Harry Gosling Primary School

Off

Primary School
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Ben Jonson Primary School

Off

Primary School

Harry Roberts Nursery School

Off

Nursery

Guardian Angels RC Primary School

On

Primary School

Wellington Primary School

Off

Primary School

The Clara Grant Primary School

Off

Primary School

St Agnes Primary School

Off

Primary School

Olga Primary School

Off

Primary School

Marner Primary School

Off

Primary School

Malmesbury Junior School

Off

Primary School

Phoenix Secondary And Primary School
St Paul With St Luke Church of England Primary School

Off

Special needs School

Off

Primary School

Old Palace Primary School

Off

Primary School

Central Foundation Girls' School

On

Secondary School

Bow School

Off

Secondary School

St Agnes RC Primary School

On

Primary School

Clara Grant Primary School

Off

Old Palace JM&I School

Primary School
Secondary School

Marner Primary School

Off
Off

Primary School

Olga Primary School

Off

Primary School

Rokebury Secondary school

Off

Secondary School

The International School of Screen Acting

Off

College

British Academy of New Music

Off

College

City College

Off

College

Interlink College of Technology

On

College

John F Kennedy School

Off

Secondary School

Sarah Bonnell Comprehensive School

Off

Secondary School

First Musical Academy Stratford

On

College

St Matthews Pre School

On

Pre-school

Park Primary School

Off

Primary School

Earham Primary School

Off

Primary School

Sandringham Primary School

Off

Primary School

Table 7

Major Employers

Name

On / Off Link

Description

Queen Mary and Westfield College

On

University

London Guildhall University

Off

University

Sedgwick Centre
Sainsbury’s, Cambridge Heath Road

On

Retail outlets and offices

On

Supermarket

London Independent Hospital

On

Hospital

Anchor House

On

Retail outlets

Royal London Hospital (Mile End)

On

Hospital

Royal London Hospital (St Clements)

On

Hospital
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Table 8

Major Retail Centres

Name

On / Off Link

Description

Sedgwick Centre

On

Retail Outlets

Sainsburys, Cambridge Heath Road

Off

Supermarket

Halfords, Anchor House
Currys, Anchor House

On

Retailer

On

Retailer

PC World, Anchor House

On

Retailer

2.3

Cycle Flow Data and Significant Movements

The Cycle Superhighway follows the alignment of LCN+ Links 195 and 155. In the
western section of the route, bus lanes are the predominant facility available for
cyclists. In the eastern section, on Romford Road, cycle lanes operate discontinuously,
with bus lanes also featuring.
From site observations the main cycle movements along the majority of the route are in
the east – west direction.
Classified traffic counts were provided by TfL for the locations indicated in the table
below.
Table 9

Details of Traffic Surveys provided by TfL

Location

Data Source

Whitechapel High Street / Commercial Street / Colchester Road
/ A11
Bow Road / Addington Road / Arnold Road

Intelligent Data Collection
(Limited)
TfL Ad hoc surveys

Date
2009
2008

Bow Road / Campbell Road

TfL Ad hoc surveys

2008

Bow Road/Station Road / Romford Road / Broadway

DfT annual surveys

2007

Romford Road / High Street North / Station Road

TfL Ad hoc surveys

2008

Romford Road / Little Ilford Lane

TfL Ad hoc surveys

2008

Romford Road / Rabbits Road / Fourth Avenue

TfL Ad hoc surveys

2008

Romford Road / Water Lane / Vicarage Lane

TfL Ad hoc surveys

2007

Woodgrange Road / Romford Road

TfL Ad hoc surveys

2008

Vallance Road / Dunbridge Street

TfL Ad hoc surveys

2007

The classified traffic surveys listed in Table 9 have been analysed and a summary of
resulting cycle flows is provided in Table 10 below. Cycle flows are shown by peak
hour within the peak period for AM and PM. The peak hour will vary for each junction,
but will fall between 07:30 and 09:30 for the AM peak and 16:00 and 19:00 in the PM
peak.
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Table 10

Summary of Cycle Flows from traffic survey data

Location

Eastbound

Westbound

Southbound

Northbound

Whitechapel High Street / Commercial
Street / Colchester Road / A11
Bow Road / Addington Road / Arnold
Road

AM: 313
PM: 100
AM: 22
PM: 118
AM:37
PM: 186
AM: 14
PM:11
AM: 5
PM: 15
AM: 8
PM: 22
AM: 7
PM: 27
AM: 10
PM: 39
AM: 9
PM: 19
AM: 4
PM: 3

AM: 52
PM: 202
AM: 129
PM: 0
AM: 212
PM: 76
AM: 25
PM: 7
AM: 16
PM: 6
AM: 23
PM: 15
AM: 23
PM: 10
AM: 50
PM: 24
AM: 13
PM: 6
AM: 34
PM: 2

AM: 132
PM: 102
AM: 0
PM: 0
AM: 14
PM: 16
AM: 58
PM: 13
AM: 5
PM: 1
AM: 0
PM: 1
AM: 0
PM: 1
AM: 18
PM: 5
AM: 12
PM: 2
AM: 74
PM: 8

AM: 69
PM: 68
AM: 2
PM: 8

Bow Road / Campbell Road
Bow Road / Station Road / Romford
Road / Broadway
Romford Road / High Street North /
Station Road
Romford Road / Little Ilford Lane
Romford Road / Rabbits Road / Fourth
Avenue
Romford Road / Water Lane / Vicarage
Lane
Woodgrange Road / Romford Road
Vallance Road / Dunbridge Street
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2.4

Existing Conditions for Cyclists

The route serves many trip attractors and is predominantly on highly trafficked roads
which provide a direct route into and out of the City. It is envisaged that the route is
currently used predominantly by confident commuters rather than less confident leisure
users.
The majority of the route at present has some cycle specific infrastructure (including
bus lanes) in place. However in some areas, this provision is discontinuous and below
London Cycle Design Standards.
Existing specific cycling facilities have been identified by Section and Element and
summarised in Table 11 below.
Table 11
Section
1

2

3

Summary of Existing Cycle Conditions
Element

Road name or
junction

Description

Aldgate Gyratory
A

St. Botolph Street

• Bus lanes and ASLs provided, but no feeder lanes
• Cycle flows are inhibited by the gyratory and volume
of traffic
• Cyclists are frequently obliged to join the circulatory
carriageway without using the bus lane

B

Aldgate High Street

• Bus lanes and ASLs provided, but no feeder lanes
• Cycle flows are inhibited by the gyratory and volume
of traffic
• Cyclists are frequently obliged to join the circulatory
carriageway without using the bus lane

Whitechapel High Street

• Bus lane
• Advanced Stop Lines (ASLs) are provided at the
junctions, although they are often occupied by
motorists

A

Mansell Street to
White Church Lane
(eastbound)

• ASLs are provided on all approaches
• Bus lane

B

White Church Lane
to Mansell Street
(westbound)

• ASLs are provided on all approaches
• Bus lane

Whitechapel Road

• Cycle flows assisted by the extent and width of bus
lanes
• The alignment is straight which allows cyclists to
remains visible to other road users
• East-westbound journey continuity is good although
the provision of cross corridor links is low
• ASLs are provided on the eastern and western
approaches

A

Osborn Street /
White Church Lane
junction

B

Fieldgate Road
crossing

• N/A

C

White Church Lane
to Vallance Road

• Bus lane and ASLs present
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Vallance Road /
New Road
Vallance Road to
Cambridge Heath
Road

• ASLs are provided but no feeder lanes

F

Brady Street /
Cavell Street

• No cycle facilities

G

Cambridge Heath
Road / Sidney
Street

• ASLs, but no feeder lanes
• The extent of guard railing throughout also restricts
cyclists
• Three cycle stands

D
E

4

• Bus lane and ASLs present
• Central reservation constrains carriageway width and
acts as a barrier for cyclists
• Staggered pedestrian crossings do not provide a
convenient access for cyclists using this route
• Sheffield stands are provided on the footway

Mile End Road

• Bus lanes in both directions exclusively for bus, cycle
and taxi use during peak periods
• Sheffield stands provided on the footway are regularly
used
• Mile End Road has a straight alignment which enables
cyclists to remain visible to other road users

A

Cambridge Heath
Road to Stepney
Green

• Bus lanes

B

Mile End Road /
Stepney Green

• ASLs at all approaches

C

Stepney Green to
Globe Road / White
Horse Lane

• ASLs at junctions

D

Globe Road / White
Horse Lane

• ASLs at all approaches

E

Mile End Road
crossing by
Bancroft Road
Globe Road / White
Horse Lane to
Grove Road

• N/A

G

Mile End Road /
Harford Street

• ASLs at all approaches

H

Grove Road /
Burdett Road

• ASLs at all entries to this junction, but no feeder lanes
• Some ASLs have green surfacing while others do not

I

A11 Mile End Road
crossing by Mile
End Station by
Rhondda Grove
Grove Road /
Burdett Road –
Campbell Road

• Advisory cycle lanes are provided in both directions

F

J

• Bus lane
• ASLs

• Bus lanes end east of Grove Road
• Advisory cycle lanes begin at Grove Road and are
located along much of the available kerbside in both
directions
• Problems in North-South cycle access through the
junction with Grove Road/Burdett Road to Tredegar
Square/Southern Grove due to central reservation
• Junctions with Arnold Road and Tomlin’s Grove
provide cycle lane within the right turn pocket
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5

6

7

K

Bow Rd crossing
by Coborn St

• An advisory cycle lane is provided in the eastbound
direction

L

Bow Road /
Campbell Road

• Signalised junction at Campbell Road has ASLs and a
cycle lane within the right turn pocket

• East-westbound journey continuity is good
• Sheffield stands are provided on the footway

Bow Road
A

Campbell Road to
Fairfield Road

• Discontinuous cycle lanes

B

Bow Road /
Fairfield Road

• An ASL is provided on the eastern approach

C

Bow Road crossing
by Bromley High
Street

• N/A

D

Bow Roundabout

• No bus lanes over flyover or cycle lanes
• Very high vehicle flows, narrow lanes and guardrailing can act as a deterrent for many cyclists along
the flyover
• No ASLs or feeder lanes at the signalised junctions
beneath the flyover

E

Fairfield Road –
Bow Roundabout

• Cycle lanes end at Bromley High Street
• Very poor links from the Bow Flyover to the
northbound and the southbound sections of the Lea
Valley Path, an important corridor for cyclists

High Street, Stratford

• Footways are very wide
• Cycles lanes begin immediately to the east of the
flyover and continue the length of the High Street
• Bus lanes
• Poor link between the existing off road facilities of ‘The
Greenway’ and no crossing facility provided
• No link between the route and the Three Mills Wall
River path, important route providing off-road routes to
Canary Wharf and the City
• Junctions rarely have ASLs

A

High Street
Stratford

• Bus lanes

B

“The Greenway”

• A temporary bridge with be constructed for the
Olympics to give access to this cycle route

C

High Street
Stratford – Cam
Road junction

• No ASLs

A

Stratford one-way
system
(Broadway,
The
Grove and Great
Eastern Road)

• Bus lane exists in many sections of this gyratory with
signage for cyclists
• A cycle lane leads cyclists onto the footway to cross
West Ham Lane
• Toucan crossings are provided
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8

Romford Road

• Generally 2 lanes exist, with one being a bus lane and
a cycle lane
• In some parts, the cycle lane road markings exist on
top of the bus lane

A

The Grove to Water
Lane
Deanery Road /
Vernon Road

• Intermittent bus and cycle lanes

C

Water Lane –
Vicarage Lane

D

Water Lane to
Atherton Road
Atherton Road to
Woodgrange Road
Crosby Road

• ASLs are provided on all approaches of the junction,
with feeder lanes (for cyclist and motorcyclist)
provided on the southern and northern approaches
• Cycle lanes

B

E
F

• Eastbound ACL is provided from the exit

• Intermittent bus and cycle lanes
• Intermittent bus and cycle lanes

G

Romford Road
crossing by
Norwich Road

• N/A

H

Disraeli Road

• Intermittent bus and cycle lanes

I

Woodgrange Road
/ Upton Lane

• ASLs are provided on all approaches

J

Woodgrange Road
to Green Street
Romford Rd /
Green Street /
Richmond Road

• Intermittent bus and cycle lanes

Green Street to
Katherine Road
Balmoral Road /
Katherine Road

• Intermittent bus and cycle lanes

Katherine Road to
High Street North
Romford Road /
Salisbury

• Intermittent bus and cycle lanes

P

High Street North /
Station Road

• ASLs and feeder
approaches.

Q

High Street North
to Rabbits Road
Rabbits Road /
Fourth Avenue

• Intermittent bus and cycle lanes

Rabbits Road to
A406 North Circular
Road
Romford Road /
Little Ilford Lane

• Intermittent bus and cycle lanes

Romford Road
crossing by Lugg
Approach

• N/A

K

L
M

N
O

R

S

T

U

• ASLs are provided on the eastern and western
approaches with a feeder lane only on the eastern
approach.

• ASLs and feeder lanes are provided on all approaches

• N/A

lanes

are

provided

on

all

• ASLs and feeder lanes are provided on all approaches

• ASLs and feeder lanes are provided on all approaches
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A118 Romford
Road / North
Circular Road /
Barking Relief
Road Slip / Ilford
Hill junction

• No cycle provision

A

A406 North Circular
to Cranbrook Road

• Cycle provision between Mill Road and Cranbrook
Road

B

Ilford Hill / Mill
Road

• An ASL and a feeder lane are provided at the junction
with Mill Road which leads cyclists onto a two-way
cycle track along the footpath

V

9

Ilford Hill
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2.5

Cycle Collision Data

Collision data along Cycle Superhighway Route 2 have been obtained for 1 January
2006 to 31 July 2009. This data has been summarised in Table 12 below.
Table 12

Summary of Casualty Data – 01 Jan 06 to 31 Jul 09
Number of Casualties
Casualty Severity

Year

2007
(12 months)

2008
(12 months)

2009
(7 months)

2 Serious

3 Slight

Sum

0

21

49

70

Mode of Travel
1 Pedestrian

2006
(12 months)

1 Fatal

2 Pedal Cycle

0

6

27

33

3 Powered 2 Wheeler

0

3

42

45

4 Car

0

10

161

171

5 Taxi

0

0

3

3

6 Bus Or Coach

0

4

30

34

7 Goods Vehicle

0

0

3

3

8 Other Vehicle

0

0

4

4

9 Private Hire

0

0

0

0

Sum

0

44

319

363

1 Pedestrian

2

26

50

78

2 Pedal Cycle

0

6

50

56

3 Powered 2 Wheeler

1

17

42

60

4 Car

0

9

172

181

5 Taxi

0

0

4

4

6 Bus Or Coach

0

0

22

22

7 Goods Vehicle

0

0

3

3

8 Other Vehicle

0

0

5

5

9 Private Hire

0

0

1

1

Sum

3

58

349

410

1 Pedestrian

3

21

54

78

2 Pedal Cycle

0

7

44

51

3 Powered 2 Wheeler

0

9

50

59

4 Car

0

4

216

220

5 Taxi

0

0

1

1

6 Bus Or Coach

0

0

28

28

7 Goods Vehicle

0

0

4

4

8 Other Vehicle

0

0

3

3

9 Private Hire

0

0

2

2

Sum

3

41

402

446

1 Pedestrian

2

12

26

40

2 Pedal Cycle

0

2

31

33

3 Powered 2 Wheeler

0

3

28

31

4 Car

0

0

95

95

5 Taxi

0

0

1

1

6 Bus Or Coach

0

0

15

15

7 Goods Vehicle

0

1

1

2

8 Other Vehicle

0

1

0

1

9 Private Hire

0

0

2

2

Sum

2

19

199

220
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It should be noted, that in September 2009 there was a cycle fatality at the junction with
Whitechapel Road and Vallance Road that is not covered in the above data.
Analysing the data it shows that the highest number of pedal cycle collisions occurred
in 2007 with 56 collisions. During 2006 18% (6) of the pedal cycle collisions (27) were
serious. A total of 173 pedal cycle collisions occurred during the 43 month period
analysed.
According to the Levels of Collision Risk in Greater London, 2005 to 2007 (Issue 12,
February 2009) produced by TfL, the annual average percentage of pedal cycle
collisions at all sites in Greater London is 11.7%. The annual average percentage of
pedal cycle collisions for this route is 12%, which is slightly higher than the average for
Greater London.
In addition, the pedal cycle collision rate per kilometre for this route is 0.27 collisions
per kilometre, compared to 0.20 collisions per kilometre in Greater London reported in
the Levels of Collision Risk in Greater London, 2005 to 2007 (Issue 12, February 2009)
produced by TfL.
Additional collision data for a five year period ending July 2009 has been obtained. This
data has been plotted on the OS mapping along the route, showing all cycle collisions
during the period and its severity. The Cycle Collision drawings are included in
Appendix D.

2.6

Motor Traffic Flow Data

Classified traffic count data was supplied by TfL for the sections along the Cycle
Superhighway Route 2. In the analysis of traffic data, the classified vehicle counts were
converted to Passenger Car Units (PCUs) to establish the flows based on the space
each vehicle type would take on the road. This allows for a like to like comparison of
the traffic on the road. The percentage of Heavy Goods Vehicles has been presented
based on PCUs, and may therefore vary slightly to observations on site.
PCUs are provided to show the flow direction at each junction, and for the peak hour at
the particular junction. This will vary for each junction, but will fall between 07:30 and
09:30 for the AM peak and 16:00 and 19:00 in the PM peak. The conversion factors
used for the various vehicle types are shown in Table 13. Table 14 provides the vehicle
traffic flows.
Table 13

PCU Conversion Factors

Vehicle Type

Car

Taxi

LGV

PCU conversion factor

1

1

1.5
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Table 14

Peak Hour Vehicular Traffic Flows

Section

Vehicle traffic (PCUs)
Location

AM

Year
W

PM

E

N

S

W

E

HGV %
N

S

AM

PM

1

Bow Road /
Addington Road /
Arnold Road

2008

1570

800

59

30

1181

1307

42

38

3.3

1.2

2

Bow Road /
Campbell Road

2008

1611

780

n/a

130

1253

1271

n/a

229

2.3

0.6

3

St Paul’s Road /
Burdett Road

2007

988

403

484

565

684

680

595

585

3.8

0.4

4

Romford Road /
High Street North
/ Station Road

2008

774

523

307

398

612

271

366

451

1.6

0.4

5

Romford Road /
Little Ilford Lane

2008

1009

1004

n/a

0

675

1024

n/a

0

1.4

0.5

2008

803

914

343

0

528

942

257

3

1.6

1

2007

945

570

310

454

740

805

243

392

1

0.1

2008

809

598

456

522

704

687

437

516

2.3

0.7

2007

398

171

257

507

258

363

401

453

1.9

0.8

6

7

8

9

Romford Road /
Rabbits Road /
Fourth Ave
Romford Road /
Water Lane /
Vicarage Lane
Woodgrange
Road / Romford
Street
Vallance Road /
Dunbridge Street
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2.6.1

Bus Flows

A number of bus routes operate along some of Cycle Superhighway Route 2. Table 15
provides a summary of these bus routes and their peak and normal frequencies per
hour:
Table 15

Summary of Bus Frequencies

Location
Romford Road

Bow High Street

Bow Road
Mile End Road

Whitechapel Road and
High Street

2.7

Bus Route

Peak buses per hour

Normal buses per hour

25

12

10

86

10

7.5

W19

3

3

325

4

3

N86

n/a

2

25

12

10

108

6

5

276

6

4

425

5

4

D8

5

5

N8

n/a

3

25

12

10

425

5

4

25

12

10

205

4

4

339

8

6

25

12

10

205

8

6

254

12

7.5

Motor Traffic Speed Data

The speed limit for all the roads included in the proposed Cycle Superhighway Route 2
alignment is 30 mph.
Although the speed limit on a road is indicated, an important measurement is the 85th
percentile speed of a road. This speed measurement is the speed that 85% of the
traffic on the road travels at, and may be more than the posted speed limit.
The 85 percentile speeds on the approaches to Bow flyover would probably be higher
than 30 mph speed limit, due to the nature of the road.
As part of the Preliminary Design activity, speed data at most of the junctions will be
obtained and assessed.
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2.8

Cycle Superhighway Route junction capacity issues

The A11 is a London Distributor Road, and as such experiences high traffic flows.
Flows are tidal, with high flows westbound in the AM Peak and eastbound in the PM
Peak.
All major junctions along the Link appear to operate at capacity, particularly during the
periods mentioned above. Junctions on the route which are of particular concern to
cyclists due to perceived high traffic flows are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aldgate Gyratory, westbound in the AM peak
Vallance Road / New Road, eastbound in the PM peak and westbound in the AM
and PM peaks
Globe Road, westbound in the AM peak and eastbound in the PM peak
Grove Road, westbound in the AM peak and eastbound in the PM peak
Bow Roundabout, westbound in the AM peak
Bow Road / Blackwall Tunnel Northern Approach Junction;
Stratford one-way system;
Romford Road / Upton Lane Junction;
High Street North / Romford Road Junction; and
Romford Road / North Circular Road Junction.
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2.9

Pedestrian Amenity Issues

The following table lists site observations by section that have been made regarding
pedestrian amenity issues which may impact on Cycle Superhighway Route 2:
Table 16

Summary of Pedestrian Amenity Issues

Section

Road name

Description

1

St Botolph Street and
Aldgate High Street

2

Whitechapel High
Street

3

Whitechapel Road

4

Mile End Road

5

Bow Road

6

High Street, Stratford

7

Stratford one-way
system (Broadway,
The Grove and Great
Eastern Road)

8

Romford Road

9

Ilford Hill

• The footways are generally wide and of good quality, but a lot of
space is occupied by street furniture such as waste bins and
seating areas outside cafés
• Guard railing is also provided in most sections as these
pavements are very busy with pedestrians
• The footways in this section are very similar to those in the
Aldgate Gyratory
• The footways are wide and of good quality but most of the space
is used by pedestrians and street furniture
• There are wide footways along this stretch and of a good quality
surface
• They have high pedestrian flows due to the nature of the area,
and are largely occupied by market stalls on the westbound side.
• There is a large amount of street furniture on both sides
• This stretch has wide footways, but the quality of the surface is
patchy, with some areas being recently renewed, but others not
• There is a large number of street furniture in both directions
• The roundabout junction of the Blackwall Tunnel Northern
Approach and Bow Road has very poor pedestrian amenity with
no pedestrian crossing facilities despite signalisation of all arms.
• The high traffic speeds of circulatory traffic particularly in off peak
free flow contribute to poor conditions
• Footways in this section are very wide and of a good quality
surface
• The central reserve that continues along the majority of the link
section has guard railing that ensure formal pedestrian crossings
(located at the junctions) are used
• Pedestrian amenity in this section is generally good with wide
footways, smooth, level surfacing and good areas of open space.
• The Broadway is pedestrianised around the Stratford shopping
centre and High street
• Pedestrians are currently walking in the cycle lane leading to
Stratford Station as this is away from the carriageway. This
creates a pedestrian / cyclist conflict at this location
• Retail areas around the junction of Romford Road with Little Ilford
Lane has parking and Goods deliveries that block the footway
and create unattractive conditions for pedestrians
• Footways have a significant amount of street clutter on Romford
Road beneath the A406 North Circular Road
• The footways on the Ilford side of the A406 North Circular Road
however, are wide enough to provide the existing two-way cycle
path, with enough space also available for pedestrians
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2.10

Historic Report, Studies and Consultations

A CRISP study was carried out in May 2006 for the LCN+ Link 194 (Route 11) from
Mansell Street to Blackwall Tunnel Northern Approach. Mansell Street is located
between the Aldgate Gyratory and Whitechapel High Street meaning this CRISP
includes almost the entirety of the Western section of Cycle Superhighway Route 2,
excluding only the Aldgate Gyratory.
Two years later, another CRISP study was carried out, in March 2008, for LCN+ Links
155 and 156. LCN+ Link 155 is relevant to Cycle Superhighway Route 2, as it stretches
from Blackwall Tunnel Northern Approach to the A406 North Circular Road, covering
the entirety of the Eastern section of Route 2.
In December 2009, a CRISP was produced for 20km of Tower Hamlets’ cycle routes
and the Greenway. This study looked into a number of routes in LB Tower Hamlets, of
which four only cross the route of the Cycle Superhighway Route 2. The routes that
cross have these junctions in common with the CSH Route 2:
•
•
•
•

Whitechapel Road / New Road / Vallance Road
Whitechapel Road / Cambridge Heath Road
Bow Road / Addington Road / Arnold Grove
Bow Interchange

Below, the findings from these studies are summarised, with the major barriers and
major opportunities highlighted.
Link 194 (Route 11) CRISP Study
Major barriers:
•
•

•

•
•
•

As the A11 is a busy London Distributor Road, there is conflict between modes
within the limited carriageway and footway space.
Cycle facilities are provided by means of shared bus lanes and advisory cycle
lanes. Generally these provide good cycle access, however carriageway width in
and around junctions is restricted at a number of sites.
Guard railing is found in large quantities along the Link, particularly around
crossings and along central reservations. Guard railing has been identified as a
major hazard to cyclists, particularly around junctions where vehicles may cause
cyclists to be crushed against it.
The crossing facilities, which are almost all staggered Pelican crossings,
represent a barrier to cyclists, who find it difficult to negotiate the stagger.
The Aldgate Gyratory, Bow Interchange and Bow Flyover act as major barriers to
cyclists, due to high traffic flows and speeds.
All identified barriers are compounded by heavy traffic volumes and congestion.
This results in increased delays at traffic signals during the peak periods. Vehicle
speeds have been occasionally observed to be high during the off-peak period.

Major opportunities:
•

The Link affords an attractive option for cyclists as it provides a very direct link
between a number of public transport interchanges, residential areas and public
open spaces. It also provides a key route for commuters to access Central
London.
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•
•
•
•

•

•

Addressing existing crossing facilities and safety around junctions have been
identified as the major areas for improvement.
Removal, relocation or redesigning of existing guard railing and rationalisation of
signage would greatly benefit cyclists.
The conversion of crossings to Toucan or straight across operation would greatly
benefit cyclists.
There are proposals for the redevelopment of the Aldgate gyratory system which
would involve considerable realignment of the road network. Reversion to twoway working would require extensive remodelling and would provide
opportunities for enhanced cycle facilities.
Proposals are currently being considered for the Bow Interchange and flyover
with regard to the London Olympics in 2012. As this junction forms a primary
access to the Olympic site, consideration may be given to removing the flyover.
Transport for London is developing the Network Management Plan process for
reviewing the TLRN as a whole. The A11 forms one of the pilot studies of this
exercise and therefore affords a valuable opportunity for significantly revising the
provisions for all users of the corridor.

Link 155 CRISP Study
Major barriers:
•
•
•
•

The High Street Stratford junction with the A12 Blackwall Tunnel Northern
Approach
Approach Road and A11 Bow Road
Stratford town centre / High Street
Bow Flyover with high vehicle speeds, barriers and steep gradients making
intimidating conditions for cyclists

Major opportunities:
•

The route for LCN+ Link 155 passes many key trip generators. There is an
opportunity to provide a high quality link to these existing trip generators whilst
there are additional opportunities at the western side of the route where both the
Stratford City and Olympic sites will become major destinations in their own right.
All key trip generators are discussed in more detail in sub-section 2.2.

London Borough of Tower Hamlets’ Greenways and Local Cycle Routes CRISP
Major barriers:
•
•
•

Addington Road / Bow Road / Arnold Road – this junction is difficult for cyclists to
negotiate.
Bow Interchange – heavy traffic flows and little provision for cyclists make this
junction intimidating even for experienced cyclists.
Vallance Road / A11 / New Road – this is a very busy junction, and despite ASLs,
it is intimidating and potentially dangerous for cyclists. There was a recent cyclist
fatality at this location.
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Major opportunities:
•

Cycle Superhighways Route 2 and High Street 2012 – the long term solution for
the junction with Arnold Road / Addington Road to assist pedestrians and cyclists
to cross is to convert the new Pelican crossing (installed in March 2010) to a
Toucan crossing. This CRISP hopes this recommendation can be picked up in
the Cycle Superhighways Route 2 design. TfL are also looking at redesigning the
Vallance Road / New Road junction as part of these schemes.

The following table provides a summary of the recommendations raised in the three
CRISP studies mentioned above that are relevant to Cycle Superhighway Route 2. The
table is set out according to the sections developed through this CHIP report. Sections
1-5 are recommendations from Link 194 (Route 11) CRISP Study and Tower Hamlets’
CRISP study. Any comment not specifically labelled as being from Tower Hamlets’
CRISP study can be assumed to be from Link 194 (Route 11) CRISP study. Sections
6-9 are exclusively from Link 155 CRISP Study. Note that some elements may not
have had any recommendations.
Table 17
Section
1

2
3

Summary of Recommendations from previous CRISP studies
Road name or
junction
St. Botolph Street and
Aldgate High Street

Description

Whitechapel High
Street
Whitechapel Road

• No recommendations

• Providing ASLs and feeder lanes at crossings will increase road
user awareness of cyclist activity in the area and clearly
indicate to all road users which lane they should use, improving
overall road user safety.
• Reviewing the conversion of staggered crossings will identify
options to improve cycle route continuity, reduce difficult or
unnecessary manoeuvring around traffic and improve overall
safety for all road users.
• Redesigning existing refuge islands to increase carriageway
width will improve cycle network geometry and connectivity
creating a safer cycling environment.

Junction with Vallance Road
• Providing feeder lanes into ASLs will increase road user
awareness of cyclist activity in the area and clearly indicate to
all road users which lane they should use, improving overall
road user safety.
• Redesigning existing traffic islands will improve accessibility
and allow cyclists to travel between roads in a safer manner.
Realigning New Road eastwards will reduce the stagger
between it and Vallance Road and will reduce cyclist/vehicle
conflicts between turning movements leading to a safer road
user environment.

Vallance Road / A11 / New Road junction (from Tower
Hamlets’ CRISP)
• Recommendations for this location include remarking the

existing road markings, provision of a northbound cycle
track to provide access to the ASL and provision of a
Toucan crossing on the eastern A11 arm. It is hoped that
these recommendations will improve crossing conditions,
and therefore safety, for both northbound and southbound
cyclists in the short to medium term until the junction is
completely redesigned by TfL as part of other schemes
(Cycle Superhighways and High Street 2012).
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Junction with Cambridge Heath Road
• Providing ASLs and feeder lanes at crossings will increase road
user awareness of cyclist activity in the area, improve cycle
network connectivity and clearly indicate to all road users which
lane they should use, improving overall road user safety.
• Realigning the refuge island on the north-west side of the
junction, to provide greater width for straight ahead traffic will
allow improved access to the ASL, improving safety.
• Conversion and relocation of crossing facilities will improve
accessibility and cycle network continuity allowing cyclists to
travel between roads in a safer manner.
4

Mile End Road

Junction with Stepney Green
• Providing feeder lanes into ASLs and new ASLs will increase
road user awareness of cyclist activity in the area, improve
cycle network activity and clearly indicate to all road users
which lane they should use, improving cycle lane connectivity
and overall road user safety.
• Converting the crossings on Mile End Road either side of the
junction and the crossing on Stepney Green to straight across
operation will improve accessibility and cycle network continuity
allowing cyclists to travel between roads in a safer manner.
White Horse Lane / Globe Road Junction
• The study around White Horse Lane will present options to
improve crossing facilities and signal review options to improve
safety and accessibility for all road users.
Bancroft Road
• Reviewing the conversion of staggered crossings will identify
options to improve cycle route continuity, reduce difficult or
unnecessary manoeuvring around traffic and improve overall
safety for all road users.
• Providing a right turn facility into Bancroft Road will improve
cyclist accessibility and safety.
Harford Street Junction
• Providing ASLs and feeder lanes at crossings will improve cycle
network connectivity, increase road user awareness of cyclist
activity in the area and clearly indicate to all road users which
lane they should use, improving overall road user safety.
• Reviewing the conversion of staggered crossings will identify
options to improve cycle route continuity, reduce difficult or
unnecessary manoeuvring around traffic and improve overall
safety for all road users.
• Providing feeder lanes to all ASLs on Burdett Road will increase
cycle network connectivity, road user awareness of cyclist
activity in the area and improve overall road user safety.
• Redesigning and realigning existing crossings and refuge
islands respectively on Burdett Road will improve accessibility,
the cycle network geometry and allow cyclists and pedestrians
to cross roads in a safer manner.
Addington Road / Arnold Grove
• An additional refuge island on Bow Road will provide protection
for cyclists turning right into Addington Road, reducing the
likelihood of cyclist / vehicle incidents.
• Signalisation of the junction of Bow Road / Addington Road /
Arnold Grove will provide a safe crossing point for cyclists and
reduce vehicle speeds creating a safer road user environment.
• Partially insetting existing parking boxes will make cycling a
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more desirable mode by improving cyclists’ visibility,
accessibility, network connectivity, lane width and increase road
user awareness of cyclist activity in the area.
(From Tower Hamlets’ CRISP study)
• As a short-term solution, it is therefore recommended the local
cycle route is realigned via Tomlin’s Grove. This
recommendation includes the provision of cycle symbols within
central hatching and installation of islands on either side to
create a sheltered right turn pocket for cyclists turning into
Tomlin’s Grove and replacement of the existing give-way
marking with a cycle symbol on the pocket for cyclists turning
into Addington Road. As a long-term solution, it has been
recommended that a Toucan crossing be provided to provide a
safe crossing facility for both cyclists and pedestrians. This is
being progressed by TfL as part of other schemes
5

Bow Road

Campbell Road Junction
• Removing unnecessary signs will better inform road users and
reduce the number of roadside hazards.
• Reviewing the conversion of staggered crossings will identify
options to improve cycle route continuity, reduce difficult or
unnecessary manoeuvring around traffic and improve overall
safety for all road users.
• Providing ASLs and feeder lanes at crossings will increase road
user awareness of cyclist activity in the area and clearly
indicate to all road users which lane they should use, improving
overall road user safety.
• Reviewing crossings will identify options to improve cycle route
continuity, reduce difficult or unnecessary manoeuvring around
heavily congested areas and improve overall safety for all road
users.
• Converting the existing zebra controlled crossing on Bromley
High Street to signal controlled will improve accessibility.

Bow Interchange (From Tower Hamlets’ CRISP study)
• It has been recommended that the western footway of the A12
northbound slip road be converted to shared use (with a drop
kerb to allow access from the carriageway).
• Long-term recommendations include the provision of Toucan
crossings on the southern and eastern arms of the roundabout
(the latter was recommended as part of previous CRISP
studies) and conversion of the associated footways to shared
use. Realignment of the route via the existing subway under the
A12 which links Washington Close and Hancock Road
(providing connection to Three Mills Lane and the Canal
Towpath) was considered, however as the existing cycle
infrastructure along the potential realignment is to a good
standard it would be more beneficial to provide additional
facilities at the Bow Interchange in order to address this major
barrier. Additionally, this option would still require
implementation of the Toucan on the eastern arm of the
interchange (recommended in previous CRISP studies), as
without this, north – south connectivity would still be an issue at
the interchange.
Bow Flyover
• Removing the flyover will enhance the local environment and
afford a revised access to the Olympic site.
• Providing ASLs and feeder lanes at crossings will increase road
user awareness of cyclist activity in the area and clearly
indicate to all road users which lane they should use, improving
overall road user safety.
• In the short term install ASLs and feeder lanes on A11 on/off
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•
•
•
•

slips and circulatory stop lines (may require widening of
carriageway in parts).
Provide off road alternative to roundabout using Toucan
crossings and footway to cater for leisure users accessing the
Lea Valley Walk.
A jug handle exit on the eastern and western approaches and
two Toucan crossings on the on and off slips from the A11.
Install cycle track from proposed toucan to Lea Valley (75m) for
westbound to southbound cyclists.
Remove circulatory ACLs.

6

High Street, Stratford

• Signalise the crossing of the Greenway with a two stage button
push or sensor for cyclists to avoid unnecessary delay to traffic
particularly in the off peak.
• Sign an alternative route to the A115 from High Street via Lett
Road and Wilmer Lea Close.
• Upgrade the existing pedestrian crossing at Lett Road to
Toucan layout.

7

Stratford one-way
system (Broadway,
The Grove and Great
Eastern Road)

• Create a more clearly defined cycle route through the
pedestrianised area including the removal of obstructions.
• Upgrade existing ACLs and MCLs to LCDS.
• Tighten kerb at entrance to Tramway Avenue and install ACL
from junction of Romford Road / Stratford Broadway to existing
ACL past West Ham Lane (200m approx). (ACL to be
continuous across junction mouths in line with LCDS).
• Install jug handle junction for access to Stratford shopping area
for westbound cyclists before the junction of Tramway Avenue
and Broadway.
• Upgrade pedestrian crossing to Toucan layout.
• Install speed camera on Broadway to slow traffic speeds.
• Convert nearside lane of Broadway to bus lane up to Chant
Street (subject to capacity assessment).

8

Romford Road

Upton Lane/Woodgrange Road
• Make the centre lane of the Romford Road / Woodgrange Road
eastbound arm a ‘right turn only’ lane and remove the existing
dedicated right turn lane.
• Make ‘left turn only’ lane an ‘ahead and left lane’ and move
pedestrian refuge and signals to the north.
• Install nearside feeder lane back to existing bus lane (subject to
capacity assessment).
• At the junction of Woodgrange Road / Romford Road install a
central feeder lane linking to the existing ASL for westbound
cyclists
Katherine Road to High Street North
• Provision of a 0.5m buffer zone on the MCL to the west of the
junction of Shrewsbury Road / Romford Road.
• At the junction of Shrewsbury Road / Romford Road remove
mandatory lane in favour of cycle logos further into the
carriageway to indicate a safe position away from parked cars.
• All junctions where the bus lane crosses a side road, the
coloured surfacing of the bus lane is to be continued through
the mouth of the junction with cycle logos (10 junctions
approx.).
• At the junction of Nigel Road / Romford Road convert MCL to
ACL and continue into bus lane along direct alignment
• Provide a build out to formalise the parking bays to the east of
Nigel Road and bring the give way lines forward to improve
visibility from the junction mouth. (The bus lane would need to
be moved further to the west).
• Install signing for those cyclists wishing to gain access to A117
(High Station North) to use Salisbury Road.
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9

Ilford Hill

• Build out kerb and tighten kerb radii to slow traffic speeds on
the westbound approach to A406.
• Provide a kerbside ACL (over 70m approx) linking to ASL at the
signals under A406 North Circular flyover.

Other recommendations made for the general route included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.11

Most of the crossings are staggered along the route which create a “sheep pen”
effect and are unsuitable for cyclists
Carriageway resurfacing is needed in many areas
Not all side roads and/or entries to adjacent 20 mph zones incorporate raised
entry treatments
Parking provision and security could be improved
LCN+ signage could be improved
A review of all guard railing should take place which will identify options for
removing, redesigning or relocating guard rails to improve safety, visibility and
accessibility for all road users

Current and Proposed Schemes

The following are schemes that are likely to affect the Cycle Superhighway Route 2.
These schemes will have varying impacts on the Cycle Superhighway, and may also
affect local traffic conditions, general road layouts and the urban realm. Schemes
include:
•

High Street 2012
 This public realm strategy aims to regenerate the A11/A118 corridor from
Aldgate to Stratford and reconnect the destinations along it for the Olympic
Games and the future
 It includes ideas such as the reduction of street clutter, cycling and
pedestrian improvements and road surface treatment.

•

Whitechapel High Street
 The gyratory around Whitechapel High Street and Braham Street was
removed at the end of 2008. There is now a park where Braham Street has
been closed which could have the potential as a cycle route

•

Whitechapel Road (between Fieldgate Street and New Road)
 There are planned redevelopments taking place at the Mosque on the south
side of Whitechapel Road, which TfL are trying to have amended to include
an improved pedestrian crossing. However these plans are on hold until
further funding can be made available. They have the potential to be picked
up in the High Street 2012 strategy or Cycle Superhighway Route 2 design,
but the prelim design includes a pedestrian built out which would not be in
the interests of the cycle route.

•

Whitechapel Road / Vallance Road / New Road
 A cycle fatality occurred in September 2009 with a left turning vehicle at this
junction.
 A scheme has been designed and involves realigning roads, but is currently
on hold due to funding (the proposed drawing is in section 3.3, drawing
number GO70337-04-Opt 3).
 ASLs would be possible on the Whitechapel Road approaches, but the
carriageway width means feeder lanes are not.
 The total scheme costs including stats cost is £1.2 million (stats cost is
£750,000) and the available road safety funding is £250,000. It was agreed
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that the Cycle Superhighway will fund the east-west works that will impact
the Cycle Superhighway along Whitechapel Road (pinch points, ASLs, blue
surfacing). However, it is unlikely that the Cycle Superhighway team will able
to fund the North - South works along Vallance Road and New Road.
The next stage is to re-visit the scheme and make it more usable for cyclists
on the East - West route. The CSH team and TPU could then meet with the
utilities to try to define and rationalise the costs of their works estimates.

•

Whitechapel Road by Whitechapel London Underground Station
 There is a new crossing that has recently been installed from the Royal
London Hospital to Whitechapel London Underground Station.

•

Whitechapel Road / Cambridge Heath Road / Sidney Street
 There is a cycling improvement scheme building upon recommendations of
a CRISP which is currently at design stage with TDE and on hold at the
moment.
 The scheme has not been costed yet, however, it is anticipated that CCE will
fund the scheme.
 The aspiration implementation date is sometime in 2010/2011, but there are
now plans the Cycle Superhighway Route 2 should incorporate this scheme
into the design.

•

Mile End Road from White Horse Lane to Harford Street
 Ocean's Estate redevelopment which will affect the shop fronts along Mile
End Road.
 Development would include improved access to Stepney Green London
Underground Station.

•

Mile End Road / Burdett Road/ Grove Road Junction
 A scheme is required at this location due to high pedestrian demand from
Mile End tube station to colleges / universities.
 A scheme is currently with TDE with prelim design to be completed in May
2010.

•

Pedestrian crossing outside Mile End Tube
 As a result of a number of serious collisions involving pedestrians crossing
the westbound carriageway, this scheme is looking to narrow the approach
to two lanes from three and either upgrade the existing staggered facility or
provide a new straight across facility.
 Scheme currently being designed in TDE in conjunction with the scheme at
Burdett Road / Grove Road junction.
 There is high political pressure to implement the scheme.

•

Bow Roundabout inc. Gladstone Memorial crossing
 There are five design options all of which fully signalise the roundabout with
pedestrians being able to use it.
 Some designs are to go through the central island, while others go around
the roundabout.
 It was agreed that Cycle Superhighway team will be involved in the
preliminary design.
 It was agreed that a land search would be useful near the McDonalds at
Bow Roundabout to look into off-carriageway cycle provisions for cyclists.
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•

Bromley by Bow Masterplan
 A new Tesco superstore, housing, school and hotel are planned.
 Tesco want an all movement junction (signalised over two junctions) and the
existing underpass will be closed.
 A bus, walking and cycle bridge is planned over Bow Creek.
 Access to the station will be improved.

•

Bow Interchange
 Pedestrian and cycle scheme around Blackwall Tunnel Northern Approach
and Bow Interchange as part of the Olympic works.

•

Stratford
 This is the primary site of the London Olympics 2012.
 30,000 - 50,000 adjacent homes are proposed in Newham.
 New DLR line and stations.
 CTRL and Crossrail coming to Stratford.
 The extension of the Lea Valley Park from Hackney Marsh to the Thames
 Over 14000m2 retail and leisure development at Stratford City.
 Approximately 30 private and local authority developments and masterplans
adjacent to the High Street.
 Development consisting of 174 residential units, 1500 square metres of
commercial units.

•

London Thames Gateway
 Improved cycle route from west of Canning Town up Bow Creek and ending
by “the Greenway” cycle route.

•

Sugar House Lane
 Proposed redevelopment which will affect access in the area.

•

Warton Road: one of the main junctions for the Olympics
 A temporary pedestrian bridge is planned to be installed by 2011 and
removed after the Olympics.
 Wide pedestrian crossings will also be provided.
 Two right hand turnings will be installed to increase capacity for parking
around Rick Roberts Way (by early 2011). After the Olympics it is planned to
have a staggered crossing.

•

Rick Roberts Way
 A residential and small retail development is proposed.

•

The Fat Walk, Lea River Park
 This walk will make up the southern most part of the Lea Valley Park.
 It will provide linear parkland along the River Lea with a north south route
from the Olympics to the Thames.

•

Cycle Hire Locations
 There are 5 proposed locations for cycle hires along this route, between
Aldgate and Whitechapel Underground Station (see Appendices for their
locations).

2.12

Motor traffic and cycling enforcement issues

There is no information available at present. We are not aware of any issues, apart
from waiting and loading enforcement issues along this route.
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3

DRAWINGS
3.1

Existing situation and Recommendations

Drawings showing the existing situation along the proposed Cycle Superhighway Route
2 is included in Appendix E (Also refer to Section 1.3 of this report).
Utilising the existing Ordnance Survey mapping of the route, the recommendations
contained in the Data Sheets (Refer to Section 4 of this report) have been shown on
the drawings. This provides an overview of recommendations at various locations
along the route.
These recommendations will undergo further development as the CHIP process
progresses, leading to Preliminary Design. The drawings are shown in Appendix F.
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4

CONSIDERATION AND SUMMARY OF OPTIONS
4.1

Cycle Superhighway Route 2 – Data Sheets

The route has been divided into Sections which each have been divided into Elements.
A Data Sheet for each Element of a Section has been created, containing Existing
Conditions, Options and Recommendations.
This section contains the Data Sheets for this route. There are references within some
data sheets, to current schemes under development at various locations along the
route. The drawings for those schemes (developed by others) are shown in Appendix
G.
The London Borough of Newham, as Highway Authority for the section of the proposed
TfL Cycle Superhighway Route 2 aligned along Stratford High Street, Stratford Town
Centre and Romford Road, have a significant programme of Highways works underway
in the Stratford area in advance of the London 2012 Olympics. These high profile works
are critical to the delivery of the 2012 Games and the regeneration of the area, with the
scheme development and design preceding the TfL Cycle Superhighways concept.
The options presented in the TfL study will be referenced as part of future delivery of
programmes along this strategic corridor but cannot feasibly be incorporated into
existing programmes already far advanced to design and construction.
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St. Botolph Street
(connection between
CSH Route 2 and the
City)
Section 1A
Highway
Authority:

City of
London

CRIM
date:

26th Jan
2010

St. Botolph Street
Existing characteristics:
St. Botolph Street Gyratory
1. No road marking at present near the junction of Houndsditch but shortly after the carriageway
divides into three eastbound traffic lanes up to the pedestrian crossing.
2. Beyond the signalised pedestrian crossing, there is a bus stop leading into a bus lane forming a
fourth lane running parallel to the three traffic lanes.
3. The bus lane is 3.2m wide and runs across Middlesex Street junction.
4. The junction with Middlesex Street is wide and does not have a raised entry treatment.
5. There is a wide footway on the north side between Middlesex Street and Houndsditch.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Poor lane discipline increases the chances of conflict with speeding / weaving traffic around the
gyratory. There is continuous guard railing along the southern footway.
Stakeholder comment:
1. Existing plan to remove the Aldgate Gyratory should be taken forward.
2. Traffic lanes around the gyratory are too narrow and should be widened.
3. Consider two-way cycle route along Aldgate Gyratory.
4. Utilise the presence of the Cycle Superhighways to make connections to schools and churches
in the vicinity.
5. Existing plan to remove the Aldgate Gyratory in relation to a bridge strengthening works by LUL
has been put on hold by City of London.
6. Excessive guard railing is seen as hazardous by cyclists.
Constraints:
High traffic flows around the gyratory may prevent any works which may impact on capacity. High
volume of pedestrians in the area may conflict with any proposed off-carriageway measures.
Opportunities:
An earlier plan for reinstating a two–way working for Aldgate Gyratory has been put on hold.
Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
1
2
3

Budget Cost:

Widen bus lane from 3.2m to 4.5m on St. Botolph Street.
Provide raised entry treatment at the junction of Middlesex
Street and St. Botolph Street.
Install 4 cycle stands on footway east of Aldgate House.

Other comments:
This section would not be part of CHS Route 2, but would act as a connection to/from the
route to the City.
Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
1 Options 1 to 3 are recommended pending further discussion in order to improve safety
and attract more cyclists to CSH Route 2.
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Aldgate High Street
(connection between
CSH Route 2 and the
City)
Section 1B
Highway
Authority:

City of
London

CRIM
date:

26th Jan
2010

Aldgate High Street
Existing characteristics:
Aldgate High Street
1. There are three westbound traffic lanes and 3.5m wide bus lane. The width of carriageway is
14m.
2. Bus lane is in a poor state of repair, and there are metallic service covers inside the bus lane.
3. There is a very high level of pedestrian and cyclist presence around Aldgate Tube and Bus
Station.
4. Due to a shortage of cycle stands in the area cycles are being locked on the guard railings. But
footways outside St. Botolph Aldgate Church are quite wide and can accommodate additional
cycle stands.
5. Pedestrians cross between the tube and bus station via a signalised crossing outside the
station.
6. Traffic volume is very high and vehicles often weave between the four lanes as they merge
from St. Botolph Street and Whitechapel High Street and Mansell Street.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
The existing bus lane width is inadequate to allow cyclists to overtake a stopping bus.
Poor lane discipline increases the chances of conflict with speeding / weaving traffic around the
gyratory.
Stakeholder comment:
Existing proposal to reinstate two-way traffic should be taken forward.
Excessive guard railing is seen as hazardous by cyclists.
Constraints:
High traffic flows around the gyratory may prevent any works which may impact on capacity.
Reducing the number of lanes on Aldgate High Street will reduce capacity. Taxis often use the
outer lane to stop outside Aldgate Station.
Opportunities:
An earlier plan for reinstating a two–way working for Aldgate Gyratory has been put on hold.
Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
1
2
3
4
5

Budget Cost:

Resurface bus lane and widen bus lane on Aldgate High Street
from 3.5m to 4.5m.
Provide recess cover for service boxes in the bus lane.
Install 4 cycle stands outside St. Botolph Church.
Install 4 cycle stands outside Aldgate House.
Convert existing Pelican crossings on both ends of Aldgate High
Street to Toucan crossings and introduce an eastbound contraflow cycle lane to connect Aldgate and Whitechapel High Street.
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Other comments:
This section, as with St. Botolph Street, would act as a connection between the City and
CHS Route 2, rather than part of the main route.
Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
Option 1 is recommended pending further discussion and if achievable without
1
removing a traffic lane. It will improve safety and attract more cyclists to CSH 2.
2 Option 2 is recommended pending further discussion in order to improve safety.
Options 3 and 4 are recommended pending further discussion in order attract more
2
cyclists to CSH 2.
Option 5 will reduce capacity of the gyratory and is not deemed achievable within the
3
CSH Route 2 timescale and is therefore not recommended.
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Whitechapel High Street
Mansell Street to White
Church Lane
(eastbound)
Section 2A
Highway
Authority:

TfL

Whitechapel High Street eastbound from Mansell Street

CRIM date:

26th Jan
2010

Whitechapel High Street eastbound before Goulston Street
Existing characteristics:
Whitechapel High Street: Mansell Street to White Church Lane eastbound
1. From St. Botolph Street a 3.2m wide bus lane continues eastbound on Whitechapel High
Street across the junction of Goulston Street.
2. Bus lane is in a poor state of repair, and there are metallic service covers inside the bus lane.
3. Inset loading bays are provided along the northern kerb on the approach to Old Castle Street
and beyond the junction with Commercial Street.
4. In both approaches to the junction with Commercial Street, there are three traffic lanes.
5. ASLs without feeder lanes are provided on all approaches to the junction of Commercial
Street.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
1. Poor carriageway surfacing along the existing bus lane and beyond the junction of Commercial
Road.
2. Frequently used loading and parking bays cause obstruction.
Stakeholder comment:
Pinch points at junctions and crossings should be removed.

Constraints:
Existing footways are crowded and are heavily used by pedestrians. Therefore, building fully inset
bays may not be achievable at all locations as it reduces the width of existing footway further.
Opportunities:
Recent development by Tishman Speyer Properties has reverted Whitechapel High Street to a twoway working.
LB Tower Hamlets is undertaking the High Street 2012 public realm improvements project.
Designs are due to be completed end of July 2010. Site works commence in November 2010 and
completion in May 2011.
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Strategy Options:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Budget Cost:

Resurface eastbound bus lane.
Provide 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue surface treatment applied on
the bus lane.
Provide recess cover for service boxes in the eastbound bus lane.
Provide Branding Diagrams with TSRGD 1057 road marking around
eastbound bus cage.
Provide 1.5m wide virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment
from eastbound bus stop to the stop line on the approach to the
junction of Commercial Street.
Provide 1.5m wide advisory cycle lane with blue surface treatment
across Commercial Street junction in eastbound direction.
Cut back kerb line to adjust lane width and alignment at crossings
on the approach to Commercial Street.
Provide 1.5m wide virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment
from the junction of Commercial Street to the stop line on the
approach to the junction of Commercial Road.
East of the junction of Commercial Road fully inset the loading /
parking bay along the northern kerb.
Install 6 cycle stands opposite Whitechapel Gallery on the central
reserve area.
Resurface damaged carriageway and provide 1.5m wide virtual
cycle lane in eastbound approach to the junction of Osborn Street.
Provide “gate” into existing ASL on the approach to Osborn Street.
Provide 1.5m wide advisory cycle lane with blue surface treatment
across Osborn Street junction in eastbound direction leading to bus
lane east of the junction of White Church Lane.

Other comments:

Recommendation with reasons:
1

All options are recommended in order to improve safety and attract more cyclists to
CSH Route 2.
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Whitechapel High Street
White Church Lane to
Mansell Street
(westbound)
Section 2B
Highway
Authority:

CRIM date:

TfL

26th Jan
2010

Whitechapel High Street westbound view
Existing characteristics:
Whitechapel High Street: White Church Lane to Mansell Street westbound
1. On the approach to White Church Lane an ASL is provided without feeder lane or entrance
‘gate’.
2. There are ASLs provided with ‘gates’ on the westbound approach to junctions of Commercial
Road, Commercial Street and Mansell Street. But these approaches gradually narrow at the
signals.
3. There is a high volume of pedestrian activity and movement around the shops and outside
Aldgate East Station.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
1. On the approach to Leman Street the carriageway narrows.
2. High volume of traffic and pedestrians.
3. Narrowed sections at junctions and kerb alignment.
Stakeholder comment:
1. On the approach to Leman Street, realign the kerb in order to widen the pinch point.
2. Convert Leman Street to two-way working to connect to CSH Route 3.
Constraints:
Existing footway width may not allow enough room for carriageway widening.
Opportunities:
Recent development by Tishman Speyer Properties has reverted Whitechapel High Street to a
two-way working.
LB Tower Hamlets is undertaking the High Street 2012 public realm improvements project.
Designs are due to be completed end of July 2010. Site works commence in November 2010 and
completion in May 2011.
Strategy Options:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Budget Cost:

Provide ‘gate’ entry into existing westbound ASL on the approach
to White Church Lane.
Provide 1.5m wide advisory cycle lane with blue surface treatment
across White Church Lane junction in westbound direction.
Provide 1.5m wide virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment
from the junction of White Church Lane to the stop line on the
approach to the junction of Commercial Road.
Adjust kerb alignment and lane markings in westbound direction
from junction of Commercial Road to Leman Street.
Provide 1.5m wide advisory cycle lane with blue surface treatment
across Commercial Road junction in westbound direction.
Provide 1.5m wide virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment
across the junction of Leman Street on existing yellow box making.
Provide 1.5m wide virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment
from junction of Leman Street to the westbound bus stop.
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8
9

10

11

Provide Branding Diagrams with TSRGD 1057 road marking around
westbound bus cage.
Provide 1.5m wide virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment,
from the westbound bus stop to the ASL at the signals on the
approach to the junction of Mansell Street.
Provide 1.5m wide advisory cycle lane with blue surface treatment
across the junction of Mansell Street westbound to existing bus
lane on Aldgate High Street.
Adjust kerb alignment and lane markings in westbound direction
from junction of Leman Street to Mansell Street.

Other comments:

Recommendation with reasons:
1

Options 1-11 are recommended in order to improve safety and attract more cyclists
to CSH Route 2.
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Whitechapel Road
Osborn Street / White
Church Lane
Section 3A
Highway
Authority:

TfL

CRIM
date:

26th Jan
2010

Pedestrian crossing west of Osborn Street
Existing characteristics:
Whitechapel Road: Osborn Street / White Church Lane
1. There is a narrow and substandard pedestrian crossing
2. Cyclists have been observed using this crossing along side the pedestrians.
3. The central island has created a pinch point.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Narrow section on both sides of the crossing – narrow traffic lanes;
The central island creates a pinch point; and
Substandard pedestrian crossing with guard rails installed on it (frequently used by cyclists)
Stakeholder comment:
1. Realign kerb and widen pinch point.
2. Railings and guardrail removal at this junction should be considered.
3. Reduce width of the central island or traffic lanes
4. Lengthen the central island to accommodate more pedestrians during the peak hour.
5. In the westbound direction from the ASL towards the exit, realign kerb in order to give a
smoother ride for cyclists.
Constraints:
Available footway to convert to carriageway;
Underground utilities;
Volume of traffic; and Junction capacity.
Opportunities:
LB Tower Hamlets is undertaking the High Street 2012 public realm improvements project. Designs
due to be completed at the end of July 2010. Site works commence in November 2010 and
completion in May 2011.

Strategy Options:
1
Replace sub-standard pedestrian crossing west of Osborn Road
and provide wide straight crossing.
2
Replace sub-standard pedestrian crossing east of Osborn Road
and provide wide straight crossing.

Budget Cost:

Other comments:

Recommendation with reasons:
1. Options 1 to 2 are recommended in order to improve safety for both cyclists and
pedestrians and assisting cyclists travelling through the junction.
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Whitechapel Road
Fieldgate
Street crossing
Section 3B
Highway
Authority:
CRIM date:

TfL
26th Jan 2010

Crossing west of Fieldgate Street
Existing characteristics:
Whitechapel Road: Fieldgate Street junction
1. West of Fieldgate Street there is a narrow and sub-standard staggered crossing that cyclists
have been observed using with pedestrians.
2. Fieldgate Street and Greatorex Street make an essential South to North route.
3. Both Fieldgate Street and Greatorex Street have a 20mph speed restriction.
4. There are cycle stands on the southern footway.
5. There are excessive guard railings at this location
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Cyclists face difficulty turning right from Fieldgate Street. Greatorex Street is one-way northbound.
As a result, there is a lack of permeability in a North - South direction.
Stakeholder comment:
Review and remove excessive guard railings
Constraints:
Minor delay may occur if the staggered crossing is converted to a straight crossing
Opportunities:
Existing local route via Fieldgate Street and Greatorex Road can attract more cyclists to the CSH
Route 2.
LB Tower Hamlets is undertaking the High Street 2012 public realm improvements project.
Designs are due to be completed at the end of July 2010. Site works commence in November 2010
and completion in May 2011.
Strategy Options:
1 Allow southbound movement for cyclists along Greatorex Street.
Replace sub-standard staggered pedestrian crossing west of
2
Fieldgate Street with wide straight Toucan crossing.
3 Provide shared surface around the proposed Toucan crossing.
Other comments:

Budget Cost:

Recommendation with reasons:
1 All options are recommended to improve safety and attract more cyclists to the route.
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Whitechapel Road
White Church Lane to
Vallance Road
Section 3C
Highway
Authority:

CRIM date:

TfL

26th Jan 2010

Eastbound towards East London Mosque
Existing characteristics:
Whitechapel Road: White Church Lane to Vallance Road
1. Whitechapel Road has varying width from 14.5m to 16.5m with parking and loading bays on
both sides.
2. On the east side of its junction with White Chapel Road Eastbound and westbound bus lanes
operate 7:00am-10:00am and 4:00pm-7:00pm Monday-Saturday.
3. There is a staggered pedestrian crossing facility outside the East London Mosque which is
furnished with guard railings on both sides of the road.
4. The excessive guard railings in the area is used as cycling stands.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
The width of the existing bus lanes is not sufficient to avoid conflict with parked vehicles and a
passing bus.
Stakeholder comment:
Review and remove excessive guard railings along this section.
Constraints:
The demand for parking and loading spaces and high volume of pedestrians may limit the potential
to build fully inset parking bays.
Opportunities:
Existing local route along Fieldgate Street and Greatorex Street can attract more cyclists to the
CSH Route 2.
LB Tower Hamlets is undertaking the High Street 2012 public realm improvements project.
Designs are due to be completed at the end of July 2010. Site works commence in November 2010
and completion in May 2011.
Strategy Options:
1
Repair damaged carriageway and install drain gullies.
2
Provide fully inset parking / loading bays in both directions.
3
Resurface bus lanes and widen to 4.0m in both directions.
Provide 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue surface treatment applied
4
on the bus lane.
Provide 1.5m wide cycle lane from end of bus lane to the stop lines
5
at signals.
6
Provide 4 cycle stands outside Booth House.

Budget Costs:

Other comments:

Recommendation with reasons:
1 All options are recommended to improve safety and attract more cyclists to the route.
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Whitechapel Road
/ Vallance Road / New
Road
Section 3D

Highway
Junction with Vallance Road and New Road
TfL
Authority:
26th Jan
CRIM
2010
date:
Existing characteristics:
Whitechapel Road: Junction with Vallance Road and New Road
1. This junction is a gateway to the Whitechapel market and has a staggered alignment in a North –
South direction.
2. Traffic approaches the junction through three lanes in both directions including a dedicated right
turning lane.
3. Vallance Road and New Road are both single lane two-way roads.
4. ASLs are provided on all approaches to the junction including feeder lanes on the approaches
from Vallance Road and New Road only.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Narrow approaches on Whitechapel Road leave insufficient room for cyclists to filter to the stop line.
The layout and alignment of the junction is poor and inefficient.
Stakeholder comment:
1. Turning right out of Vallance Road and New Road is quite dangerous.
2. Consider the provision of a roundabout at this junction.
3. Check signal staging of the junction. At the moment all stages seem to go at the same time
(signal give-way operation seems not to work properly).
4. In order to provide a straight alignment in the north-south direction, a plan has been developed for
this junction, which is under consideration.
5. Trial holes should be carried out to investigate the extent of utility services.
6. If the existing plan cannot go ahead due to utility services, utilise exiting wide footway surface on
the southern side and provide a shared area and crossing.
7. Ban left turn movement from Vallance Road.
8. As a site of a recent cyclist fatality, this junction should be given priority to remove the potential
conflict of motorists with cyclists.
Constraints:
Narrow lane widths and high volume of traffic and pedestrians;
Statutory Undertakers’ plant; and junction capacity.
Opportunities:
There is a current TfL scheme being developed and CSH Route 2 should take this opportunity to
incorporate the objectives of this route.
Strategy Options:
Budget Cost:
1 Undertake carriageway widening on both approaches on Whitechapel
Road to allow for wider traffic lanes and 1.5m advisory cycle lanes
approaching the junction. (Trial holes to be carried out to determine
Statutory diversions required and associated costs)
2 Provide continuous cycle lanes through the junction.
3 Provide feeder lanes or ‘gate’ entries into existing ASLs on Whitechapel
Road.
4 Implement the proposed junction layout as per TfL drawing No.
G070337_04_Opt3. (Subject to Statutory diversion costs)
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Other comments:

Recommendation with reasons:
1. Options 1 to 4 - to improve safety and attract more cyclists to CSH Route 2.
2. Cycling Centre of Excellence recommends Option 4 is investigated thoroughly to ensure
it is the best possible option before taking the design to a more detailed stage.
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Whitechapel Road
Vallance Road to
Cambridge Heath Road
Section 3E
Highway
Authority:

TfL

CRIM
date:

26th Jan
2010

Whitechapel Road
Existing characteristics:
Whitechapel Road: Vallance Road to Cambridge Heath Road
1. Central reservation and guard railings prevent permeability between Brady Street and Cavell
Streets in north-south direction.
2. The northern footway is utilised as an open market place and is always highly crowded with
shoppers and stall holders. It is very difficult to identify the boundaries of the footway and the edge
of public highway as the area is covered by market stalls and parked Lorries and vans.
3. The other footway is very wide and The Royal London Hospital which generates a high degree of
pedestrian movements is on that side.
4. Pedestrians have been observed jumping over the central barrier in order to cross the road.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Lack of easy north-south permeability for cyclists and pedestrians.
Stakeholder comment:
1. Remove excessive guard railings and central reservation.
2. Open Brady Street and Cavell Street for cyclists.
Constraints:
Narrow carriageway width and high volume of traffic and pedestrians
Opportunities:
LB Tower Hamlets is undertaking the High Street 2012 public realm improvements project. Designs
are due to be completed at the end of July 2010. Site works commence in November 2010 and
completion in May 2011.
Strategy Options:
Budget Cost:
1 Provide 1.5m blue surface treatment within existing bus lanes.
2 Provide cycle lanes from end of bus lanes to signal stop lines in
both directions.
Other comments:

Recommendation with reasons:
1 All options are recommended to improve safety and attract more cyclists to the CSH Route
2.
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Whitechapel Road
/ Brady Street / Cavell
Street
Section 3F
Highway
Authority:

TfL

CRIM
date:

26th Jan
2010

Brady Street
Existing characteristics:
Whitechapel Road: Junction with Brady Street and Cavell Street
1. There is no permeability between side roads, Brady Street and Cavell Street.
2. Difficult to identify footway boundary which is permanently occupied by market stalls.
3. Land use is highly commercial with few residential premises.
4. Pedestrians have been observed jumping over the central barrier (as shown in the photo).
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Lack of north-south permeability for cyclists.
Stakeholder comment:
1. Remove excessive guard railings and central reservation.
2. Open Brady Street and Cavell Street for cyclists.
Constraints:
Narrow carriageway width and high volume of traffic and pedestrians
Opportunities:
LB Tower Hamlets is undertaking the High Street 2012 public realm improvements project.
Designs are due to be completed at the end of July 2010. Site works commence in November 2010
and completion in May 2011.
Strategy Options:
1 Provide a Toucan crossing east of Brady Street and a shared area
to allow cyclists to move north-south between Brady Street and
Cavell Street.

Budget Cost:

Other comments:

Recommendation with reasons:
1 Option 1 is recommended to improve safety and permeability for both cyclists and
pedestrians, and to attract more cyclists to the CSH Route 2.
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Whitechapel Road
Mile End Road / Sidney
Street / Cambridge Heath
Road
Section 3G
Highway
Authority:

TfL

CRIM date:

26th Jan 2010
Whitechapel Road / Mile End Road / Sidney Street / Cambridge Heath
Road

Existing characteristics:
Whitechapel Road: Junction with Mile End Road / Sidney Street / Cambridge Heath Road
Mile End Road is a two-way road with three traffic lanes on the approach to the junction. A pedestrian
refuge island separates the ahead / left and right turn movements. Sidney Street and Cambridge
Heath Road have three traffic lanes on the approach to the junction, with a pedestrian refuge island
that separates the left turn and ahead / right movements. Whitechapel Road has four traffic lanes on
the approach to the junction with pedestrian refuge islands separating the left, ahead and right turn
movements. ASLs are provided on all approaches. All arms of this junction have a 30mph speed limit.

Problems & barriers for cyclists:
High traffic and pedestrian volume;
Turning movements;
Narrow traffic lanes on the approach to the junction; and poor access to ASLs.
Stakeholder comments:
1. Local cycle route heads down Sidney Street.
2. Passageway leading to Redman’s Road and Adelina Grove (parallel to Mile End Road) also links
to this route.
3. Lots of High Street 2012 activity at Mile End Waste (east of Sidney Road)
4. Consider to de-clutter the area with possible public realm improvements.
Constraints:
Volume of traffic and capacity issues at the junction.
Opportunities:
LB Tower Hamlets is undertaking the High Street 2012 public realm improvements project. Designs
due to be completed end of July 2010. Site works commence in November 2010 and completion in
May 2011.
Strategy Options:
Budget Cost:
1 Resurface & provide feeder lanes into all ASLs.
2 Provide cycle lane blue coloured surfacing in east-west direction
through the junction.
3 (as per current TfL proposal – see Appendices for drawing TDE-TC005-2000763-ID-01)
Realign staggered crossings on eastern, western and northern
approaches and redesign central islands. On western, northern and
southern approaches, remove existing islands between the left and
the ahead movements and convert existing carriageway to footway.
4 As per current TfL proposal, and include a minimum 5m nearside
lane on both Whitechapel Road and Mile End Road approaches, for
the provision of 1.5m cycle lanes Widen the carriageway on Mile
End Road (north and south side).
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Other Comments:

Recommendation with reasons:
1.
Option 1 is recommended to improve access to ASLs for cycles and improve safety.
2.
Option 2 is recommended to heighten awareness of the cycle environment and to
meet CSH standards.
3.
Option 3 is recommended as realigning the crossings will ensure a layout in
accordance to current standards and improving turning movements at the junction.
4.
Option 4 is recommended as widening the carriageway will accommodate cycle lanes
in each direction on Whitechapel Road and Mile End Road.
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Mile End Road
Cambridge Heath Road
to Stepney Green
Section 4A
Highway
Authority:

TFL

CRIM
date:

26th Jan
2010

Mile End Road eastbound
Existing characteristics:
Mile End Road: Cambridge Heath Road to Stepney Green
1. Bus lanes run in both directions and operate between 7:00am -10:00am and 4:00pm-7:00 pm,
Monday to Saturday.
2. Bus lanes width ranges from 3 to 3.5m and footways are generally wider than 3m.
3. Some side roads have banned turning movements.
4. There are wide footways and excessive guard railing on both sides.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
There is a lack of permeability in north-south direction due to built-up central reservation area.
Speeding traffic has been observed.
Stakeholder comment:
Make use of existing wide footway area for cyclists.
Constraints:
Banned turning movements for cyclists.
Opportunities:
N/A
Strategy Options:
1

Resurface damaged sections of bus lanes in both directions.

2

Widen bus lanes in both directions to minimum of 4.0m.
Provide 1.5m blue surface treatment on existing bus lanes in both
directions.
Provide continuity for cyclists with advisory cycle lanes between
bus lanes and across junctions.

3
4
5
6

Budget Cost:

Remove central reservation area and allow cyclist to turn right
from side roads.
Provide cycle track between Stepney Green and Sidney Street on
the southern footway.

Other comments:
This section provides good facilities on both sides, however high traffic speeds has been
observed.
Recommendation with reasons:
Options 1 - 4 are recommended to enhance the existing facility and to encourage more
1
cyclists to use CSH Route 2.
Options 5 and 6 are recommended to improve permeability and to encourage less
2 confident cyclists; however, these options require further investigation to reduce risk of
collision.
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Mile End Road
/ Stepney Green
Section 4B
Highway
Authority:

CRIM date:

TfL

26th Jan
2010

Mile End Road / Stepney Green
Existing characteristics:
Mile End Road: Junction with Stepney Green
Mile End Road and Stepney Green are two-way roads. Mile End Road has two traffic lanes in each
direction on the approach to the junction. Stepney Green has one traffic lane in each direction.
ASLs are provided on all approaches. All arms of this junction have a 30mph speed limit.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
No ASLs are provided at the westbound and eastbound crossings on Mile End Road.
Narrow traffic lanes on the eastern and western approaches to the junction.
Stakeholder comments:
Provide ASLs at the stop lines and cycle lanes through the junction.
Constraints:
Available footway to convert to carriageway and trees are close to the kerb line making carriageway
widening challenging.
Volume of traffic during peak periods.
Opportunities:
LB Tower Hamlets is undertaking the High Street 2012 public realm improvements project and
opportunities should be identified to align objectives.
Strategy Options:
Budget Cost:
Provide ASLs at the westbound crossing and eastbound
1
crossing on Mile End Road. Provide feeder lanes or ‘gates’ to
existing and proposed ASLs.
Provide virtual cycle lanes with coloured surfacing in both
2
directions on Mile End Road through the junction.
Other Comments:
Recommendation with reasons:
Options 1 to 2 are recommended, improving safety for cyclists travelling through the
junction.
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Mile End Road
Stepney Green to White
Horse Lane
Section 4C

Highway
Authority:
TfL

CRIM date:

26th Jan
2010

Mile End Road: Stepney Green to White Horse Lane
Existing characteristics:
Mile End Road: Stepney Green to White Horse Lane
1. There are bus lanes in both directions.
2. There are off peak parking bays within the bus lanes.
3. Wide footway sections are available.
4. Stepney Green Station is located at the junction with Globe Road and there are cycle stands
outside Stepney Green Station.
5. Globe Road and White Horse Lane make an essential north-south cycle route.
6. White Horse Lane is traffic calmed and is a signed cycle route.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Right turning into Globe Road is hazardous for cyclists.
Right turning from White Horse Lane is banned at the signals.
Speeding traffic has been observed along this section.
Stakeholder Comment
1. Consider carriageway widening to provide a cycle lane on the approach to White Horse Lane, as
the bus lane terminates before the junction.
2. Improve north-south connection between White Horse Lane and Globe Road.
3. Introduce traffic calming measures along Globe Road.
4. Provide signing from White Horse Lane to Globe Road and the Canal Route.
5. Provide cycle stands on the northern footway outside the Co-op Supermarket.
6. Review parking restrictions outside Stepney Green Station.
7. Consider carriageway widening to accommodate cycle lanes on both approaches to junctions of
Globe Road and White Horse Lane.
Constraints:
No major constraints has been observed
Opportunities:
LB Tower Hamlets is undertaking the High Street 2012 public realm improvements project. Designs
due to be completed end of July 2010. Site works commencing in November and completing in May
2011.
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Strategy Options:
1

Resurface damaged sections of bus lanes in both directions.

2

Provide fully inset parking / loading bays.

3
4
5
6
7

Budget Cost:

Provide 1.5m blue surface treatment on existing bus lanes in both
directions.
Provide continuity for cyclists with advisory cycle lanes between
bus lanes and across junctions.
Provide parking enforcement outside Stepney Green Station
(CCTV).
Provide “ghost island” to assist cyclist turn right into Globe
Road.
Provide cycle stands out side Co-op supermarket.

Other comments:
This section provides good facilities on both sides, although high traffic speed has been
observed.
Recommendation with reasons:
All Options are recommended to improve existing facility and attract more cyclists to the
1
CSH route 2.
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Mile End Road
/ Globe Road / White
Horse Lane
Section 4D
Highway
Authority:

TfL

CRIM
date:

26th Jan
2010

Mile End Road / Globe Road / White Horse Lane
Existing characteristics:
Mile End Road: Junction with Globe Road / White Horse Lane
Mile End Road, Globe Road and White Horse Lane are two-way roads. Mile End Road has two traffic
lanes in each direction on the approach to the junction and Grove Road and White Horse Lane have
one traffic lane in each direction. ASLs are provided on all approaches. All arms of this junction have a
30mph speed limit.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
No ASLs are provided at the westbound and eastbound crossings on Mile End Road and no feeder
lanes or ‘gates’ into the existing ASLs.
Narrow traffic lanes on the eastern and western approaches to the junction.
Stakeholder comments:
Provide ASLs at the stop lines and cycle lanes through the junction.
Constraints:
Volume of traffic during peak hours; and
Statutory Undertakers’ plant in the footway.
Opportunities:
LB Tower Hamlets is undertaking the High Street 2012 public realm improvements project. Designs
due to be completed at the end of July 2010. Site works commence in November 2010 with
completion in May 2011.
Strategy Options:
Budget Cost:
Provide ASLs at the westbound and eastbound crossing on Mile
1
End Road. Provide feeder lanes to the existing and proposed ASLs.
Consider carriageway widening to accommodate cycle lanes on the
2 approach to the junction together with provision of blue coloured
cycle lanes in each direction of Mile End Road through the junction.
3 Consider resurfacing the carriageway.
Investigate linking this junction with nearby signals, to improve
4
journeys towards Bethnal Green.
Provide signing from White Horse Lane to Globe Road and the
5
Canal Route.
Other Comments:
Recommendation with reasons:
Options 1 to 5 are recommended, improving safety for cyclists travelling through the junction,
ensuring good linking and continuity.
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Mile End Road
Bancroft Road Crossing
Section 4E
Highway
TfL
Authority:
th
26 Jan
CRIM
2010
date:
Mile End Road by Bancroft Road Crossing
Existing characteristics:
Mile End Road is a two-way road with one general traffic lane and a bus lane in each direction on the
approach to the crossing. Mile End Road has a 30mph speed limit.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
No right turn movements are allowed to and from Bancroft Road, affecting the North – South
permeability for cyclists.
Stakeholder comments:
1. Right turning movements to and from Bancroft Road should be made possible as Bancroft Road is
an important link to an existing cycle route north of the railway bridge and the Ocean Estate.
2. The junction with Bancroft Road should be made more permeable.
3. Sustrans are undertaking work for the London Borough of Tower Hamlets to produce a Cycle Plan
for the Ocean Estate. As part of this work an aspiration design has been produced for a single
stage Toucan crossing across the Mile End Road opposite Bancroft Road.
4. Utilise existing wide footway and central reservation to provide cycle facility to allow all movements
into Bancroft Road.
Constraints:
Volume of traffic and additional turning movements at this location may necessitate a signal controlled
junction, which would cause additional delays to traffic.
Opportunities:
Section 106 funding may be available to contribute to providing a better facility for improving
permeability at this location.
Strategy Options:
Budget Cost:
Provide cycle lane blue coloured surfacing in both directions on
1
Mile End Road.
Review existing layout with a view of allowing right turn
2
movement to and from Bancroft Road.
Other Comments:

Recommendation with reasons:
1.
Option 1 is recommended to heighten awareness of the cycle environment and to meet
CSH standards.
2.
Option 2 is recommended to improve cyclist accessibility to and from Bancroft Road.
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Mile End Road
Globe Road / White
Horse Lane to Grove
Road
Section 4F

Highway
Authority:

TfL

CRIM
date:

26th Jan
2010

Mile End Road eastbound

(Mile End Park and Canal Route south of Mile End Road)

Access staircase from Towpath at corner of Whitman Road
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Existing characteristics:
Mile End Road: White Horse Lane to Grove Road
1. There are bus lanes in both directions.
2. On the northern side Queen Mary University is located, and the southern section has
residential holdings/apartments.
3. There is a right turn ban into Bancroft Road and from Bancroft Road.
4. There is lack of permeability for cyclists and cyclists have been observed mounting on
footways.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Lack of permeability and wide built-up central reserve area outside Queen Mary University.
Speeding traffic have been observed
Stakeholder Comment
1. The right turn ban sign to Whitman Road is not illuminated and thus ban can not be enforced.
2. There is no access for cyclist to and from Canal Route, remove guard railings and provide a
drop kerb.
3. Investigate provision of cycle parking in the vicinity of Queen Mary University to attract more
cyclists.
4. Bancroft Road is an important link to an existing cycle route north of the railway bridge and the
Ocean Estate. Therefore, utilising existing wide footway and central reservation the junction
with Bancroft Road should be made more permeable for all movements.
5. Sustrans are undertaking a design for Bancroft Road as part of the Ocean Estate Cycle Route.
6. Address frequent attacks on cyclists in Mile End Park.
Constraints:
There is a narrow footway section along the westbound bus lane.
This section provides good facilities on both sides. However high speed traffic have been observed.
Pinch points opposite 245/7 Mile End Road
Opportunities:
Tower Hamlets have a plan to improve the Canal Route along Mile End Park as part of the High
Street 2012 initiative.
Section 106 contribution for cycle facility is being sought as part of the Ocean Estate development.
Strategy Options:
Budget Cost:
Resurface damaged sections of bus lanes and widen to 4m in both
1
directions.
2
Widen carriageway at pinch points to improve kerb alignment.
3
Provide fully inset parking / loading bays.
Provide 1.5m blue surface treatment on existing bus lanes in both
4
directions.
Provide continuity for cyclists with advisory cycle lanes between
5
bus lanes and across junctions.
Widen footway at pinch points and provide a shared surface on the
6
southern footway opposite Queen Mary University.
7
Provide parking enforcement at Mile End Park (CCTV).
Provide wider staircase with “Channel” and widen the gate at
8
Whitman Road to improve access from the Towpath Route.
Provide dropped kerb on southern footway opposite Whitman
9
Road and remove guard railings to allow cyclists from the Canal
Route into Mile End Road.
Other comments:

Recommendation with reasons:
1 All Options are recommended in order to enhance the existing facilities and attract
more cyclists to the CSH Route 2.
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Mile End Road
/ Harford Street
Section 4G
Highway
Authority:
CRIM
date:

TfL
th

26 Jan
2010

Mile End Rd / Harford Street
Existing characteristics:
Mile End Road: Junction with Harford Street
Mile End Road and Harford Road are two-way roads with two traffic lanes and one traffic lane
respectively in each direction on the approach to the junction. ASLs are provided on all approaches
on Mile End Road. All arms of this junction have a 30mph speed limit.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
No ASLs are provided at the westbound and eastbound crossings on Mile End Road.
Narrow traffic lanes on the eastern and western approaches to the junction.
Stakeholder comments:
At the junction with Harford Street, undertake a guardrail assessment and consider replacing it with
bollards at all corners of the junction. Also consider replacing the staggered crossing with a straight
across crossing.
Constraints:
Volume of traffic during peak hours; and
Statutory Undertakers’ plant in the footway.
Opportunities:
LB Tower Hamlets is undertaking the High Street 2012 public realm improvements project. Designs
due to be completed end of July 2010. Site works commence in November 2010 with completion in
May 2011.
Strategy Options:
Budget Cost:
Provide ASLs at the westbound and eastbound crossing on Mile End
1
Road. Provide feeder lanes to the existing and proposed ASLs.
Consider carriageway widening to accommodate cycle lanes on the
2 approach to the junction together with provision of coloured cycle
lanes in each direction of Mile End Road through the junction.
3 Consider resurfacing the carriageway.
Consider a straight across crossing to replace existing staggered
4
crossing.
5 Carry out a Guard Rail Assessment.
Other Comments:

Recommendation with reasons:
1.
Options 1 to 5 are recommended, improving safety for cyclists travelling through the
junction, ensuring good linking and continuity in accordance with the CSH standards.
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Mile End Road
/ Grove Road / Burdett
Road
Section 4H
Highway
Authority:
CRIM
date:

TfL
th

26 Jan
2010

Mile End Road / Grove Road / Burdett Road
Existing characteristics:
Mile End Road: Junction with Grove Road / Burdett Road
Mile End Road, Grove Road and Burdett Road are two-way roads. Mile End Road has a three-lane
approach with ASLs provided in each direction. A feeder lane is provided westbound only.
Burdett Road and Grove Road have three traffic lanes at the approach to the stop line. A pedestrian
refuge island separates the left turn and ahead / right movements at the approach. ASLs are provided
on both roads. A feeder lane is provided on the left turn lane from Grove Road. All arms of this junction
have a 30mph speed limit.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Poor access to ASLs – narrow traffic lanes;
Volume of traffic;
Intimidation of turning movements; and
Signals.
Stakeholder comments:
1. High student population movement from the station to the university and college.
2. Could possibly look at modification of the junction.
3. More cycle parking and security required.
4. Safety concern of having bicycles parked along the railings, particularly outside Mile End station.
5. Provide a shared surface on westbound approach to the junction where footway is wider.
6. Bus stop on westbound approach to the junction needs to be clearly marked in order for cyclists to
be aware that they are entering a bus stop.
7. Green bridge is a land mark.
8. LCN+ link 196 runs North - South as well the Sustrans National Route 1, along Mile End Park
9. Need to utilise HS2012 proposals.
Constraints:
Volume of traffic;
Intimidation turning movements;
Road safety record.
Opportunities:
There is a current scheme being developed by TfL investigating increasing the footways around the
junction. CSH Route 2 should utilise this opportunity to ensure its objectives are reflected in the
scheme design.
LB Tower Hamlets is undertaking the High Street 2012 public realm improvements project. Designs
due to be completed end of July 2010. Site works commence in November 2010 and completion in
May 2011.
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Strategy Options:
Upgrade traffic signals equipment throughout the junction (installation of
1
push button pedestrian demand units with tactile cones)
2 Provide feeder lanes to all existing ASLs.
(as per TfL’s design drawing for Burdett Road Junction Option A – see
Appendices)
Mile End Road eastern arm: Realign southern kerb and widen footway.
Relocate and update existing central island.
Proposed raised entry treatment on Eric Street.
Grove Road: Propose kerb build out and widen footway at the existing bus
stop, southbound direction. Relocate central area. Relocate existing
3
loading bays.
Burdett Road: Relocate existing bus stop northwards. Remove existing
northbound bus lane.
Mile End Road western arm: Realign carriageway to accommodate a 70m
dedicated right turn lane. Update road marking.
Raised entry treatment on Lawton Road. Remove existing section of bus
lane.
As per a current TfL proposal for Burdett Road Junction Option 2 (see
Appendices for drawing GO70314), and include a minimum 4.5m – 5m
4
nearside lane on the Mile End Road approaches, for the provision of 1.5m
cycle lanes. Widen the carriageway on Mile End Road (north and south
side).
Provide coloured cycle lanes in both directions on Mile End Road across
5
the junction.
6 Provide additional cycle parking at the station.

Budget Cost:

Other Comments:
Design options available from TfL, but final preferred option to be agreed.
Recommendations with reasons:
1.
Option 1 is recommended to comply with the Disability Discrimination Act and current
traffic signals standards (SQ-0064).
2.
Option 2 is recommended to improve access to ASLs for cycles and improve safety.
3.
Option 3 - Redesigning the layout of the junction will improve accessibility, the cycle
network, geometry and allow cyclists and pedestrians to cross roads in a safer manner.
4.
Option 4 is recommended to allow access for cyclists into the westbound stop line.
5.
Option 5 is recommended to heighten awareness of the cycle environment and to meet
CSH standards.
6.
Option 6 is recommended to increase cycle parking capacity around the station.
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Mile End Road
Mile End Station /
Rhondda Grove crossing
Section 4I
Highway
Authority:

CRIM
date:

TfL

26th Jan
2010

Mile End Road by Mile End Station / Rhondda Grove crossing
Existing characteristics:
Mile End Road / Mile End Station / Rhondda Grove crossing
Mile End Road is a two-way road with three and two traffic lanes westbound and eastbound
respectively on the approach to the crossing. Advisory cycle lanes are provided in both directions.
Mile End Road has a 30mph speed limit.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Volume of traffic;
High volume of pedestrians using the crossing; and
Three-lane approach on westbound carriageway - narrow traffic lanes.
Stakeholder comments:
1. High student population movement from the station to university and colleges.
2. More cycle parking and security required.
3. Safety concern of having bicycles parked along the railings, in particular outside Mile End
Station.
Constraints:
Volume of traffic and junction capacity.
Wider footways are required to accommodate high pedestrian volumes, which is contrary to CSH
requirements.
Opportunities:
There is a current scheme being developed by TfL investigating increasing the footways around the
crossing. CSH Route 2 should utilise this opportunity to ensure its objectives are reflected in the
scheme design.
Strategy Options:
Budget Cost:
(as per TfL’s preferred option design – see Appendices for
drawing TDE-TC-005-3001500-ID-01)
Reduce the westbound approach from three to two lanes. Widen
the westbound footway on the south side to reduce the crossing
1
length, ensuring the nearside lane is a minimum of 4.5m wide.
Move the crossing on the south side to increase pedestrian
stacking space on the island. Retain the two taxi bays near to the
crossing. Review road markings as part of the design.
Provide cycle lane blue coloured surfacing in both directions on
2
Mile End Road, through the crossing.
Other Comments:
Recommendations with reasons:
Options 1 and 2 are recommended. Widening the footway and moving the crossing will
increase pedestrian accommodation to meet demand, and will comply with current standards
(SQ-0064). The coloured surfacing will heighten awareness of the cycle environment and to
meet CSH standards.
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Mile End Road / Bow
Road
Grove Road to Campbell
Road
Section 4J
Highway
TfL
Authority:
26th Jan
CRIM
2010
date:
Campbell Road junction ASL in poor state of repair
Existing characteristics:
Mile End / Bow Road: Grove Road to Campbell Road
1. This section begins with a dual carriageway and has an average width of 15.5 m.
2. There are advisory cycle lanes in both directions but are not continuous
3. Coborn Street and Merchant Street are part of a local cycle network in north-south direction,
however, currently are not linked due to a built up central island.
4. Also Campbell Road and Addington Road are signed north-south routes across Bow Road.
5. There is a right turn ban into Coborn Street. The footways on the approaches are wide and
there is a staggered pedestrian crossing east of Coborn Street.
6. East of Merchant Street there are advisory cycle lanes in both directions, but they are not
continuous due to loading bays.
7. Existing wide and straight carriageway is encouraging speeding however, most side roads
have a 20 mph speed limit.
8. Right-turn movements are banned from Mornington Grove.
9. Addington Road is a signed and a frequently used cycle route.
10. Generally wide footways in both directions.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
1. There is lack of permeability in north-south direction and speeding traffic have been observed.
2. Review existing signs and remove “Cyclist Dismount” sign on the approach to Campbell Road.
Stakeholder Comment
1. Provide a crossing facility to improve existing north-south route, linking Addington Road and
Campbell Road.
2. Provide a shared track continuing under the arch of the bridge and provide a Toucan crossing
to turn right into Addington Road. A Pelican has been proposed at this location, but a
recommendation should be made to upgrade it to a Toucan.
3. The local cycle route continues along Addington Road and it needs signing from Tomlin’s
Grove.
4. Reduce the width of hatched road markings at centre of the road.
5. Add more cycle stands in the vicinity of the Thames Magistrate Court.
6. Between Bow Road Station and Mile End Station, consider providing an off-carriageway track,
utilising the wide footway.
7. Review excessive guard rails on this section.
8. Outside Mile End Station, reduce the number of traffic lanes from three to two at the
pedestrian crossing, where recently a pedestrian fatality occurred.
9. Consider an off carriageway cycle track
Constraints:
Allowing banned movement from side roads may have impact on the existing local safety schemes.
Opportunities:
TfL is developing a scheme to reduce the width of crossing outside Mile End Station.
For implementation in 2010.
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Other comments:
This section has a wide carriageway and footway sections for an ambitious cycle route.

Strategy Options:
Resurface and provide inset parking bays and introduce a peak1 hour bus lane in both directions with 1.5m wide blue surface
treatment.
Repair damaged carriageway, adjust kerb lines and lane markings
2 at the central reserve area, and provide continuous 1.5 to 2 m wide
advisory cycle lane with blue surface treatment in both directions.
Provide blue surface treatment on existing cycle lanes and provide
3 1.5 m wide virtual cycle lanes at junctions and crossings to create
continuity at narrow sections.
4 Provide 4 cycle stands outside Thames Magistrate Court.
Provide a north-south access for cyclist between Coborn Street
5 and Merchant Street by redesigning the junction and allowing
banned movements for cyclists only.
Provide off carriageway shared area /cycle track along the southern
6
footway between Tomlin’s Grove and Maplin Street.

Budget Cost:

Recommendation with reasons:
Option 1 is recommended in order to provide a wider benefit for buses and cyclists. In
addition, narrowing traffic lanes could encourage speed reduction. This option requires further
investigation to assess the wider impact on capacity and statutory services, programme etc.
Option 2 is recommended if Option 1 cannot be taken forward for the above reasons. Option 2
will help to raise the profile of the existing facility and attract more cyclists to the CSH Route 2.
In addition, narrower traffic lanes would encourage speed reduction.
Option 3 is recommended if option 1 or 2 can not be taken forward.
Options 4 to 6 are recommended in order to provide continuity, permeability and attract more
cyclists to the CSH Route 2
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Bow Road crossing by
Coborn Street
Section 4K
Highway
Authority:

TfL

CRIM
date:

26th Jan
2010

Bow Rd crossing by Coborn St (05/267 & 268)
Existing characteristics:
1. There is a pedestrian crossing east of the junction of Coborn Street.
2. Coborn Street and Merchant Street are recommended as a quieter cycle routes, however, due
to existing built-up island on Bow Road north-south cycling is prevented.
3. The area is mainly residential and there is a school east of the junction of Coborn Street, which
can be a local trip generator.
4. The northern footway east of the junction of Coborn Street is very wide.
5. The straight alignment and the dual carriageway layout encourage speeding.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
High speed traffic and lack of permeability in the north-south direction
Stakeholder comments:
Provide wider cycle lanes by narrowing the central reservation area.
Constraints:
Shared cycle facility may create a potential conflict with pedestrians.
Opportunities:
LB Tower Hamlets is undertaking the High Street 2012 public realm improvements project. Designs
due to be completed end of July 2010. Site works commence in November 2010 with completion in
May 2011.
Strategy Options:
Budget Cost:
Convert existing crossing east of Coborn Street to Toucan crossing
and provide a shared area to allow cyclists move north-south
1
between Coborn Street and Merchant Street.

Other comments:

Recommendation with reasons:
Option 1 is recommended to improve safety and permeability for cyclists.
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Bow Road / Campbell
Road
Section 4L
Highway
Authority:

TfL

CRIM
date:

26th Jan
2010

Bow Road / Campbell Road
Existing characteristics:
Bow Road: Junction with Campbell Road
Bow Road and Campbell Road are two-way roads. Bow Road has two traffic lanes in each direction
and Campbell Road has one traffic lane in each direction. Advisory cycle lanes are provided in both
directions on Bow Road and ASLs are provided on all approaches of the junction. All arms of this
junction have a 30mph speed limit, except Campbell Road (southern arm) which is a 20mph zone.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Narrow carriageway width resulting in narrow lanes, not leaving any room for adequate feeder lanes
approaching the junction.
Volume of traffic with vehicles driving close to the kerb as a result of the narrow carriageway.
Stakeholder comments:
1. Only colour surfacing is provided on Campbell Road at present, with no ASL.
2. Review the small right turn give-way cycle lane into Campbell Road in the middle of the junction.
3. Investigate opportunities of widening the carriageway and increasing width of cycle lanes at this
junction. Buses and HGVs use the nearside lane which is too narrow.
4. Campbell Road is very narrow and has parking on both sides.
Constraints:
Available footway to convert to carriageway is limited, if any.
Any carriageway widening would affect utilities.
Reducing the approach lanes to a single lane would result in capacity issues at the junction.
Opportunities:
Revised parking restrictions and carriageway widening on Campbell Road should be investigated.
LB Tower Hamlets is undertaking the High Street 2012 public realm improvements project. Designs
due to be completed end of July 2010. Site works commence in November 2010 with completion in
May 2011.
Strategy Options:
Provide an ASL and feeder lane on the eastbound approach to the
1 staggered crossing on Bow Road. Provide an ASL on Campbell Road as
only colour surface is provided at present.
Widen carriageway in each direction on Bow Road to provide standard
2
width traffic lanes and blue coloured cycle lanes through the junction.
Extend cycle lane eastbound to the next stop line and provide cycle lane
3
blue coloured surfacing in both directions on Bow Road.
Remark the right turn bay in the middle of the junction turning right into
4
Campbell Road.
5 Revise parking restrictions on Campbell Road.
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Other Comments:

Recommendations with reasons:
1.
Option 1 - Providing ASLs will increase road user’s awareness of cyclist activity in the
area.
2.
Option 2 is not recommended as the remaining available southern footway would not
be wide enough – less than the minimum standard.
3.
Option 3 is recommended to heighten awareness of the cycle environment and to
meet CSH standards.
4.
Option 4 is recommended to improve safety for cyclists in order to take a primary
position in turning right into Campbell Road.
5.
Option 5 is not recommended due to it being outside the scope of the CSH and tends
to be contentious.
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Bow Road
Campbell Road to
Fairfield Road
Section 5A
Highway
Authority:

TfL

CRIM
date:

26th Jan
2010

Westbound approach to Campbell Road
Existing characteristics:
Bow Road: Campbell Road to Fairfield Road
1. There are advisory cycle lanes in both directions; however, they are interrupted by parking bays.
2. There are guard railings on both sides and significant volume of pedestrians around Bow Church
Station.
3. Due to narrow traffic lanes vehicles have been observed encroaching on the advisory cycle
lanes.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
There is lack of continuity of cycle lanes due to parking bays.
Stakeholder Comment
1. Review lane marking around the junctions to improve right turning
2. At pinch points widen carriageway as buses and heavy good vehicles use the nearside lane.
3. Campbell Road is very narrow and has parking on both sides. Opportunities for revised parking
restrictions and widening should be investigated.
Constraints:
Narrow footway and volume of pedestrians in the area prevents carriageway widening options.
Opportunities:
Road Safety Scheme is being considered at the crossing outside Bow Magistrates Court
Strategy Options:
Budget Cost:
Resurface and provide 1.5 m wide blue surface treatment along
1 existing cycle lanes and provide a virtual cycle lane across the
junctions.
Provide Branding Diagrams with TSRGD 1057 road marking around
2
parking bays.
Carry out local widening and adjust lane width in order to allow
3
advisory cycle lanes in both directions.
Other comments:

Recommendation with reasons:
Option 1 and 2 are recommended in order to improve existing facilities and improve
awareness.
Option 3 is not recommended due to volume of pedestrians and narrow footway sections.
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Bow Road / Fairfield
Road

Section 5B
Highway
Authority:
CRIM
date:

TfL
26th Jan
2010

Bow Road / Fairfield Road
Existing characteristics:
Bow Road: Junction with Fairfield Road
Bow Road and Fairfield Road are two-way roads. Bow Road has two traffic lanes in each direction
and Fairfield Road has one traffic lane in each direction. An ASL is provided on the eastern approach
on Bow Road. Advisory cycle lanes are provided in both directions on Bow Road. All arms of this
junction have a 30mph speed limit.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Narrow carriageway width on Bow Road in the westbound direction, creating a pinch point.
Issues with parking on eastbound exit from the junction.
Stakeholder comments:
1. Provide reflective bands on existing bollards on footway on the approach to the junction of
Fairfield Road.
2. Carryout trial holes on the westbound approach to Fairfield Road junction with a view to widen
the carriageway, to provide standard width traffic and cycle lanes, and to improve pinch points at
stop lines.
3. Allow cyclists to turn right to and from Fairfield Road.
Constraints:
Narrow carriageway width.
Statutory Undertakers’ plant in the vicinity where carriageway widening is proposed
Opportunities:
LB Tower Hamlets is undertaking the High Street 2012 public realm improvements project and
opportunities should be identified to align objectives.
Strategy Options:
Budget Cost:
1

Widen carriageway in each direction of Bow Road to provide
standard width traffic lanes and cycle lanes.

2

Provide ASL on eastern and northern approaches.

3

Allow all cyclists movements from Fairfield Road.
Provide coloured cycle lanes in both directions on Bow Road
through the junction.

4

Other Comments:
Recommendation with reasons:
Options 1 to 4 are recommended in order to improve safety for cyclists travelling through the
junction.
Widening the carriageway will also provide standard with traffic lanes and cycle lanes
through the junction.
Coloured surfacing will heighten awareness of the cycle environment at the junction.
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Bow Road
Bromley High Street
crossing
Section 5C
Highway
Authority:
CRIM
date:

TfL
26th Jan
2010

Bow Road, crossing by Bromley High Street
Existing characteristics:
Bow Road: Crossing by Bromley High Street
The existing staggered crossing has three lanes on the eastern approach, lane one turns left to
Bromley High Street and lanes two and three are ahead only, width two ahead lanes on the western
approach. Advisory cycle lanes are provided in either direction on Bow Road. All arms of this junction
have a 30mph speed limit.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Cyclists travelling west on Bow Road would potentially be in conflict with left turning vehicles to
Bromley High Street cutting across their path.
The existing cycle lane terminates at the bus stop, not providing a continuous route through the
crossing on to Bow Road.
Stakeholder comments:
1. Re-design the junction of Bromley High Street by converting it to a proper T-junction, reducing
traffic speed, and reduce the carriageway from three lanes to two lanes, combining left and
straight ahead movements into one lane.
2. Raise the crossing across Bow Road and introduce road humps in Bromley High Street to slow
down traffic.
3. Convert existing pedestrian crossing at the junction with Bromley High Street to a straight across
Toucan crossing.
4. Investigate relocating the westbound bus stop on approach to the junction with Bromley High
Street to just after the junction.
Constraints:
1. The Gladstone Memorial could be listed and care should be taken to design any amendments
without affecting it.
2. Volume of traffic coming from the roundabout experiencing increased delays due to the straight
across crossing.
3. Statutory Undertakers’ plant in the central island.
Opportunities:
There is a current scheme being developed by TfL to change the crossings at Gladstone Memorial.
CSH Route 2 should utilise this opportunity to ensure its objectives are reflected in the scheme
design.
LB Tower Hamlets is undertaking the High Street 2012 public realm improvements project. Designs
due to be completed end of July 2010. Site works commence in November 2010 and completion in
May 2011.
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Strategy Options:
Raise crossings on eastbound and westbound carriageway and
relocate them west and east respectively. Convert both crossings to
Toucan crossings. Extend raised table at crossing eastward to include
1 the Zebra crossing on Bromley High Street. Investigate the relocation of
the Zebra crossing north closer to mouth of junction. Extend footway
between westbound carriageway crossing and Bromley High Street.
Realign and extend southern kerb line of Bow Road.
Provide a north-south cycle facility via the new Toucan crossing
2 allowing access to Bromley High Street from the north side of Bow
Road.
Relocate the westbound bus stop further west to after the crossing.
Reduce the approach lanes to two by combining the left turn lane with
3 one of the ahead lanes and re-align the junction layout in order to form
a T-junction. Provide adequate carriageway width to include a standard
1.5m cycle lane and standard traffic lanes.
4 Provide coloured cycle lanes in both directions on Bow Road.
5 Review parking restriction on the eastbound approach to the crossing.

Budget Cost:

Other Comments:

Recommendations with reasons:
1.
Option 1 is recommended to improve the appearance of the junction, making it more
attractive to pedestrians and cyclists.
2.
Option 2 is recommended to provide a north-south link and to increase cyclist
activity in the area.
3.
Option 3 is an alternative option to Option 1 and will provide adequate carriageway
width for standard traffic lanes and cycle lanes.
4.
Option 4 is recommended to heighten awareness of the cycle environment and to
meet CSH standards.
5.
Option 5 is recommended to reduce the potential for vehicles obstructing a clear
path along CSH Route 2.
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Bow Roundabout
Section 5D
Highway
Authority:
CRIM
date:

TfL
26th Jan
2010

Bow Roundabout facing east (westbound off slip)
Existing characteristics:
Bow Roundabout
Two traffic lanes are provided along Bow Roundabout. Advisory cycle lanes are provided on the A11
on-slip roads and on the northern and southern approaches. Bow Roundabout has a 30mph speed
limit.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
1. High traffic flows and speeds on Bow Roundabout.
2. Continuation to and from the cycle route is unclear and difficult.
3. It is unclear with the current layout which route is the safest for cyclists to follow.
4. No cyclists or pedestrian facilities at the junction.
Stakeholder comments:
1. Provide signal controlled crossings, preferably Toucan crossings on all arms of the
roundabout and ASLs on the approaches. This would require a capacity review of the
junction.
2. Remove some of the excess footway of the islands on the north and south approaches
and install new kerb lines along the line of existing cycle lane markings on circulatory
carriageway, creating a segregated cycle track on the outside of the roundabout.
3. Provision of a shared track on the eastbound approach to the roundabout as there is not
enough safe room to approach the roundabout using the carriageway, even if widening
of the carriageway occurs slightly close to the roundabout. Consider having the
carriageway widened to be closer to the bridge (flyover) structure.
4. On northeast corner of the roundabout, build a small splitter island and adjust the kerb
and footway area to provide safe cycle segregation onto eastbound Stratford High
Street.
5. Consider installing an off-carriageway shared track on both sides of Stratford High Street
east of the roundabout.
6. The hatch markings from the exit of the roundabout on to Bow Road reduce the width of
the carriageway. If this is not serving any purpose it should be removed to open up the
carriageway and prevent vehicles, especially HGVs encroaching into the existing cycle
lane.
Further stakeholder comments are contained in the Final Record of CRIM, included in Appendix B of
the CHIP Report.
Constraints:
Very heavily trafficked junction with current capacity issues.
The Olympic Delivery Authority (ODA) will have special requirements with regards to the modelling of
this junction.
Fixed structures such as bridge piers limit the availability of land to utilise as part of the scheme
development process.
Opportunities:
There is a current TfL scheme being developed and CSH Route 2 should take this opportunity to
incorporate the objectives for this route.
Possible land acquisition from McDonalds.
Possible segregation of cyclists from main traffic.
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Strategy Options:
Install ASLs on the Bow Road and High Street approaches. (A11 off slip
1
roads).
Provide Toucan crossings on north and south sides of the roundabout.
Provide off carriageway cycle lanes around the roundabout.
Northwest corner Bow Road: provide a Toucan crossing on the
approach. Provide off carriageway cycle lane starting from existing bus
stop (possible land acquisition from McDonalds to be investigated).
Widen the carriageway.
Northeast corner: provide off carriageway cycle lane and adjust kerb to
bring cyclists onto the footway. Re-align existing traffic island. Provide
a small splitter island in High Street to provide safe cycle segregation
2
(for cyclist using the carriageway). Widen existing cycle lane on this
exit arm.
Southeast corner: High Street: provide off carriageway cycle lane from
east of existing bus stop to beyond the stop line.
Southwest corner: Adjust kerb and bring cyclists onto the proposed off
carriageway westbound cycle lane. Provide a Toucan crossing on Bow
Road exit; take existing hatching out and provide mandatory 2m wide
cycle lane to the bus stop towards Fairfield Road.
Provide cycle lane coloured surfacing.

Budget Cost:

Other Comments:
Recommendation with reasons:
1.
Providing ASLs will increase road user’s awareness of cyclist activity in the area.
2.
Option 2 is recommended to improve the alternative to the flyover and encourage less
confident cyclists to use the route, as apposed to the flyover.
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Bow Road
Fairfield Road to Bow
Roundabout
Section 5E
Highway
Authority:
CRIM
date:

TfL
26th Jan
2010

Bow Road approach to Bow Church eastbound
Existing characteristics:
Bow Road: Fairfield Road to Bow Roundabout
1. There are advisory cycle lanes in both directions; however, they are interrupted by
parking bays.
2. Speeding traffic from Bow flyover and Bow Road Roundabout has been observed.
3. There is lack of permeability due to the dual carriageway in this section.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
1. There is lack of continuity of cycle lanes due to parking bays.
2. Traffic speed and banned movements.
Stakeholder Comment
1. Review excessive guard railing
2. Review use of parking bays in order to provide wider cycle lanes.
3. Provide reflective bands on existing bollards on the footway, on the approach to the
junction of Fairfield Road.
4. Carry out trial holes on the westbound approach to Fairfield Road junction with a view to
widen carriageway, and to provide standard width traffic and cycle lanes, and to improve
“pinch points” at traffic stop lines.
Constraints:
Narrow footway and volume of pedestrians in the area prevents carriageway widening options.
Opportunities:
Proposals for area around Gladstone Memorial and Bromley High Street are being developed by TfL.
Strategy Options:
Resurface and provide 1.5 m wide blue surface treatment along existing
1
cycle lanes and provide a virtual cycle lane across the junctions.
Provide Branding Diagrams with TSRGD 1057 road marking around
2
parking bays.
Carry out local widening and adjust lane width in order to allow
3 advisory cycle lanes in both directions. Early trial holes would be
needed to determine if carriageway can be widened.

Budget Cost:

Other comments:

Recommendation with reasons:
Option 1 and 2 are recommended in order to improve existing facilities and improve
1.
safety.
Option 3 is not recommended due to volume of pedestrians and narrow footway
2.
sections.
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Stratford High Street
Section 6A
Highway
Authority:

LB Newham

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010

Stratford High Street
Existing characteristics:
Stratford High Street: Bow Roundabout to Stratford Gyratory
1. Stratford High Street is a dual carriageway with three lanes in each direction.
2. High speed traffic has been observed.
3. There are wide footway areas on both sides between Bow Roundabout and Rick Roberts Way.
4. There are bus lanes in both directions.
5. There is lack of permeability in the North - South direction.
6. Certain junctions do not have ASLs.
7. Currently road works are being undertaken as part of the 2012 initiatives.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
High traffic speeding and lack of permeability in North - South direction.
Stakeholder Comment:
1. Widen pinch points and provide signing for right turning cyclists
2. Consider reducing the number of southbound lanes.
Constraints:
Olympic Delivery Authority programme is ahead of CSH programme for coordination of measures.
Opportunities:
Stratford High Street 2012 initiative has developed designs including a plan to build a temporary
bridge to link the two sides of The Greenway.
Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
Budget Cost:
1 Resurface bus lanes and widen bus lanes in both directions along the High
Street from just east of the Bow flyover to near Cam Road junction (where
appropriate) to minimum 4m.
2 Provide 1.5m wide cycle lanes with blue surface treatment applied on
the bus lanes in both directions.
3 Resurface and provide 1.5m wide advisory / virtual cycle lanes with
blue surface treatment across junctions.
4 Provide 2m wide segregated cycle tracks adjacent to the carriageway
on both sides of Stratford High Street. Total length is 1.5km on each
side.
5

Widen eastbound carriageway to accommodate eastbound cycle lane at
pinch points.
6 Investigate a new eastbound bus lane from Rick Roberts Way to
Carpenters Road.
Other Comments:
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Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
Option 4 is recommended because it provides continuity and the highest level of safety to cyclists.
Most of the footway along the High Street is more than 5m wide, so 2m can be used to provide a
cycle track leaving a 3m wide footway. The wide footways provide a very good opportunity to
provide the best possible continuous cycle facility over a distance of 1.5km.
Option 3, which involves cycle lanes across junctions, can be installed together with Option 4.
Option 1 is not recommended as there are significant physical constraints to undertaking widening,
including gas mains in the central reservation, vehicle lanes already at minimum requirements,
bridge structures and the Northern Outfall Sewer. It may also be difficult to achieve over the entire
section as it may require pavement construction depths of at least 600mm and the relocation of
utility services.
Option 2 would be recommended at smaller sections where Option 4 is not achievable.
The disadvantage with Option 2 is that it is unlikely to offer the best service to cyclists if we consider
that the existing bus lanes are 3m wide and traffic on the dual carriageway can reach high speeds.
Options 5 and 6 are recommended at sections where Option 4 is not achievable, subject to
available carriageway width and utility service diversions.
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High Street Stratford
The Greenway
(new crossing)
Section 6B
Highway
Authority:

CRIM
date:

LB Newham

27th Jan
2010

High Street Stratford at “The Greenway”
Existing characteristics:
High Street Stratford: The Greenway crossing
High Street Stratford is a two-way dual carriageway road with three traffic lanes in each direction.
Bus lanes are provided in each direction. This road has a 30mph speed limit.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
No cyclist crossing facilities are provided at this location.
Stakeholder Comment:
1. The Cycle Superhighways work needs to be coordinated with the Olympic Delivery Authority
(ODA) and Olympic Route Network (ORN) works at Stratford High Street and The Greenway.
2. High Street 2012 works need to be considered as they affect the layout of some parts of the
route (between Bow Flyover and Stratford Gyratory).
Constraints:
The ODA may have additional requirements and timescales, in conjunction with the ORN
programme.
Opportunities:
The Olympic Delivery Authority (ODA) is currently working on “The Greenway” as a vital cycle and
pedestrian link into the 2012 Olympic sites. The connection between “The Greenway” and CSH is
important in the facilitation of wider cycle journeys.
As part of the Olympic works in the area, a new temporary footbridge is to be constructed across
the High Street, linking to The Greenway. Following the Olympics the footbridge will then be
replaced by a permanent at grade Toucan crossing.
Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
1

Budget Cost:

Signalise the crossing at the Greenway with a two stage push button or
sensor, for cyclists to avoid unnecessary delay to traffic particularly in the
off peak.

Other Comments:
Recommendation with reasons:
1. Option 1 is not recommended as it will be covered by the existing ODA plans for a permanent
crossing at the site.
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High Street Stratford /
Cam Road
Section 6C
Highway
Authority:

LB Newham

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010

High Street Stratford – Cam Road junction (17/197&198)
Existing characteristics:
High Street Stratford: Junction with Cam Street
High Street Stratford is a two way dual carriageway road with three traffic lanes, including bus
lanes, provided in each direction. Cam Road is a two-way road with one traffic lane in either
direction on the approach to the junction. High Street and Cam Road have a 30mph speed limit.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
1. No cyclist facilities are provided at this junction.
2. Cyclists waiting to turn left on Cam Road are in danger of being run over or being squeezed
between the guard railing and heavy trucks.
Stakeholder Comment:
1. A link from Stratford Station to Cam Road should be provided via Stratford High Street and
across the dual carriageway by converting the pelican crossing to a Toucan crossing, as
Cam Road leads to Channelsea Path and to Three Mills and The Greenway.
Constraints:
The ODA requirements and timescale.
Opportunities:
High Street 2012 works need to be considered as part of the development of intervention
measures by CSH Route 2.
Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:

Budget
Cost:

1
2

Provide ASL and a 1.5m wide feeder lane on Cam Road approach.
Convert the existing pedestrian crossing across the dual carriageway
to a Toucan crossing and convert some of the footways to shared
surfaces. DTO should be consulted to determine the viability of this
option.
3 Subject to a Guard Rail Assessment, remove as much guard rails as
possible at the junction, apart from those on the central reserve.
Other Comments:
Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
1. Options 1 and 2 are recommended to provide the much desired north-south between
Channelsea Path and Stratford Station.
2. Option 3 is recommended if there is no detriment to the safety of pedestrians. Note that much
guardrail will be removed as part of the High Street 2012 scheme so costs may be covered by
this.
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Stratford Gyratory
Great Eastern Road to
Broadway
Section 7A
Highway
Authority:

LB Newham

CRIM
date:

27th Jan 2010

Great Eastern Road – Eastbound & Broadway Westbound
Existing characteristics:
Stratford Gyratory: Great Eastern Road to Broadway
1. A three to four lane eastbound one-way carriageway running from High Street to The Grove.
2. Bus lane with an average width of 4.5m continues on the left up to Angel Lane.
3. Eastbound cyclists towards Romford Road have been observed crossing the Great Eastern
Road towards the eastbound contra flow bus lane along the Broadway and then continue riding
towards the junction of The Grove and Romford Road through an existing westbound cycle
lane along The Broadway and High Street leading to the Toucan crossing at the junction with
Great Eastern Road and the High Street. The Toucan crossing links Stratford Station via
Farthingale Walk and Station Road. However, this route is highly busy and crowded with
pedestrians crossing The Broadway towards the main shopping area and the out door market.
4. Cycle stand facilities are provided at the Stratford train station, however, at present cyclists are
not permitted to ride along the Station Street as there is a “No entry” except for Buses.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
1. High traffic speeds and lack of permeability and connectivity due to the one-way format of the
gyratory.
2. Crossing two to three lanes of traffic as they ride along the Great Eastern Road heading
towards Romford Road.
3. Over crowded existing eastbound facility along the Broadway is over crowded with pedestrians.
Stakeholder Comment:
1. Provide continuous westbound bus lane or wider cycle lane from the junction of Romford Road
to High Street reducing or adjusting the number of eastbound lanes on the Broadway.
2. Connection to the train station should be provided from all directions including from
Leytonstone.
3. Existing access to the Station from the High Street via Farthingale Walk and Station Road is
incomplete. Consider cycle access through the bus station.
4. Guardrail assessment needs to be carried out on the sites where the cycle lane goes on to the
footway – the ‘jug handles’ are substandard at Great Eastern Road Junctions and guardrails
could pose a problem for cyclists.
5. Vehicle speeds too high in the gyratory (three to five traffic lanes) and very intimidating for
cyclists.
6. Re-design Broadway/Tramway Avenue junction to avoid conflict between left turning traffic and
cyclists.
7. Convert Broadway into two-way working.
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Constraints:
Existing road works along Broadway.
High pedestrian activities and movements.
Opportunities:
1. Stratford Town Centre is being designed as part of the public realm / regeneration scheme
ready for the Olympics.
2. New connection to Stratford Station is being created on Great Eastern Road as part of the
ODA programme.
3. Guard railing assessment has been done for Stratford Town Centre by RJ.
4. LB Newham has an existing scheme to create a cycle lane on the southern arm of the gyratory
for westbound cyclists travelling from Romford Road to Stratford High Street.
Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
1 Provide 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue surface treatment applied along
Great Eastern Road on the right hand side. This will require realignment
and narrowing of the existing traffic lanes and wide bus lane to a minimum
width of 3.0m. Provide ASLs on the approaches to the existing signalised
pedestrian crossing between Stratford Station and the shopping centre.
Continue the cycle lane towards The Grove and link up with existing
Toucan Crossing.
2

Provide a contra-flow cycle lane along The Broadway on the east side of St
John’s Church. This requires taking up the westbound traffic lane nearest
to the Church. The lane is currently closed due to road works further west.
Any long term traffic capacity issue would need to be investigated.

3

Reverse the existing westbound cycle track along the footway on the west
side of St John’s Church. As part of this option the eastbound contra-flow
bus lane along the Broadway would be marked with cycle lane markings,
blue surface treatment and signage to formalise the route that cyclists
already take at present.

4

Reduce the width of the central island at the junction of The Grove /
Romford Road and provide a westbound cycle lane to The Broadway.

5

Provide a cycle access point to the existing shared footway after Station
Square on the left hand side.

6

Utilise existing service road through the centre of the gyratory for
eastbound cyclists and investigate improved provision across
carriageway at eastern end of service road and improvements to
access onto Romford Road – including making use of unutilised road
space wherever feasible.

7

Budget Cost:

Utilise existing LB Newham scheme to create a cycle lane on the
southern arm of the gyratory for Westbound cyclists travelling from
Romford Road to Stratford High Street.
Return whole gyratory to two way operation.

Other Comments
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Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
1. Option 1 would be the cheapest and quickest option as it utilises existing wide bus lanes
along Great Eastern Road, however it is the longest route and there is risk of under
utilisation, therefore it is not preferred.
2. Option 2 would be the shortest route to Romford Road in line with existing riding pattern as
observed on site but it would be the most expensive with highest cost of civil engineering
works. It is unlikely to be supported by LB Newham and therefore it is not recommended.
3. Option 3 is a variation of Option 2 but with lesser impact on westbound traffic along The
Broadway, but higher risk of interaction with pedestrians walking continuously across cyclists’
path along The Broadway. Site observations have shown this to be the popular choice by
cyclists even though they are riding in contravention of the existing eastbound route, however
LB Newham inform that this cannot be accommodated in the context of existing schemes.
4. Option 4 - Would provide continuity of the cycle lane between Romford Road and The
Broadway in the westbound direction.
5. Option 5 - Is not recommended as it is dependent on option 1.
6. Option 6 is recommended as agreed with LB Newham to be the preferred solution serving
Cycle Superhighway Route 2 desire lines and also makes use of LB Newham’s scheme for a
westbound cycle lane on the southern arm of the gyratory.
7. Turning the whole gyratory into two way operation is not viable in the short term but remains
a long term aspiration of LB Newham therefore it is not recommended.
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Romford Road
The Grove to Water Lane
Section 8A
Highway
Authority:

LB Newham

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010

Romford Road – The Grove to Water Lane
Existing characteristics:
Romford Road: The Grove to Water Lane
1. Romford Road is a major east/west carriageway with an average width of 11m, carrying a high
level of vehicular traffic.
2. Starting from The Grove a standard 1.2m advisory cycle lane runs eastbound and continues after
the junction with Water Lane.
3. In the westbound direction a 3.2m wide bus lane starts just west of Water Lane terminating before
Glenavon Road and starting again after Vernon Road until finally terminating on the approach to
The Grove junction.
4. Land use is a mixture of small grocery shops, residential, commercial and educational premises.
5. Footway is of varying width with bollards and guard railings at intervals. Some buildings and shops
have forecourt parking on private land. There do not appear to be any official vehicular dropped
kerbs but the kerb lines generally run at low level. Damage to footway surfacing is evident due to
vehicles driving over the footway.
6. On the approaches to Vernon Road a central refuge island including a straight signalised crossing
reduces the carriageway to a single 3.2m width thereby creating a bottle neck for the cyclists and
other traffic. The island also prevents the right turn from Vernon Road.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
1. There is lack of continuity of existing cycle lanes or bus lanes.
2. Cyclists are at risk of being trapped between guard rails and moving traffic.
3. Uneven and damaged carriageway surface and worn out cycle lane markings.
4. Lack of permeability across Romford Road.
Stakeholder Comment:
1. Consider closing some of the side road junctions along Romford Road to reduce potential conflict
with cyclists.
2. Existing waiting and loading restriction should be enforced more strictly.
3. Provide alternate operational hours for waiting and loading bays on each direction along Romford
Road. That is, during the AM peak allow parking/loading in eastbound direction only, and during
PM peak allow parking/loading in the westbound direction only.
4. Remove existing eastbound bus lane from Dersingham Avenue and provide wider cycle lanes in
both directions.
5. Provide a Toucan crossing near to Atherton Road to access Leyton Leisure Centre.
6. Provide north-south permeability across Romford Road including at the junctions such as Vernon
Road where certain movements are banned or restricted.
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Constraints:
Heavy traffic volume and bottle neck at Vernon Road Junction.
Opportunities:
Guard railing assessment has been done by the borough to reduce street furniture.
Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
1 Replace and renew existing green eastbound cycle lane with 1.5m
wide cycle lane with blue surface treatment including bus stop on
the approach to Water Lane Junction.
2 Resurface damaged carriageway and resurface westbound bus lane
including 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue surface treatment to the
junction of The Grove.

Budget Cost:

Other Comments
Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
Options 1 and 2 should be undertaken as an interim measure in order to provide a more
continuous cycle facility.
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Romford Road
/ Vernon Road / Deanery
Road
Section 8B
Highway
Authority:

LB Newham

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010

Romford Road / Vernon Road / Deanery Road
Existing characteristics:
Romford Road: Junction with Vernon Road and Deanery Road
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Travelling eastbound after The Grove, Romford Road forms a T-junction with Vernon Road
which is a two way 20mph residential road with a number of shops at the corners.
The right turn is banned and traffic exiting Vernon Road is forced to turn left by means of a
physical feature in the form of a staggered pedestrian crossing facility. Traffic wishing to turn
right towards Ilford would have to use Tennyson Road further west.
Right turn in to Deanery Road is provided by a dedicated right turn lane on the westbound
approach to the junction. Deanery Road is a one way road away from the junction.
The existing standard advisory cycle lane stops just before the pedestrian crossing and traffic
including buses is forced through a narrow lane on both sides of the island squeezing the
cyclists between the guard railings and vehicles.
A bus stop is situated along a lay by on the eastbound approach.
The carriageway surface is of poor quality and water ponding is regular.

Problems & barriers for cyclists:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cyclists risk collision with vehicles by squeezing through between the guard rails and moving
traffic.
There is a risk of conflict with left turning traffic from Deanery Road.
Carriageway surface is of poor quality and cycle lanes are slippery.
No ASL is provided at the junction. Existing Pedestrian Island is unnecessarily wide.

Stakeholder Comment:
1.
2.

The pedestrian island at the junction of Vernon Road is too wide and is restricting carriageway
width which does not allow a cycle lane through this section.
Investigate if the right turn lane/pocket into Deanery Road is necessary.

Constraints:
Insufficient carriageway for both cycle lane and traffic.
Opportunities:
Guard railing assessment has been done by the borough to reduce street furniture.
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Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
1 Redesign the junction to include a straight across Toucan crossing, but
maintain the physical banned turn from Vernon Road. Include ASLs and
1.5m blue surfaced cycle lane.

Budget Cost:

Review the lane widths at Litchfield Avenue with a view to introducing an
eastbound cycle lane with blue surface treatment, requiring the removal
of the existing westbound right turn into Litchfield Avenue.
2

Resurface the carriageway on the approaches to the crossing to include
minimum 1.5m wide blue cycle lane.
Other Comments
Requires full consultation with the local authority and other stake holders.
Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:

1. Option 1 - The junction would benefit from a redesign as there are ‘see through’ issues related to
the pedestrian control. There are opportunities to improve the layout for all road users as well as
cyclists and still maintain the banned turn from Vernon Road without hindering road safety for
pedestrians. At present there is a heavy right turn in to Deanery Road which is controlled by
Vehicle Actuated (VA) signals. Any redesign would need to cater for this facility.
2. Option 2 could be considered as a minimum measure if Option 1 is not to be taken forward.
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Romford Road
/ Water Lane / Vicarage Lane
Section 8C
Highway
Authority:

LB Newham

CRIM date:

27th Jan 2010
Water Lane / Vicarage Lane junction (17/009)

Existing characteristics:
Romford Road: Junction with Water Lane / Vicarage Lane
Romford Road is a two-way road with three traffic lanes westbound and two traffic lanes
eastbound on the approaches to the junction of Water Lane and Vicarage Lane. A westbound
bus lane set back is provided at the junction. An advisory cycle lane is provided eastbound,
ending 43m from the junction and starting again on the exit on Romford Road. Vicarage Lane
and Water Lane are two-way roads with one traffic lane on the approach to the junction. ASLs
are provided on all approaches to the junction, with feeder lanes (for cyclists and motorcyclists)
provided on the southern and northern approaches. Romford Road, Water Lane and Vicarage
Lane have a 30mph speed limit.

Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Poor access to the existing ASLs.
Issues with the eastbound cycle lane ending at the bus stop close to the junction – a difficult
manoeuvre for cyclists.

Stakeholder Comment:
1. Guardrail assessment should be carried out at the junction.
2. Junction is always gridlocked.
3. The offside lane is for ahead and right movements. This gives rise to two lanes going
into one lane at the exit which effectively creates a pinch point for cyclists. Consider a
measure to create lane discipline.
4. Investigate the provision of cycle racks in this area.
5. Bus stop to the west of Water Lane too close to junction and difficult for cyclists to
manoeuvre.
Constraints:
Utilities and lack of space.
Opportunities:
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Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
1

Renew ASLs with blue surfacing on all approaches.

2

Provide 1.5m wide cycle feeder lanes by widening the carriageway
on Romford Road.

3

Provide 1.5m wide cycle feeder lanes by reducing the number of
traffic lanes on Romford Road.

4

Add lane destination markings including more arrows.

5

Remove guard railing on Romford Road (subject to guard rail
assessment).

6

Provide 6 cycle stands at the junction.

7

Relocate the bus stop on the Romford Road eastbound approach
further away from the junction.

8

Review junction signal timings.

9

Allow cyclists to use the footway to access ASLs.

10

Consider relocating eastbound bus stop to east of junction for No
25 and 86 and Water Lane for 308.

Budget Cost:

Other Comments:

Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
1. Options 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8 will have the least impact on other road users.
2. Option 3 - will only be recommended if a review of the signal timings under Option 8 shows
that reducing the number of traffic lanes won’t result in longer traffic queues.
3. Option 7 is not recommended as it will simply relocate the problem further down Romford
Road.
4. Option 9 – is an alternative to carriageway widening where there is insufficient width
between the kerb line and central island. However, it is not recommended due to concerns
over pedestrian/cyclist conflicts.
5. Option 10 – this will reduce delays and congestion on the approaches to the junction as
there will be fewer number of buses, hence improving safety for all road users as well as the
cyclists.
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Romford Road
Water Lane to Atherton
Road
Section 8D
Highway
Authority:

LB Newham

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010

Romford Road – Water Lane to Atherton Road
Existing characteristics:
Romford Road: Water Lane to Atherton Road
1. Romford Road continues after Water Lane junction at a wider width with a three lane approach
westbound and a wide one lane including 1.2m cycle lane eastbound. It then gradually narrows
down to two wide lanes in each direction from Tavistock Road and continues eastbound with a
1.2m cycle lane on both sides.
2. A short length of bus lane starts just west of Tavistock Road and terminates before Water
Lane.
3. Formal and informal crossing facilities with central refuge islands reduce the available lane
width and continuity of the advisory cycle lane in each direction. These may have been
provided as a pedestrian safety measure,
4. Central hatch markings and the associated crossing points for a redundant informal crossing
facility still exist just west of Faraday Road.
5. Land use is mainly, residential with a number of shops, commercial and educational premises
along the route. Bow County Court and Bow Fire Station are two major authorities along this
section.
6. Footway is of varying width with bollards and guard railings at intervals and few cycle stands
near shops. Some buildings have forecourt parking along private land.
7. A number of side road junctions including Tavistock Road.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
1. There is lack of continuity of existing cycle lanes or bus lanes due to pedestrian refuge islands.
2. Cyclists are at risk of being trapped between guard rails and moving traffic.
3. Carriageway surfacing and cycle lane markings are worn out in places.
4. Lack of permeability across Romford Road.
Stakeholder Comment:
1. Consider closing some of the side road junctions along Romford Road to reduce potential
conflict with cyclists.
2. Existing waiting and loading restriction should be enforced more strictly.
3. Provide alternate operational hours for waiting and loading bays on each direction along
Romford Road. That is, during the AM peak allow parking/loading in eastbound direction only,
and during PM peak allow parking/loading in the westbound direction only.
4. Remove existing eastbound bus lane from Dersingham Avenue and provide wider cycle lanes
in both directions.
5. Provide a Toucan crossing near to Atherton Road to access Leyton Leisure Centre.
6. Provide north-south permeability across Romford Road including at the junctions such as
Vernon Road where certain movements are banned or restricted.
Constraints:
Heavy peak hour traffic volume and bottle necks at crossing points.
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Opportunities:
Consider reducing street clutter by removing unnecessary guard rails and bollards.
Long and wide stretch of footways may provide opportunity for a formal cycle route along the footway,
therefore removal of refuge islands will not be necessary.
Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
1 Investigate usage of pedestrian refuge islands and consider whether any
can be removed to provide straight across formal crossings at pedestrian
desire lines.
2 Investigate widening the carriageway by taking footway width and provide
1.5m blue surfaced cycle lanes. (Subject to surveys investigating the effect
of narrowing the footway on pedestrians.)
3 Continue blue cycle lane surfacing along formal crossing points.

Budget Cost:

4

Resurface and widen existing cycle lanes in both directions to 1.5m and
apply blue surface treatment.
5 Consider introducing peak time loading restrictions on both sides of the
road. TfL to have early discussion with LB Newham.
6 Widen inset bays by Bow Court.
Other Comments
Recommendation with reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Options 1 or 2 may be undertaken in order to provide a more continuous cycle facility.
Options 3 & 4 to be implemented in any event.
Subject to liaison with LB Newham, implement Option 5.
Subject to Utility Service locations, implement Option 6
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Romford Road
Atherton Road to A114
Woodgrange Road
Section 8E
Highway
Authority:

LB Newham

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010

Romford Road – Atherton Road to A114 Woodgrange Road
Existing characteristics:
Romford Road: Atherton Road to A114 Woodgrange Road
1. Romford Road continues eastbound from Atherton Road in the same format and uniform
width. Including advisory 1.2m cycle lane on both sides.
2. Just after its junction with Radlett Close in the eastbound direction, Romford Road is
effectively divided into three lanes with a 3.2m wide eastbound peak hour bus lane and a
single traffic lane in both directions.
3. There are a number of locations along Romford Road where these crossing points narrow
down the carriageway to a single lane with no opportunity for a dedicated cycle lane.
4. Further east up to the junction with A114 Woodgrange Road, Romford Road maintains a wide
width with the eastbound bus lane and the westbound cycle lane which terminate before the
junction.
5. Parking and loading contraventions have been observed even during the peak traffic hours.
6. Introduction of formal and informal pedestrian crossing facilities along the route reduces the
efficiency of the available road width as a major point of concern.
7. Poor carriageway surface and exposed service covers and drainage along existing cycle lanes
have created very hazardous riding conditions for the cyclists in both directions.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
1. Lack of continuity of existing cycle lanes or bus lanes.
2. Uneven and damaged carriageway surface and worn out cycle lane markings.
3. Lack of permeability across Romford Road.
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Stakeholder Comment:
1. Consider closing some of the side road junctions along Romford Road to reduce potential
conflict with cyclists.
2. Existing waiting and loading restriction should be enforced more strictly.
3. Provide alternate operational hours for waiting and loading bays on each direction along
Romford Road. That is, during the AM peak allow parking/loading in eastbound direction only,
and during PM peak allow parking/loading in the westbound direction only.
4. Remove existing eastbound bus lane from Dersingham Avenue and provide wider cycle lanes
in both directions.
5. Provide a Toucan crossing near to Atherton Road to access Leyton Leisure Centre.
6. Provide north-south permeability across Romford Road including at the junctions such as
Vernon Road where certain movements are banned or restricted.
Constraints:
1. There is a conflicting demand for carriageway space including parking / loading activities.
2. Heavy traffic volume and bottle neck in parts.
Opportunities:
Guard railing assessment has been done by the borough to reduce street furniture.
Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
1
Review existing waiting and loading restrictions to maximise
carriageway space.
2
Provide blue surfaced cycle lanes in both directions where bus lanes
are not provided.
3
Provide inset bays where footway width permits.
4
Undertake trial-hole tests to determine locations for inset bays and
carriageway widening.
5
Undertake carriageway resurfacing and widen existing cycle lanes to
1.5m. Apply blue surface dressing on cycle lanes.
6
Where possible replace informal crossing facilities with straight across
signalised crossing, linked to whole scheme.
7
Provide westbound cycle lane between Woodgrange Road and
Sprowston Road. Apply blue surface dressing on cycle lane.
8
Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to 7am and 7pm and
include parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early
discussions with LB Newham.
9
Extend hours of operation of westbound cycle lane to PM peak. TfL to
have early discussion with LB Newham.
10
Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to AM peak. TfL to
have early discussion with LB Newham.
Other Comments

Budget Cost:

Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
1. Options 1, 2 and 3 will contribute towards more efficient road use and provide a more
continuous cycle route.
2. Option 4 will complement option 1.
3. Option 5 provides better ride quality and contributes towards the safety of cyclists.
4. Option 6 would provide an excellent opportunity for a continuous cycle lane as the space used
by the central refuge islands could be allocated to cycle lanes. However it will require full
investigation.
5. Option 7 will provide a more continuous Cycle Route.
6. Options 8, 9 & 10 will require extensive consultation and will be a longer term scheme.
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Romford Road
/ Crosby Road
Section 8F
Highway
Authority:

LB Newham

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010

Romford Road by Crosby Road Priority Junction
Existing characteristics:
Romford Road: Junction with Crosby Road
1. Crosby Road forms a priority T-junction with Romford Road on the westbound direction.
2. Along this section of Romford Road the carriageway is wide and has been split into two
eastbound lanes and one westbound lane which are split apart by means of a series of
1.2m refuge islands which have been constructed to improve road safety for pedestrians.
3. Eastbound cyclists are able to use the existing bus lane however in the westbound
direction will be squeezed between the refuge islands and the kerb side.
4. Footways are 3m wide with fairly good surfacing. Cyclists have been observed riding
along illegally.
5. The carriageway surface is of poor quality and water ponding is regular.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
1. Insufficient carriageway width for separate traffic and cycle lane in the westbound
direction.
2. Cyclists risk collision with vehicles by squeezing between the island and moving traffic.
3. Carriageway surface is of poor quality and cycle lanes slippery with excessive water
ponding.
4. Lack good permeability in the North - South direction.
Stakeholder Comment:
N/A
Constraints:
Removal of the pedestrian refuge islands will have road safety implications for pedestrians trying
to cross the road which will have to be mitigated by alternative means.
Opportunities:
Improved riding quality for the cyclists as well as other road users.
Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:

Budget
Cost:

1

Resurface carriageway and provide virtual 1.5m cycle lane with blue
surfacing through the bus lane.
2 Provide blue surfaced virtual cycle lane in the westbound direction.
3 Remove refuge island and replace with a straight across signalised
crossing.
4 Use localised carriageway widening to allow introduction of 1.5m wide
cycle lanes with blue surfacing on the approaches and past the refuge
islands.
Other Comments
Requires full consultation with LB Newham and other stakeholders.
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Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
1. Options 1 & 2 will bring the crossing within CSH’s desired format. A good quick win
option. However this work may, to some extent, be covered by the proposed
improvements along Romford Road.
2. Option 3 – would be a more constructive approach provide enhanced facility for all road
users including cyclists. A variation to Option 3 is to just remove the islands to remove the
pinch point, but should be subject to investigating the usage of the islands.
3. Option 4 – would be a good alternative to enhance options 1 & 2.
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Romford Road /
Norwich Road
Section 8G
Highway
Authority:

LB Newham

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010

Romford Road East of Norwich Road
Existing characteristics:
Romford Road: Junction with Norwich Road Pelican Crossing
1. Romford Road forms a T-junction with Norwich Road in the eastbound direction.
2. There is a straight pelican crossing without a central island just east of this junction.
3. There are one westbound lane and two eastbound lanes including a 3.2m eastbound bus
lane.
4. Cyclists have no restriction going through the crossing.
5. Norwich Road has raised junction entry treatment which provides pedestrians with a
smooth walking platform.
6. The carriageway surface is of poor quality and water ponding is regular.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
1. There are no physical barriers to cyclists riding through this crossing apart from poor
carriageway surfacing and drainage.
2. Lack good permeability in the North - South direction.
Stakeholder Comment:
N/A
Constraints:

Opportunities:
Improve crossing facility and safety for all road users particularly the cyclists.
Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:

Budget
Cost:

1

Resurface carriageway on the approaches to the crossing and provide
virtual 1.5m cycle lane with blue surfacing.
Other Comments
Requires full consultation with LB Newham and other stakeholders.
Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
1. Options 1 will bring the crossing within CSH’s desired format. A good quick win option.
However this work may, to some extent, be covered by the proposed improvements along
Romford Road.
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Romford Road
/ Disraeli Road
Section 8H
Highway
Authority:
CRIM
date:

LB Newham
27th Jan
2010

Romford Road Junction with Disraeli Road

Existing characteristics:
Romford Road: Junction with Disraeli Road
1. Disraeli Road forms a priority T-junction with Romford Road in the westbound direction.
2. Along this section of Romford Road the carriageway is wide and has been split into two
eastbound lanes and one westbound lane which are split apart by means of a series of 1.2m
refuge islands which can help pedestrians cross the road in relative safety.
3. Eastbound cyclists are able to use the existing bus lane however in the westbound direction
they are squeezed between the refuge island and the kerb side. An existing mature tree very
close to the kerb side opposite the island has made the situation worse.
4. The footways are 4m wide but of poor quality and uneven.
5. The carriageway surface is of poor quality and water ponding is regular.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
1. Cyclists risk collision with vehicles by squeezing through between the island and moving
traffic.
2. Carriageway surface is of poor quality and cycle lanes slippery with excessive water ponding.
3. Insufficient carriageway width for a separate traffic and cycle lane in the westbound direction.
4. Lack good permeability in the North - South direction.
Stakeholder Comment:
N/A
Constraints:
Insufficient carriageway for both cycle lane and traffic.
Opportunities:
Improved riding quality for the cyclists as well as other road users.
Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
1 Resurface carriageway and provide 1.5m virtual cycle lane with blue
surfacing through the bus lane.
2 Provide blue surfaced virtual cycle lane in the westbound direction.
3 Remove refuge island and replace with a signalised straight across
crossing.
4 Investigate localised carriageway widening to allow introduction of 1.5m
wide cycle lanes with blue surfacing on the approaches and past the
refuge islands. The tree on the south side could restrict widening to the
North side only.
Other Comments
Requires full consultation with LB Newham and other stakeholders.

Budget Cost:

Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
1. Options 1 & 2 – will bring the crossing within CSH’s desired format. A good quick win option.
2. Option 3 – would be a more constructive approach providing an enhanced facility for all road
users including cyclists. A variation to Option 3 is to just remove the islands to remove the
pinch point, but should be subject to investigating the usage of the islands.
3. Option 4 – would be a good alternative to enhance options 1 & 2.
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Romford Road
Woodgrange Road /
Upton Lane
Section 8I
Highway
Authority:

LB Newham

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010
Romford Road / Woodgrange Road – Upton Lane (17/010)

Existing characteristics:
Romford Road: Junction with Woodgrange Road / Upton Lane
Romford Road is a two-way road with three traffic lanes on both approaches to the junction with
Woodgrange Road. Bus lane set backs are provided in both directions on Romford Road. An
eastbound cycle lane starts 48m away from the junction on Romford Road. Woodgrange Road and
Upton Lane are two-way roads with two traffic lanes on each of the approaches to the junction.
ASLs are provided on all approaches. All roads have a 30mph speed limit.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Narrow carriageway with traffic lanes on the western and eastern approaches substandard in width.
The left only lane in both directions on Romford Road is regularly abused by traffic going straight
ahead.
Stakeholder Comment:
1. At the junction with Upton Lane the left only lane is being used by straight ahead traffic illegally.
Redesign the junction to remove conflict and improve alignment in both directions.
2. At the junction with Upton Lane / Woodgrange Road there is a high pedestrian movement and
there are three lanes on the eastbound and westbound approaches but the exit is only one lane
wide. However, the dedicated left turn (both directions) is regularly abused by traffic going
straight ahead. No cycle lane eastbound at this junction.
3. Consider providing straight across crossings.
Constraints:
Utilities and lack of space.
Opportunities:
N/A
Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
Budget Cost:
1 Renew ASLs with blue surfacing on all approaches.
2 Provide 1.5m wide cycle feeder lanes by reducing the number of traffic
lanes on Romford Road.
3 Add lane destination markings including more arrows.
4 Remove guard railing on Romford Road subject to a full Guard Rail
Assessment.
5 General streetscape scheme to improve safety and traffic flow.
Including junction optimisation, review of signal timings, investigation
of footway and carriageway widths, and removal of street clutter.
Other Comments:

Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
1. Options 1, 3, 4, & 5 will have the least impact on other road users.
2. Option 2 is only recommended if a review of the signal timings under Option 5 shows that
reducing the number of traffic lanes will not create longer traffic queues.
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Romford Road
A 114 Woodgrange Road
to Green Street
Section 8J
Highway
Authority:

LB Newham

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010

Romford Road – A114 Woodgrange Road to Green Street
Existing characteristics:
Romford Road: A114 Woodgrange Road to Green Street
1. Romford Road continues after Woodgrange Road with the same width and format. However,
the bus lane runs in the westbound direction during the PM Peak period and a mandatory
cycle lane runs in the eastbound direction.
2. Footways are over 3m wide with large trees at intervals close to the kerb line.
3. The carriageway surfacing is in poor condition with cracks and pot holes in various locations.
4. The recent adverse weather condition has also contributed to the damaged surface.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
1. There is a lack of continuity of existing cycle lanes or bus lanes.
2. Damaged carriageway surface and exposed service covers have been observed throughout.
Stakeholder Comment:
N/A
Constraints:
1. There is a conflicting demand for carriageway space including parking / loading activities.
2. The narrow sections along Romford Road have been introduced as part of local safety
measures.
3. Heavy traffic volume, continuous loading and waiting requirements.
Opportunities:
Guard railing assessment has been done by the borough to reduce street furniture.
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Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
Budget Cost:
1 Review existing waiting and loading restrictions to maximise carriageway
space and provide cycle lanes in both directions where bus lanes are not
provided. Identify possible locations for inset bays where footway width
permits.
2 Replace existing eastbound cycle lane with 1.5m wide cycle lane with
blue surface treatment from the junction of Woodgrange Road to the stop
line at the junction of Green Street.
3 Resurface existing westbound bus lane including 1.5m blue surfaced
cycle lane. Investigate optimal bus lane width.
4 Replace old and uneven manhole covers, repair pot holes along the
route.
5 Extend hours of operation of westbound cycle lane to PM peak. TfL to
have early discussion with LB Newham.
6 Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to 7am to 7pm and
include off peak parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have
early discussion with LB Newham.
Other Comments
It may be more cost effective if the entire length of Romford Road were to be resurfaced, providing a
more consistent look.
Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
1. Options 1 and 2 and 3 should be undertaken in order to provide a more continuous cycle
facility.
2. Option 4 should be considered to reduce any accident risk to the cyclists.
3. Options 5 and 6 are recommended in order to provide better consistency for cycle
facilities along the route.
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Romford Road
/ Green Street /
Richmond Road
Section 8K
Highway
Authority:

LB Newham

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010

Romford Road / Green Street / Richmond Road (17/011)
Existing characteristics:
Romford Road: Junction with Green Street / Richmond Road
Romford Road is a two-way road with two traffic lanes on the approaches to the junction. Advisory
cycle lanes are provided in both directions on Romford Road. A westbound bus lane set back is
provided. ASLs are provided on the eastern and western approaches with a feeder lane only on the
eastern approach. Green Street and Richmond Road are two-way roads with one traffic lane on the
approach to the junction. Romford Road and Green Street have a 30mph speed limit. Richmond Road
is a 20mph zone.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Narrow carriageway.
Traffic lanes on the western and eastern approaches to the junction are substandard in width.
Poor access to the existing ASLs.
Stakeholder Comment:
The two-lane approaches to the junction stop lines are too narrow resulting in vehicles using the cycle
feeder lane to the ASL (at Katherine Road and Green Street junctions). Consider remarking the
approaches to be single lane approaches. Traffic modelling to be carried out to assess the impact on
capacity.
Constraints:
Utilities and lack of space
Opportunities:
N/A
Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
Budget Cost:
1 Renew ASLs with blue surfacing on all approaches.
2 Provide 1.5m wide cycle feeder lanes by reducing the number of traffic lanes
on Romford Road.
3 Provide 1.5m wide cycle feeder lanes without reducing the number of traffic
lanes on Romford Road.
4 Remove guard railing on Romford Road subject to full guard rail
assessment.
5 Review junction signal timings and geometry to improve East/West
movement.
6 Create space within the junction by removing traffic signal islands and
installing mast arms.
Other Comments:
Mast Arms are very expensive signal equipment and agreement would need to be sought from LB
Newham.
Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
1. Options that are recommended are 1, 4, and 5 because they will have the least impact on other
road users.
2. Options 2 and 3 are not recommended as there is insufficient carriageway space.
3. Option 6 is a very expensive option but could be considered.
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Romford Road
Green Street to
Katherine Road
Section 8L
Highway
Authority:
CRIM
date:

LB Newham
27th Jan
2010

Romford Road – Green Street to Katherine Road

Existing characteristics:
Romford Road: Green Street to Katherine Road
1. After Green Street junction, Romford Road widens to two lanes each side.
2. A 3.2m bus lane operates eastbound during the PM Peak up to Katherine Road where it
terminates and a 3.2m wide bus lane operates during AM peak hours in the westbound
direction.
3. Signs indicating mandatory cycle lanes are displayed at intervals.
4. Junctions are furnished with ASL and cycle feeder lanes.
5. The land use is as before with a mixture of shops, businesses and service centres
including a high concentration of residential properties and over 3.5m wide footways on
both sides.
6. There are permitted loading and parking bays on the westbound side in front of the shops.
7. All properties on the north side have off street parking with 4m wide footways which are
protected by a line of bollards.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
1. Deteriorated and rutted carriageway surfacing especially along the existing cycle lanes
create very hazardous road conditions for the cyclists.
2. On street parking and loading.
Stakeholder Comment:
N/A
Constraints:
1. On street parking / loading activities.
2. Heavy traffic volume, continuous loading and waiting requirements.
Opportunities:
Guard railing assessment has been done by the borough to reduce street furniture
Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
1 Review existing waiting and loading restrictions to maximise carriageway space
2
3
4
5
6

Budget Cost:

and provide cycle lanes in both directions where bus lanes are not provided.
Identify possible locations for inset bays where footway width permits.
Upgrade existing eastbound cycle lane with a 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue
surface treatment.
Resurface existing westbound bus lane including 1.5m blue surfaced cycle lane.
Investigate optimal bus lane width.
Replace old and uneven manhole covers along the route.
Extend hours of operation of westbound cycle lane to PM peak. TfL to have early
discussion with LB Newham.
Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to 7am to 7pm and include
parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early discussion with LB
Newham.
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Other Comments
It may be more cost effective if the entire length of Romford Road were to be resurfaced, providing a
more consistent look.
Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
1. Options 1, 2 and 3 - provides opportunity for a more consistent and continuous cycle
route.
2. Option 4 should be considered to reduce any accident risk to the cyclists.
3. Option 5 & 6 – would require extensive consultation and longer implementation time.
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Romford Road /
Balmoral Road /
Katherine Road
Section 8M
Highway
Authority:

LB Newham

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010

Romford Road / Balmoral Road / Katherine Road (17/045)
Existing characteristics:
Romford Road: Junction with Balmoral Road / Katherine Road
Romford Road is a two-way road with two traffic lanes on the approach to the junction. Advisory
cycle lanes are provided in both directions on Romford Road. Balmoral Road and Katherine Road
are two-way roads with one traffic lane on the approach to the junction.
ASLs and feeder lanes are provided on all approaches.
Romford Road and Katherine Road have a 30mph speed limit, while Balmoral Road is in a
20mph zone.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Narrow carriageway.
Traffic lanes on the western and eastern approaches to the junction are substandard in width.
Poor access to the existing ASLs.
Stakeholder Comment:
The two-lane approaches to the junction stop lines are too narrow resulting in vehicles using the
cycle feeder lane to the ASL. Consider remarking the approaches to be single lane approaches.
Traffic modelling to be carried out to assess the impact on junction capacity.
Constraints:
Junction capacity and traffic movements;
Statutory Undertakers’ plant in the vicinity where carriageway is proposed to be widened.
Opportunities:

Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
Junction optimisation to include localised widening (improving safety for
1
2

3

Budget Cost:

right turning cyclists); signals modernisation; and a review of traffic lane
allocation.
Proposed cycle lane with blue coloured surfacing in both directions on
Romford Road. Install blue virtual cycle lanes across the junction.

Removal of guard rail following full guard rail assessment

Other Comments:
Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
1. Option 1 is recommended to investigate potential improvements for cyclists.
2. Option 2 is recommended to ensure continuity of the route and heighten awareness
of cyclists at the junction.
3. Option 3 is recommended to reduce street clutter and improve the public realm
environment.
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Romford Road
Katherine Road
to High Street North
Section 8N
Highway
Authority:

LB Newham

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010

Romford Road – Katherine Road to High Street North
Existing characteristics:
Romford Road: Katherine Road to High Street North
1. The eastbound bus lane along Romford Road terminates before Katherine Road junction
and does not follow through.
2. The mandatory cycle lane continues on both sides until Shrewsbury Road after which a
zebra crossing facility with central refuge island creates narrow lanes on both sides.
3. Whilst the westbound cycle lane continues on after Shrewsbury Road, the eastbound
cycle lane is replaced with a 3.2m bus lane operating PM peak hours which terminates
before Station Road.
4. The footways are of a 4m average width lined with short level bollards on both sides.
5. This layout continues all the way up to the junction with High Street North and Station
Road with a number of formal and informal crossing facilities along the route.
6. The land use is also of the same format of shops, retail, restaurant and residential flats
above the shops. The footways are active with pedestrians and shoppers and lined with
guard rails and low level bollards to discourage footway parking.
7. There is a Pelican crossing by Hampton Road.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
1. Heavy pedestrian activity.
2. Uneven carriageway surface, bottlenecks and worn out cycle lanes.
Stakeholder Comment:
N/A
Constraints:
1. There is a conflicting demand for carriageway space including parking / loading activities.
2. Lack of sufficient carriageway width.
3. Continuous loading and waiting requirements.

Opportunities:
Guard railing assessment has been done by the borough to reduce street furniture
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Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
1 Review existing waiting and loading restrictions to maximise carriageway

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Budget Cost:

space and provide cycle lanes in both directions where bus lanes are not
provided. Identify possible locations for inset bays where footway width
permits.
Replace existing cycle lanes with 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue surface
treatment, which continue through the crossing at Hampton Road.
Resurface existing bus lane including 1.5m blue surfaced cycle lane.
Renew and/or reset uneven manhole covers on route.
Consult with police and LB Newham regarding removal of the central island at
the existing zebra crossing by Shrewsbury Road.
Convert existing zebra crossing by Shrewsbury Road to pelican crossing,
remove central island and convert Shrewsbury Road to one-way southbound.
Build-out kerbs at Quaker Place and narrow access.
Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to 7am to 7pm and include
parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early discussion with LB
Newham.

Other Comments
It may be more cost effective if the entire length of Romford Road were to be resurfaced, providing a
more consistent look.
Cycle Superhighway Recommendations with reason
1. Options 1, 2 and 3 should be undertaken in order to provide a more continuous cycle
facility.
2. Option 4 needs more in depth investigation and may require Utility Services input.
3. Options 5 and 6 are recommended, subject to discussions with the Police and LB
Newham, to remove the pinch point, providing a signal controlled crossing point.
4. Options 7 and 8 are recommended in order to provide continuous ride for cyclists.
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Romford Road /
Salisbury Road
Section 8O

Highway
Authority:

LB Newham

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010
Romford Road traffic island by Salisbury Road

Existing characteristics:
Romford Road / Salisbury Road
1. Romford Road is a two-way road with one and two traffic lanes westbound and eastbound
respectively on the approach to the crossing.
2. An eastbound bus lane is provided, which is broken by the crossing by Manor Park Road.
3. An advisory westbound cycle lane is provided.
4. Romford Road has a 30mph speed limit.
5. There is a traffic island just to the east of Salisbury Road.
6. There are high pedestrian movements using the traffic island at this crossing point.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
There is a traffic island to the east of Salisbury Road which creates a pinch point and narrows the
carriageway for cyclists.
Stakeholder Comment:
The traffic island opposite 568 Romford Road is a pinch point.
Constraints:
The traffic island may have been installed due to safety reasons, and is well used by pedestrians for
crossing Romford Road.
Opportunities:

Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
1 Investigate removal of the traffic islands as they were originally installed as a
2

Budget Cost:

pedestrian safety measure.
Consider localised widening to reduce the pinch point but still maintain the
pedestrian facility.

Other Comments:
The traffic islands were originally installed as a pedestrian safety measure. The needs of pedestrian
safety should be considered
Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
1. Option 1 and 2 are recommended in order to remove the pinch point.
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Romford Road Station
Road / High Street North
Section 8P
Highway
Authority:
CRIM
date:

LB Newham
27th Jan
2010

Romford Road / Station Road / High Street North (17/021)
Existing characteristics:
Romford Road: Station Road / High Street North
Romford Road, Station Road and High Street North are two-way roads with two traffic lanes on the
approach to the junction. An eastbound bus lane is provided on Romford Road with a set back of
25m from the approach. Advisory cycle lanes are provided in both directions on Romford Road and
on Station Road. ASLs and feeder lanes are provided on all approaches. All roads have a 30mph
speed limit. There is a pelican crossing by Manor Park Road
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Narrow carriageway. Traffic lanes on the approach to the junction are substandard in width.
Stakeholder Comment:
1. At the junction of High Street North, the left only lane is a potential hazard for cyclists.
Reduce number of lanes in westbound direction.
2. Signals modelling and assessment should be carried out at the junction to determine
best provision for cyclists.
3. Consider carriageway widening on the eastbound approach to the junction to provide a
cycle lane.
4. Build links to the Cycle Superhighways from Manor Park Station.
Constraints:
Utilities and lack of space.
Opportunities:
N/A
Budget
Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
Cost:
1 Proposed virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment in both directions on
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Romford Road and through the junction.
Proposed virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment in both directions through
the crossing by Manor Park Road.
Convert the existing crossing by Manor Park Road to a Toucan crossing.
Remove guard railing following full guard rail assessment.
Widen Romford Road carriageway to incorporate 1.5m wide cycle lanes with blue
surface treatment.
Allow cyclists to use the footway to access ASLs on Romford Road.
Renew all ASLs with blue surfacing at the junction.
Install 1.5m wide cycle lanes on Station Road and provide fully inset bays.
General streetscape scheme to improve safety and traffic flow. Including junction
optimisation, review of signal timings, investigation of footway and carriageway
widths, and removal of street clutter.

Other Comments:
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Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
1. The Options that are recommended are Options 1, 2, 4, 7 and 9 because they will have
the least impact on other road users and increase cycle awareness at the junction.
2. Option 3 is not recommended as the shared area at the proposed Toucan crossing
would not link to existing cycle facilities.
3. Option 5 is not recommended as there is not suitable carriageway width available.
4. Option 6 is not recommended as there is the potential for pedestrian/cyclist conflict.
5. Option 8 is not recommended as it is off the core route alignment but could be
considered as a spur.
6. Option 9 is recommended to ensure the junction is fully optimised and that current
signal standards are in operation at the junction.
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Romford Road
High Street North
to Rabbits Road
Section 8Q
Highway
Authority:

LB Newham

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010

Romford Road – High Street North to Rabbits Road
Existing characteristics:
Romford Road: High Street North to Rabbits Road
1. Romford Road reduces to three narrow lanes after High Street North with a 3.2m
eastbound bus lane starting just after Green Hill Grove.
2. Land use is largely automobile services with residential flats above.
3. The north side footways are much wider than the south side with almost continuous
dropped kerbs.
4. There are a number of signal controlled crossings along the route near Meanley Road,
Second Avenue, and Rabbits Road.
5. As before, the footways are wide with a continuous line of low level bollards along the
kerb line to discourage footway parking.
6. Whilst the carriageway width is not enough for an additional cycle lane, the footways are
more than wide enough to include shared or dedicated cycle lanes.
7. Possibility of carriageway widening also exists but may be constrained by underground
services.
8. The land use is a continuous mixture of shops, businesses and offices including some
residential flats above the shops.
9. There are Pelican crossings by Meanley Road and Second Avenue.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
1. There is lack of continuity of existing cycle lanes or bus lanes.
2. There is a risk of conflict with left turning traffic at junctions.
3. Narrow carriageway width.
Stakeholder Comment:
1. Bus stop on the westbound approach to the junction makes the feeder lane virtually
useless.
2. Traffic lanes on the approach to the junction are substandard.
3. Antiskid surfacing towards the junction is worn out.
4. Cycle lanes could be made continuous through the junction by using elephant footprints.
Constraints:
1. There is a conflicting demand for carriageway space including parking / loading activities.
2. Heavy traffic volume, continuous loading and waiting requirements.
Opportunities:
Guard railing assessment has been done by the borough to reduce street furniture.
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Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
1 Provide a segregated cycle track along the southern footway and a shared facility along
2
3
4

Budget Cost:

the northern side.
Widen the carriageway to include 1.5m blue surfaced cycle lane and identify
locations for introduction of inset parking and loading bays near local shops and
retail premises, where footway is wide enough.
Review operation of crossing facilities and remove if not required.
Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to 7am to 7pm and include
parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early discussion with LB
Newham.

Other Comments
It may be more cost effective if the entire length of Romford Road were to be resurfaced, providing a
more consistent look.
Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
1. Option 1 is not recommended as footway cycling is not preferred.
2. Option 2 is recommended and provides the possibility of a full width cycle lane as well as
providing legal loading facilities for the local shops and short term on-street parking.
3. Option 3 is not recommended as it would reduce the permeability of the area and
potentially reduce pedestrian amenity.
4. Option 4 is recommended in order to provide a facility for cycle usage during the off peak
period.
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Romford Road
/ Rabbits Road / Fourth
Avenue
Section 8R
Highway
Authority:

LB Newham

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010

Rabbits Road / Fourth Avenue Junction (17/013)
Existing characteristics:
Romford Road: Junction with Rabbits Road / Fourth Avenue
Romford Road is a two-way road with one and two traffic lanes eastbound and westbound
respectively on the approach to the junction. An eastbound bus lane is provided, set back 25m from
the approach. An advisory cycle lane is provided on the eastern approach. ASLs and feeder lanes
are provided in both approaches.
Fourth Avenue is a one-way road with two lanes on the approach to the junction. Parking is
provided on both sides of the road. An ASL and a feeder lane are provided on the approach.
Rabbits Road is a two-way road with two traffic lanes on the approach to the junction. An ASL and a
feeder lane are provided on the approach.
Romford Road and Rabbits Road have a 30mph speed limit. Fourth Avenue is a 20mph zone.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Feeder lanes need to be 1.5m in order to meet the CSH standards.
Vehicles encroaching on feeder lanes.
No clear route through the junction.
Stakeholder Comment:
1. Bus stop on the westbound side of Romford Road just before the junction makes the
cycle feeder lane virtually useless.
2. Traffic lanes on the approaches to the junction are substandard in width.
3. Antiskid towards the junction is worn out and should be replaced.
4. Illegal parking and loading occurs in westbound cycle lane – enforcement should be
better.
5. Cycle lanes could be made continuous through the junction using elephant footprints.
6. Widen the carriageway on the eastbound exit side to remove the pinch point.
7. Fourth Avenue is not signed as a one-way street. (No Entry signs are installed though).
8. Unnecessary guard railing at junction with Fourth Avenue (the footway is 5.3m wide).
9. Between Fourth Avenue and High Street North: Parking problems in advisory cycle lane
westbound. Carriageway badly damaged in this section and should be resurfaced.
Constraints:
Junction capacity and volume of traffic.
Bus Stop and parking bays locations respectively.
Available footway width to convert to carriageway in order to remove pinch point at merge point.
Opportunities:
N/A
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Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
Widen westbound carriageway on Romford Road to provide standard width
1

Budget Cost:

traffic lanes and 1.5m blue surfaced cycle lane. Subject to trial holes to
determine extent of statutory undertakers’ diversions required.

2

Install minimum 1.5m wide blue cycle lane in both directions on Romford
Road and virtual lane through the junction.

3

Resurface the carriageway and re-install anti-skid surfacing at the junction.

4

Allow cyclists to use the footway to access ASLs on Romford Road.

5

Renew all ASLs with blue surfacing at the junction.

6

Review signal timings and geometry at this junction.

7

Remove all guard railing at the junction subject to a full guard rail
assessment.

8

Improve parking enforcement using CCTV cameras and traffic signs.

9

Relocate bus stop further away from the junction.

Other Comments:
One holistic junction improvement option may be more logical.
Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
1. Options that are recommended are 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 because they will have the least
impact on other road users and increase cycle awareness at the junction.
2. Option 1 will only be recommended if utility services are not too expensive to divert.
3. Option 4 is not recommended due to potential pedestrian/cyclist conflict.
4. Option 8 is not recommended as it will be picked up by another Cycle Superhighways
workstream.
5. Option 9 is not recommended as there is insufficient footway space further away from
the junction.
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Romford Road
Rabbits Road to A406
North Circular Road
Section 8S
Highway
Authority:

LB Newham

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010

Romford Road – Rabbits Road to A406 North Circular Road
Existing characteristics:
Romford Road: Rabbits Road to A406 North Circular Road
1. Travelling eastbound from Rabbits Road, Romford Road has only one wide lane on each
side with 4m wide footways.
2. Land use is a mixture of shops, small businesses and a variety of residential premises.
3. Just after the junction with Michigan Avenue, Romford Road begins to widen out and a
peak hour 3.2m wide bus lane starts in the eastbound direction with gaps across each
side road it passes and continues just before North Circular Road.
4. On the approaches to A406 North Circular Road, the carriageway widens out further
permitting three lanes of traffic on each side.
5. The carriageway surface particularly along the westbound cycle lane and the eastbound
bus lane is in poor condition. Water ponding along the cycle lanes and across pedestrian
facilities have been observed during rainy days.
6. A mixture of guard railings and bollards run along both sides to prevent footway parking.
7. Approaches to the junctions are furnished with ASL and feeder lanes.
8. There is a Pelican crossing by Seventh Avenue.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
1. Poor surfacing and drainage problems.
2. There is a risk of conflict with left turning traffic at junctions.
Stakeholder Comment:
1. The carriageway condition is in a poor state and should be resurfaced.
2. Parking problems during the off peak period needs to be enforced better.
Constraints:
1. Fast moving traffic.
2. Lack of efficient surface drainage.
Opportunities:
Guard railing assessment to remove unnecessary and excess railings.
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Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
1

Replace existing cycle lanes with 1.5m blue surfaced lanes.

2

Resurface existing bus lanes and carriageway as necessary.

3

Remove excess street furniture, railings and bollards.

4

Provide blue cycle lane surfacing in the westbound approach to the crossing by
Seventh Avenue.
Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to AM peak. TfL to have early
discussion with LB Newham.
Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to 7am to 7pm and include
parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early discussion with LB
Newham.

5
6

Budget Cost:

Other Comments
It may be more cost effective if the entire length of Romford Road is resurfaced providing a more
consistent and smooth surfacing.
Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
1. All recommended options should be undertaken in order to provide a high quality, safe
and comfortable ride, increasing cyclist awareness along the route.
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Romford Road / Little
Ilford Lane
Section 8T
Highway
Authority:

LB Newham

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010

A118 Romford Road / B165 Little Ilford Lane (17/181)
Existing characteristics:
Romford Road / Little Ilford Lane
1. Romford Road is a two-way road with two traffic lanes (nearside lane 12m long) and
one traffic lane westbound and eastbound respectively on the approach to the junction.
2. Little Ilford Lane is a one-way road with two traffic lanes approaching the junction.
3. Advisory 1.2m cycle lanes are provided in both directions on Romford Road.
4. ASLs and feeder lanes are provided on all approaches.
5. Romford Road and Little Ilford Lane have a 30mph speed limit.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Feeder lanes need to be 1.5m in order to meet the CSH standards.
Vehicles encroaching on feeder lanes.
Stakeholder Comment:
Convert the nearside lane on Romford Road just before the junction to a bus lane, for use by
cyclists.
There is conflict with cars in the advisory cycle lane as the road width narrows and two lanes of
traffic merge into one lane westbound after the box junction.
Carriageway condition is poor and should be resurfaced.
Constraints:
Junction capacity and volume of traffic.
Available footway width to convert to carriageway in order to remove pinch point at merge point.
Opportunities:

Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
1
2

Budget
Cost:

Provide a wider and mandatory cycle lane with blue surface treatment on the
western approach. Early view should be sought from Network Assurance on
capacity impact.
Convert the nearside lane on the eastern approach to a bus lane to be used by
cyclists. Early view should be sought from Network Assurance on capacity
impact.

3

Reduce the eastern approach to one traffic lane and provide a 1.5m cycle lane
with blue surface treatment. Early view should be sought from Network Assurance
on capacity impact.

4
5

Proposed cycle lane blue surfacing in both directions on Romford Road.
Junction optimisation scheme to include a review of layout and geometry.

6

Resurface carriageway.

Other Comments:

Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
1. Options 1, 3 and 4 are recommended to be taken forward as ‘Quick Win’ options.
2. Options 2, 5 and 6 are also recommended, but would take longer to agree
implementation.
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Romford Road Crossing
by Lugg Approach
Section 8U

Highway
Authority:

LB Newham

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010

Romford Road Toucan crossing by Lugg Approach (17/040)
Existing characteristics:
Romford Road: crossing by Lugg Approach
1. Romford Road is a two-way road with one and two traffic lanes westbound and
eastbound respectively on the approach to the crossing.
2. An advisory cycle lane is provided westbound.
3. Shared pedestrian / cycle tracks are provided on both sides of the crossing.
4. Romford Road has a 30mph speed limit.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Stakeholder Comment:
Constraints:
Opportunities:
Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
1 Review and upgrade existing off carriageway cycle facilities. Apply blue surface
2
3
4

Budget Cost:

treatment as required.
Proposed virtual cycle lane blue surfacing in zig-zag area in both directions on
Romford Road.
Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to 7am to 7pm and include
parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early discussion with LB
Newham.
Extend hours of operation of westbound bus lane to 7am to 7pm and include
parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early discussion with LB
Newham.
Redesign ADS so that post is not in cycle track.

5
Other Comments:

Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
1. All Options (1 to 5) are recommended in order to provide a continuous route for cyclists
and heighten the cycle environment for other road users.
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A406 North Circular
Road / Barking Relief
Road Slip / Ilford Hill
Section 8V
Highway
Authority:

LB Newham
& LB
Redbridge

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010

Romford Rd / North Circular Road - Barking Relief Road Slip
(14/035 & 14/065)

Existing characteristics:
1. Ilford Hill, Romford Road and the A406 North Circular Road off slip road have three traffic
lanes on the approach to the junction.
2. All arms of these junctions have a 30mph speed limit.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
Volume of traffic.
Fast moving traffic in both directions – wide carriageway.
Lack of cycle facilities.
Stakeholder Comment:
Due to high volumes of traffic and traffic speeds, a better link from Ilford Hill to Romford Road
needs to be provided.
Consider an on-carriageway cycle lane in both directions at this location.
Joint agreement required with LB Redbridge and LB Newham as the borough boundary splits the
site.
Cyclists in Redbridge are keen for there to be some sort of route through this section, the main
area of conflict being the slip road up to the A406 North Circular Road.
Constraints:
Volume of traffic during the peak hours.
Capacity at the junction requires all the traffic lanes for stacking space during peak hours.
Opportunities:
Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
1 Provide ASLs with blue surfacing on westbound approaches.
2 Provide a westbound cycle lane on the carriageway. Provide an eastbound
3

Budget Cost:

off-carriageway cycle track with blue surfacing.
(Option developed by LB Redbridge)
Provide a westbound bus lane by taking out the nearside lane under the
flyover. Review the junction layout in order to give cyclists travelling
westbound the priority over the left turning traffic on to the slip road.
Proposed cycle lane blue surfacing on the westbound direction.

4
Other Comments:

Cycle Superhighway Recommendation with reasons:
1. Options 1, 3 and 4 should be undertaken in order to provide a high quality, safe and
comfortable ride.
2. CSH Option 2 for the westbound on carriageway cycle lane is not supported by LB
Redbridge due to limited carriageway availability. CSH Logos would be the appropriate
recommendation. Pedestrian counts would be required to ensure that the eastbound offcarriageway cycle track is achievable.
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Ilford Hill
A406 North Circular
Road to
Cranbrook Road
Section 9A
Highway
Authority:

LB
Redbridge

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010

Ilford Hill - A406 North Circular Road to Cranbrook Road and Chapel
Road
Existing characteristics:
Ilford Hill: A406 North Circular Road to Cranbrook Road and Chapel Road)
1. Ilford Hill intersects with A406 North Circular, Chapel Road and Cranbrook Road.
2. Ilford Hill has two sections. The first section is two-way between the A406 and Chapel Road.
3. Eastbound the one-way section has four lanes and one of them is a 3.2m wide bus lane.
4. A cycle track has been provided along the northern footway between the junction of Mill Road
and Chapel Road.
5. There is no access to Ilford Station from the existing signed route along Balfour Road because
of a raised kerb at the junction with Balfour Road and Cranbrook Road.
6. Only left turns are allowed from existing signed route via York Road, therefore cyclists cannot
turn right to Cranbrook Road and to Ilford Station.
7. The southern footway on Ilford Road east of Chapel Road is between 2.9 to 3.5m wide,
however, there are utility cabinet and road signs along this footway.
8. There is a lack of connectivity between existing cycle routes and Ilford Station.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
1. There is lack of link to Ilford station.
2. Traffic speed on the approach to A406 makes deter cyclists from using this section.
Stakeholder Comment:
1. Consider starting the route in Ilford Town Centre.
2. A westbound contra flow cycle lane along the one-way section of Ilford Hill between Cranbrook
Road and Chapel Road should be considered, by reducing the existing four lanes to three
lanes.
Constraints:
1. Reduction of eastbound lanes from four to three may cause capacity problems
2. Shared cycle facility may create a potential conflict with pedestrians.
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Opportunities:
There is a long term LB Redbridge development plan (2016/17) whereby Prior Road may be used to
access Ilford Station. This however would require some land purchase as Prior Road is not a through
route.
LB Redbridge has developed a layout that incorporates a bus lane in the westbound direction that may
be considered.
Highway under A406 may be available for footway widening (to be confirmed with TfL).
Cycle Superhighway Strategy Options:
Budget Cost:
Reduce the number of eastbound lanes on the one-way section of
1
Ilford Hill and introduce a contra-flow cycle lane with Toucan crossing
on both ends.
Tighten radii of the kerb on westbound at the on-slip road, and
2
introduce a short section of bus lane westbound from the junction of
Mill Road to Romford Road.
Convert existing pedestrian crossing at Cranbrook Road and Ilford
3
Hill to Toucan crossing.
Introduce a shared area on the southern footway on Ilford Hill one4
way section and add a signal head/aspect for cyclists at the existing
Toucan crossing at the junction of Chapel Road.
Widen footway on the northern section under the A406 and continue
existing cycle track across Mill Road towards Romford Road. Convert
5
existing pelican crossing to Toucan to enable cyclists cross the A406
off-slip road.
Tighten radii of the on-slip road and widen the southern footway in
6
order to provide a shared surface west of Mill Road.
Provide a Toucan crossing at junction of Mill Road to connect to the
proposed shared area on the southern footway. Convert existing
7
pelican crossing to Toucan to enable cyclists cross the A406 slip
road.
Upgrade the existing LCN+ route along Chapel Road to CSH
8
standards.
Convert Clements Lane cycle lane to a two way lane and upgrade to
9
CSH standards.
Provide a connection to Ilford Station via the Mill Lane Prior Road
10
route.
Maintain two eastbound lanes at the stop line on Ilford Hill and
introduce a contra-flow cycle lane moving onto the footway and
11
terminating at the junction with Cranbrook Road.
Provide cycle parking and signage to the High Road and town centre.
Other Comments
Continued work with LB Redbridge will be undertaken to determine the best onward connections.
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Cycle Superhighway Recommendations with reasons:
1. Option 1 - is preferred but due the impact on the capacity of the network unlikely to be
accepted.
2. Options 2 to 7 - improve permeability and safety for commuter cyclist as well as attracting
more cyclists to the CSH Route 2.
3. Option 8 - an alternative back up option, requiring potential short-term (six year license) land
take outside Sainsburys. In the long term the land may be acquired under Section 106 if
Sainsburys redevelopment takes place.
4. Option 9 - Consider converting the existing cycle lane along Clements Lane to two lanes.
Would allow eastbound cyclists to reach the junction with Woodford Green. Requires early
site visit to investigate feasibility.
5. Option 10 - this is a long term option outside CSH current time scale.
6. Option 11 is the preferred option as it would avoid reducing capacity, unlike Option 1. It
would provide access to the town centre, but it would not offer access to the CSH route for
people wanting to join it from the Northeast.
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Ilford Hill /
Mill Road
Section 9B
Highway
Authority:

LB
Redbridge

CRIM
date:

27th Jan
2010

Ilford Hill / Mill Road (14/181)
Existing characteristics:
Ilford Hill: Junction with Mill Road
1. Ilford Hill and Mill Road are two-way roads with two and one traffic lanes respectively on
the approach to the junction.
2. A two-way cycle lane is provided on the north footway on Ilford Hill to its junction with
Chapel Road.
3. An ASL and a feeder lane are provided on the Mill Road approach.
4. All arms of these junctions have a 30mph speed limit.
Problems & barriers for cyclists:
The corner at the West side of the junction is narrow and cluttered and difficult for cyclists to
negotiate.
Stakeholder Comment:
Provide enforcement of red light at traffic signals in Mill Road.
Constraints:
No constraints
Opportunities:
There is a plan to provide an access to Ilford Station via Prior Road, as part of the Station
Improvement programme.
Strategy Options:
Budget Cost:
1 Review the signal timing and the operation of the junction.
2 Resurface carriageway and provide ASLs and feeder lanes on
eastern and western approaches to the junction.
3 Upgrade existing traffic signals at the junction of Mill Road and
Ilford Hill and existing Toucan facility in order to improve
permeability for cyclists.
4 Provide red light enforcement camera on Mill Road.
Other Comments:
Continued work with LB Redbridge to achieve decluttering on footway at junction.
Recommendation with reasons:
1. Options 1, 2 and 3 are recommended to improve safety for cyclists.
2. Option 4 may not be possible due to lack of resources that would be necessary to
process any information received from the red light enforcement camera.
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4.2

Summary of Scheme Options in Data Sheets

The following spreadsheet summarises the strategy options shown on the individual
data sheets and provides Benefits and Disbenefits for each option.
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Table 4.2 Summary of Scheme Options in the Data Sheets
Section &
Strategy
Description
Element Option Ref.

1A

1B

2A

Benefits

Disbenefits

Reduced traffic lane width.

1

Resurface bus lane on St. Botolph Street and widen bus lane from 3.2m to 4.5m.

This would bring the bus lane width in line with the CSH design standards. Also, following CSH core principles, the
road surface conditions will be improved to provide comfort and to minimise obstructions.

2

Provide 1.5m wide cycle lane on the bus lane.

It helps to raise awareness, ensure continuity, and improve visibility and safety.

3

Provide raised entry treatment at the junction of Middlesex Street and St Botolph Street.

It helps to reduce speed of turning vehicles at side road junctions.

4

Install 4 cycle stands on footway east of Aldgate House.

It helps to attract more cyclist to the CSH Route 2 and encourage green travel.

Footway space for a high volume of
pedestrians will be reduced.

1

Resurface bus lane and widen bus lane on Aldgate High Street from 3.5m to 4.5m.

It provides comfort and minimise obstruction.

Reduced traffic lane width.

2

Provide 1.5m wide cycle lane on the bus lane.

It helps to achieve continuity through bus lanes.

3

Provide recess cover for service boxes in the bus lane.

It provides comfort and minimise obstruction.

4

Install 4 cycle stands outside St. Botolph Church.

It helps to attract more cyclist to the CSH Route 2 and encourage green travel.

5

Install 4 cycle stands outside Aldgate House.

It helps to attract more cyclist to the CSH Route 2 and encourage green travel.

6

Convert existing Pelican crossings on both ends of Aldgate High Street to Toucan crossing and introduce an eastbound contra-flow cycle lane to
connect Aldgate and Whitechapel High Street.

It helps to provide a more direct route between Aldgate and Whitechapel High Street.

1

Resurface eastbound bus lane.

It helps to provide comfort and minimise obstruction.

2

Provide 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue surface treatment applied on the bus lane.

It helps to achieve continuity through bus lanes.

3

Provide recess cover for service boxes in the eastbound bus lane.

It helps to provide comfort and minimise obstruction.

4

Provide Branding Diagrams with TSRGD 1057 road marking around eastbound bus cage.

It helps to raise awareness and visibility.

5

Provide 1.5m wide virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment from eastbound bus stop to the stop line on the approach to the junction of
Commercial Street.

It helps to raise awareness and ensure continuity and improve safety.

6

Provide 1.5m wide advisory cycle lane with blue surface treatment across Commercial Street junction in eastbound direction.

It helps to raise awareness and ensure continuity and improve safety.

7

Cut back kerb line to adjust lane width and alignment at crossings on the approach to Commercial Street.

It helps to improve safety by reducing potential conflict at narrow sections and "pinch-points".

8

Provide 1.5m wide virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment from the junction of Commercial Street to the stop line on the approach to the
junction of Commercial Road.

It helps to raise awareness and ensure continuity and improve safety.

9

East of the junction of Commercial Road fully inset the loading / parking bay along the northern kerb.

It helps to reduce potential conflict with parking/loading activity and ensure continuity.
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This is not deemed achievable within the
CSH timescale and would reduce
capacity of the gyratory.

This will reduce footway widths that have
high volumes of pedestrians.

Reduced footway width.
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Table 4.2 Summary of Scheme Options in the Data Sheets
Section &
Strategy
Description
Element Option Ref.

2A

2B

3A

3B

Benefits

Disbenefits

10

Install 6 cycle stands opposite Whitechapel Gallery on the central reserve area.

It helps to attract more cyclist to the CSH Route 2 and encourage green travel.

11

Resurface damaged carriageway and provide 1.5m wide virtual cycle lane in eastbound approach to the junction of Osborn Street.

It helps to provide comfort, continuity and minimise obstruction.

12

Provide “gate” into existing ASL on the approach to Osborn Street.

To comply with CSH/LCD/ and TSRGD requirements.

13

Provide 1.5m wide advisory cycle lane with blue surface treatment across Osborn Street junction in eastbound direction leading to bus lane east of
It helps to raise awareness, ensure continuity, and improve safety.
the junction of White Church Lane.

1

Provide 'gate' entry into existing westbound ASL on the approach to White Church Lane.

To comply with regulatory and CSH/LCD/ design requirements.

2

Provide 1.5m wide advisory cycle lane with blue surface treatment across White Church Lane junction in westbound direction.

It helps to raise awareness, ensure continuity, and improve safety.

3

Provide 1.5m wide virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment from the junction of White Church Lane to the stop line on the approach to the
junction of Commercial Road.

It helps to raise awareness, ensure continuity, and improve visibility and safety.

4

Adjust kerb alignment and lane markings in westbound direction from junction of Commercial Road to Leman Street.

It helps to improve safety and helps to reduce potential conflicts at narrow sections and "pinch-points".

5

Provide 1.5m wide advisory cycle lane with blue surface treatment across Commercial Road junction in westbound direction.

It helps to raise awareness, ensure continuity, and improve visibility and safety.

6

Provide 1.5m wide virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment across the junction of Leman Street on existing yellow box making.

It helps to raise awareness, ensure continuity, and improve visibility and safety.

7

Provide 1.5m wide virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment from junction of Leman Street to the westbound bus stop.

It helps to raise awareness, ensure continuity, and improve visibility and safety.

8

Provide Branding Diagrams with TSRGD 1057 road marking around westbound bus cage.

It helps to raise awareness and visibility.

9

Provide 1.5m wide virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment, from the westbound bus stop to the ASL at the signals on the approach to the
junction of Mansell Street.

It helps to raise awareness, ensure continuity, and improve visibility and safety.

10

Provide 1.5m wide advisory cycle lane with blue surface treatment across the junction of Mansell Street westbound to existing bus lane on Aldgate
It helps to raise awareness, ensure continuity, and improve visibility and safety.
High Street.

11

Adjust kerb alignment and lane markings in westbound direction from junction of Leman Street to Mansell Street.

It helps to improve safety and helps to reduce potential conflicts at narrow sections and "pinch-points".

Reduced footway width.

1

Replace sub-standard pedestrian crossing west of Osborn Road with wide straight crossing.

It helps to improve safety of pedestrians and helps to reduce potential conflicts at narrow sections / "pinch-points".

Reduced junction capacity and traffic
delay.

2

Replace sub-standard pedestrian crossing east of Osborn Road with wide straight crossing.

It helps to improve safety of pedestrians and helps to reduce potential conflicts at narrow sections / "pinch-points".

Reduced junction capacity and traffic
delay.

1

Allow southbound movement for cyclists along Greatorex Street.

It helps to improve navigation / permeability across the CSH.

2

Replace sub-standard staggered pedestrian crossing west of Fieldgate Street with wide straight Toucan crossing.

A minor delay for traffic may occur if the
It helps to improve safety of pedestrians and helps to reduce potential conflicts at narrow sections and "pinch-points". crossing is converted to a straight
Toucan crossing.
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Table 4.2 Summary of Scheme Options in the Data Sheets
Section &
Strategy
Description
Element Option Ref.

Benefits

Disbenefits

3B

3

Provide shared surface around the proposed Toucan crossing.

It helps to provide permeability and attract cyclists across the CSH.

3C

1

Repair damaged carriageway and install drain gullies.

It provides comfort and minimises obstruction.

2

Provide fully inset parking / loading bays in both directions.

It helps to reduce potential conflict with parking/loading activity and ensure continuity.

Reduced footway width.

3

Resurface bus lanes and widen to 4.0m in both directions.

It provides comfort and minimises obstruction.

Reduced traffic lane width.

4

Provide 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue surface treatment applied on the bus lane.

It helps to raise awareness, ensure continuity, and improve visibility and safety.

5

Provide 1.5m wide cycle lane from end of bus lane to the stop lines at signals.

It helps to raise awareness, ensure continuity, and improve visibility and safety.

6

Provide 4 cycle stands outside Booth House.

It helps to attract more cyclists to the CSH Route 2 and encourage green travel.

1

Undertake carriageway widening on both approaches on Whitechapel Road to allow for wider traffic lanes and 1.5m advisory cycle lanes
approaching the junction. (Trial holes to be carried out to determine Statutory diversions required and associated costs).

It helps to improve alignment in east-west direction and enhance visibility.

2

Provide continuous cycle lanes through the junction.

It helps to raise awareness, ensure continuity, and improve visibility and safety.

3

Provide feeder lanes or 'gate' entries into existing ASLs on Whitechapel Road.

To comply with CSH/LCDS/ and TSRGD requirements.

4

Implement the proposed junction layout as per TfL drawing No. G070337_04_Opt3. (Subject to Statutory diversion costs)

It helps to improve alignment in east-west direction and enhance visibility.

1

Provide 1.5m blue surface treatment within existing bus lanes.

It helps to raise awareness, ensure continuity, and improve visibility and safety.

2

Provide cycle lanes from end of bus lanes to signal stop lines in both directions.

It helps to raise awareness, ensure continuity, and improve visibility and safety.

3F

1

Provide a Toucan crossing east of Brady Street and a shared area to allow cyclists to move north-south between Brady Street and Cavell Street .

The crossing will provide cyclists with a more permeable and direct route in the north-south direction. Also the
crossing is along the desire line for pedestrians.

3G

1

Resurface and provide feeder lanes into all ASLs.

It provides access to stop line and improve awareness.

2

Provide cycle lane and blue coloured surfacing in east-west direction through the junction.

It helps to raise awareness, ensure continuity, and improve visibility and safety.

3

(As per current TfL proposal - see Appendices for drawing) Realign staggered crossings on eastern, western and northern approaches and redesign
TfL scheme- it helps to improve alignment and remove pinch-points. Also the risk of conflict between left turning
central islands. On western, northern and southern approaches, remove existing islands between the left and the ahead movements and convert
vehicles and straight ahead cyclist can be minimised.
existing carriageway to footway.

4

As per current TfL proposal, and include a minimum 5m nearside lane on both Whitechapel Road and Mile End Road approaches, for the provision
It helps to provide continuity, and improve safety.
of 1.5m cycle lanes Widen the carriageway on Mile End Road (north and south side).

1

Resurface damaged sections of bus lanes in both directions.

3D

3E

4A
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High cost of utility diversion.

It helps to provide comfort and minimise obstruction.
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Table 4.2 Summary of Scheme Options in the Data Sheets
Section &
Strategy
Description
Element Option Ref.

4A

4B

4C

4D

Benefits

2

Widen bus lanes in both directions to minimum of 4.0m.

It helps improve safety by allowing cyclist to overtake buses and taxis without changing lane.

3

Provide 1.5m blue surface treatment on existing bus lanes in both directions.

It helps to raise awareness, ensure continuity, and improve visibility and safety.

4

Provide continuity for cyclists with advisory cycle lanes between bus lanes and across junctions.

It helps to raise awareness, ensure continuity, and improve visibility and safety.

5

Remove central reservation area and allow cyclist to turn right from side roads.

It helps to improve permeability through the junctions form all directions, and helps to attract more cyclists in to the
CSH Route 2.

6

Provide cycle track between Stepney Green and Sidney Street on the southern footway.

The off-carriageway option helps to attract more cyclists.

1

Provide ASLs at the westbound crossing and eastbound crossing on Mile End Road. Provide feeder lanes or 'gates' to existing and proposed ASLs. It provides access, raises awareness and improves safety.

2

Provide virtual cycle lanes with coloured surfacing in both directions on Mile End Road through the junction.

It helps to raise awareness, ensure continuity, and improve visibility and safety.

1

Resurface damaged sections of bus lanes in both directions.

It helps to provide comfort and minimise obstruction.

2

Provide fully inset parking / loading bays.

It helps to reduce potential conflict with parking/loading activity and improve alignment and safety.

3

Provide 1.5m blue surface treatment on existing bus lanes in both directions.

It helps to raise awareness, ensure continuity, and improve visibility and safety.

4

Provide continuity for cyclists with advisory cycle lanes between bus lanes and across junctions.

It helps to raise awareness, ensure continuity, and improve visibility and safety.

5

Provide parking enforcement outside Stepney Green Station (CCTV).

Improved enforcement and safety attracts more cyclists to the area.

6

Provide "ghost island" to assist cyclist turn right into Globe Road.

It helps to separate conflicting movements and provide a more visible waiting area.

7

Provide cycle stands out side Co-op supermarket.

It helps to attract more cyclists to the CSH Route 2 and encourage green travel.

1

Provide ASLs at the westbound and eastbound crossing on Mile End Road. Provide feeder lanes to the existing and proposed ASLs.

Lead-in lanes to ASLs help cyclists to access ASLs during peak periods. ASLs have a negligible effect on junction
capacity.
In particular ASLs enable cyclists to:
• keep in drivers’ line of sight and help to raise driver awareness of cyclists.

2

Cycle lanes help to raise awareness of cycling as a form of traffic, and promote cycling as an effective and valuable
Consider carriageway widening to accommodate cycle lanes on the approach to the junction together with provision of blue coloured cycle lanes in
alternative travel mode. Widening the carriageway to accommodate cycle lanes will ensure that junction capacity is
each direction of Mile End Road through the junction.
not reduced.

3

Consider resurfacing the carriageway.

Improving road surfaces will ensure that cyclists pedal more comfortably.

4

Investigate linking this junction with nearby signals, to improve journeys towards Bethnal Green.

Linking the junctions will reduce travel times for all traffic and improve the safety of cyclists because of reduced
congestion.

5

Provide signing from White Horse Lane to Globe Road and the Canal Route.

Signing will make the cycle superhighway easy to find and follow.
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Disbenefits

Diversion of utility services may be
required and may increase costs and
delay the programme.

Too many signs may increase street
clutter and reduce the effectiveness of
other traffic signs.
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Table 4.2 Summary of Scheme Options in the Data Sheets
Section &
Strategy
Description
Element Option Ref.

4E

4F

4G

4H

Benefits

Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness.

1

Provide cycle lane blue coloured surfacing in both directions on Mile End Road.

2

Review existing layout with a view of allowing right turn movement to and from Bancroft Road.

Allowing right turns to and from Bancroft Road will link the proposed cycle superhighway with an existing cycle route
on Bancroft Road.

1

Resurface damaged sections of bus lanes and widen to 4m in both directions.

Improving road surfaces will ensure that cyclists pedal more comfortably.

2

Widen carriageway at pinch points to improve kerb alignment.

Eliminating the pinch point will improve the safety of cyclists.

3

Provide fully inset parking / loading bays.

The cycle route would maintain its position in the road rather than zigzag back to the kerb-line after each parking bay.

4

Provide 1.5m blue surface treatment on existing bus lanes in both directions.

Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness.

5

Provide continuity for cyclists with advisory cycle lanes between bus lanes and across junctions.

Cycle lanes help to raise awareness of cycling as a form of traffic, and promote cycling as an effective and valuable
alternative travel mode.

6

Widen footway at pinch points and provide a shared surface on the southern footway opposite Queen Mary University.

The shared surface will eliminate potential conflict between cyclists and motor vehicles.

7

Provide parking enforcement at Mile End Park (CCTV).

The cyclists would maintain their position in the road rather than zigzag back to the kerb-line after each parked car.

8

Provide wider staircase with "Channel" and widen the gate at Whitman Road to improve access from the Towpath Route.

Wheeling ramps make stairs accessible to cyclists. They enable cyclists to go up or down staircases without having to
physically carry their bike.

9

Provide dropped kerb on southern footway opposite Whitman Road and remove guard railings to allow cyclists from the Canal Route into Mile End Guard railing can provide dangerous squeeze points, so removing it is likely to improve safety for cyclists. Linking the
Road.
proposed cycle superhighway with existing cycle routes will encourage cyclists to use the cycle superhighway.

1

Provide ASLs at the westbound and eastbound crossing on Mile End Road. Provide feeder lanes to the existing and proposed ASLs.

2

Cycle lanes help to raise awareness of cycling as a form of traffic, and promote cycling as an effective and valuable
Consider carriageway widening to accommodate cycle lanes on the approach to the junction together with provision of coloured cycle lanes in each
alternative travel mode. Widening the carriageway to accommodate cycle lanes will ensure that junction capacity is
direction of Mile End Road through the junction.
not reduced.

3

Consider resurfacing the carriageway.

Improving road surfaces will ensure that cyclists pedal more comfortably.

4

Consider a straight across crossing to replace existing staggered crossing.

A straight across crossing is easier for cyclists to use.

5

Carry out a Guard Rail Assessment.

Guard railing can provide dangerous squeeze points, so removing it is likely to improve safety for cyclists.

1

Upgrade traffic signals equipment throughout the junction (installation of push button pedestrian demand units with tactile cones).

Upgrading traffic signals will reduce travel times for all traffic and improve the safety of cyclists because of reduced
congestion.

2

Provide feeder lanes to all existing ASLs.

Lead-in lanes to ASLs help cyclists to access ASLs during peak periods.

3

(As per TfL’s design drawing for Burdett Road Junction Option A – see Appendices) Mile End Road eastern arm: Realign southern kerb and widen
footway. Relocate and update existing central island. Proposed raised entry treatment on Eric Street. Grove Road: Propose kerb build out and widen
The proposals will improve safety for cyclists.
footway at tand widen footway at the existing bus stop, southbound direction. Relocate central area. Relocate existing loading bays. Burdett Road:
Relocate existing bus stop northwards. Remove existing northbound bus lane.
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Disbenefits

Lead-in lanes to ASLs help cyclists to access ASLs during peak periods. ASLs have a negligible effect on junction
capacity.
In particular ASLs enable cyclists to:
• keep in drivers’ line of sight and help to raise driver awareness of cyclists.
Diversion of utility services may be
required and may increase costs and
delay the programme.

When compared with a staggered
crossing, a straight across crossing
causes more traffic delay and longer
queues during peak periods.
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Strategy
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Element Option Ref.

Benefits

4

Cycle lanes help to raise awareness of cycling as a form of traffic, and promote cycling as an effective and valuable
As per a current TfL proposal for Burdett Road Junction Option 2 (see Appendices for drawing), and include a minimum 4.5m - 5m nearside lane on
alternative travel mode. Widening the carriageway to accommodate cycle lanes will ensure that link capacity is not
the Mile End Road approaches, for the provision of 1.5m cycle lanes. Widen the carriageway on Mile End Road (north and south side).
reduced.

5

Provide coloured cycle lanes in both directions on Mile End Road across the junction.

Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness.

6

Provide additional cycle parking at the station.

Providing cycle parking supports the development of cycling as a practical transport choice. Locating the cycle stands
at the station will promote the integration of London's transport system.

1

(As per TfL's preferred option design - see Appendices) Reduce the westbound approach from three to two lanes. Widen the westbound footway on
the south side to reduce the crossing length, ensuring the nearside lane is a minimum of 4.5m wide. Move the crossing on the south side to increaseReducing the number of traffic lanes and installing a lead-in lane will improve safety for cyclists.
pedestrian stacking space on the island. Retain the two taxi bays near to the crossing. Review road markings as part of the design.

2

Provide cycle lane blue coloured surfacing in both directions on Mile End Road, through the crossing.

Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness.

1

Resurface and provide inset parking bays and Introduce a peak-hour bus lane in both directions with 1.5m wide blue surface treatment.

Improving road surfaces will ensure that cyclists pedal more comfortably. Blue surfaces will increase driver
awareness. Inset parking bays will ensure that cyclists would maintain their position in the road rather than zigzag
back to the kerb-line after each parked car.

2

Repair damaged carriageway, adjust kerb lines and lane markings at the central reserve area, and provide continuous 1.5 to 2 m wide advisory
cycle lane with blue surface treatment in both directions.

Improving road surfaces will ensure that cyclists pedal more comfortably.

3

Provide blue surface treatment on existing cycle lanes and provide 1.5 m wide virtual cycle lanes at junctions and crossings to create continuity at
narrow sections.

Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness.

4

Provide 4 cycle stands outside Thames Magistrate Court.

Providing cycle parking supports the development of cycling as a practical transport choice.

5

Provide a north-south access for cyclist between Coborn Street and Merchant Street by redesigning the junction and allowing banned movements
for cyclists only.

Allowing banned movements for cyclists only will link the proposed cycle superhighway with existing cycle routes.

6

Provide off carriageway shared area /cycle track along the southern footway between Tomlin's Grove and Maplin Street.

The shared surface and off carriageway cycle lanes will eliminate potential conflict between cyclists and motor
vehicles.

4K

1

Convert existing crossing east of Coborn Street to Toucan crossing and provide a shared area to allow cyclists move north-south between Coborn
Street and Merchant Street.

Allowing cyclists to move north-south will link the proposed cycle superhighway with existing cycle routes.

4L

1

Provide an ASL and feeder lane on the eastbound approach to the staggered crossing on Bow Road. Provide an ASL on Campbell Road as only
colour surface is provided at present.

Lead-in lanes to ASLs help cyclists to access ASLs during peak periods. ASLs have a negligible effect on junction
capacity.
In particular ASLs enable cyclists to:
• keep in drivers’ line of sight and help to raise driver awareness of cyclists.

2

Widen carriageway in each direction on Bow Road to provide standard width traffic lanes and blue coloured cycle lanes through the junction.

Cycle lanes help to raise awareness of cycling as a form of traffic, and promote cycling as an effective and valuable
alternative travel mode. Widening the carriageway to accommodate cycle lanes will ensure that link capacity is not
reduced.

3

Extend cycle lane eastbound to the next stop line and provide cycle lane blue coloured surfacing in both directions on Bow Road.

Cycle lanes help to raise awareness of cycling as a form of traffic, and promote cycling as an effective and valuable
alternative travel mode.

4

Remark the right turn bay in the middle of the junction turning right into Campbell Road.

Renewing the right turn bay will promote the link between the proposed cycle superhighway with existing cycle routes.

5

Revise parking restrictions on Campbell Road.

The cyclists would maintain their position in the road rather than zigzag back to the kerb-line after each parked car.

1

Resurface and provide 1.5 m wide blue surface treatment along existing cycle lanes and provide a virtual cycle lane across the junctions.

Improving road surfaces will ensure that cyclists pedal more comfortably. Blue surfaces will increase driver
awareness.

2

Provide Branding Diagrams with TSRGD 1057 road marking around parking bays.

Branding diagrams will increase driver awareness and make it easier for cyclists to follow the cycle route.

4H

4I

4J

5A
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Disbenefits

Reducing traffic lanes at the junction
may increase congestion and reduce the
safety of cyclists.
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5A

3

Carry out local widening and adjust lane width in order to allow advisory cycle lanes in both directions.

Widening the carriageway to accommodate cycle lanes will ensure that link capacity is not reduced.

Diversion of utility services may be
required and may increase costs and
delay the implementation programme.

5B

1

Widen carriageway in each direction of Bow Road to provide standard width traffic lanes and cycle lanes.

Widening the carriageway to accommodate cycle lanes will ensure that link capacity is not reduced.

Diversion of utility services may be
required and may increase costs and
delay the programme.

2

Provide ASL on eastern and northern approaches.

ASLs have a negligible effect on junction capacity.
In particular ASLs enable cyclists to:
• keep in drivers’ line of sight and help to raise driver awareness of cyclists.
• avoid conflict with left-turning vehicles

Negligible effect on vehicular traffic and
junction capacity.

3

Allow all cyclists movements from Fairfield Road.

Allowing all movements for cyclists will link the proposed cycle superhighway with existing cycle routes.

4

Provide coloured cycle lanes in both directions on Bow Road through the junction.

Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness.

1

Raise crossings on eastbound and westbound carriageway and relocate them west and east respectively. Convert both crossings to Toucan
crossings. Extend raised table at crossing eastward to include the Zebra crossing on Bromley High Street. Investigate the relocation of the Zebra
Raised tables will calm traffic and create a safer environment for cyclists. Allowing cyclists to use existing crossings
crossing north closer to mouth of junction. Extend footway between westbound carriageway crossing and Bromley High Street. Realign and extend will link the proposed cycle superhighway with existing cycle routes.
southern kerb line of Bow Road.

2

Provide a north-south cycle facility via the new Toucan allowing access to Bromley High Street from the north side of Bow Road.

3

Relocate the westbound bus stop further west to after the crossing. Reduce the approach lanes to two by combining the left turn lane with one of the
Reducing traffic lanes at the junction
The cyclists would maintain their position in the road as they approach the junction rather than zigzag between buses
ahead lanes and re-align the junction layout in order to form a T-junction. Provide adequate carriageway width to include a standard 1.5m cycle lane
may increase congestion and reduce the
and queuing traffic. Reducing the number of traffic lanes and installing a lead-in lane will improve safety for cyclists.
and standard traffic lanes.
safety of cyclists.

4

Provide coloured cycle lanes in both directions on Bow Road.

Cycle lanes help to raise awareness of cycling as a form of traffic, and promote cycling as an effective and valuable
alternative travel mode. Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness.

5

Review parking restriction on the eastbound approach to the crossing.

The cyclists would maintain their position in the road rather than zigzag back to the kerb-line after each parked car.

1

Install ASLs on the Bow Road and High Street approaches. (A11 off slip roads).

Lead-in lanes to ASLs help cyclists to access ASLs during peak periods. ASLs have a negligible effect on junction
capacity.
In particular ASLs enable cyclists to:
• keep in drivers’ line of sight and help to raise driver awareness of cyclists.

2

Provide Toucan crossings on north and south sides of the roundabout. Provide off carriageway cycle lanes around the roundabout. Northwest
corner Bow Road: provide a Toucan crossing on the approach. Provide off carriageway cycle lane starting from existing bus stop (possible land
acquisition from McDonalds to be investigated). Widen the carriageway. Northeast corner: provide off carriageway cycle lane and adjust kerb to
bring cyclists onto the footway. Re-align existing traffic island. Provide a small splitter island in High Street to provide safe cycle segregation (for

The shared surface and off carriageway cycle lanes will eliminate potential conflict between cyclists and motor
vehicles.

1

Resurface and provide 1.5 m wide blue surface treatment along existing cycle lanes and provide a virtual cycle lane across the junctions.

Improving road surfaces will ensure that cyclists pedal more comfortably. Blue surfaces will increase driver
awareness.

2

Provide Branding Diagrams with TSRGD 1057 road marking around parking bays.

Branding diagrams will increase driver awareness and make it easier for cyclists to follow the cycle route.

3

Carry out local widening and adjust lane width in order to allow advisory cycle lanes in both directions. Early trail holes would be needed to
determine if carriageway can be widened.

Widening the carriageway to accommodate cycle lanes will ensure that link capacity is not reduced.

1

Resurface bus lanes and widen bus lanes in both directions along the High Street from just east of the Bow flyover to near Cam Road junction
(where appropriate) to minimum 4m.

Improves ride quality and comfort and provides a wider path for both buses and cyclists.

2

Provide 1.5m wide cycle lanes with blue surface treatment applied on the bus lanes in both directions.

Complies with the CSH core principles. Cycle lanes help to raise awareness of cycling as a form of traffic, and
promote cycling as an effective and valuable alternative travel mode. Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness.

3

Resurface and provide 1.5m wide advisory / virtual cycle lanes with blue surface treatment across junctions.

Improves cyclists' safety. Provides smoother and more comfortable ride quality as well as continuity of the cycle lane.
Highlights CSH brand.

4

Provide 2m wide segregated cycle tracks adjacent to the carriageway on both sides of Stratford High Street. Total length is 1.5km on each side.

This would provide continuity and the highest level of safety for cyclists.

5C

5D

5E

6A
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Allowing access to Bromley High Street will link the proposed cycle superhighway with existing cycle routes.

Cyclists may be discouraged from using
the off carriageway cycle lane because it
would increase their journey time.
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Benefits

5

Widen eastbound carriageway to accommodate eastbound cycle lane at pinch points.

Improved permeability and access for cyclists in accordance with the requirement of CSH principles. Removes
localised bottle necks hence reducing risk of side collisions.

6

Investigate a new eastbound bus lane from Rick Roberts Way to Carpenters Road.

This would provide good cycle facilities in areas where segregated cycle tracks adjacent to the carriageway are not
possible.

6B

1

Signalise the crossing at the Greenway with a two stage push button or sensor, for cyclists to avoid unnecessary delay to traffic particularly in the off
Improves permeability and reduces traffic delays.
peak.

6C

1

Provide ASL and 1.5m wide feeder lanes on Cam Road approach.

Lead-in lanes to ASLs help cyclists to access ASLs during peak periods. ASLs have a negligible effect on junction
capacity.
In particular ASLs enable cyclists to:
• keep in drivers’ line of sight and help to raise driver awareness of cyclists.

2

Convert the existing pedestrian crossing across the dual carriageway to a Toucan crossing and convert some of the footways to shared surfaces.
DTO should be consulted to determine the viability of this option.

The shared surface will eliminate potential conflict between cyclists and motor vehicles. Allowing cyclists to use
existing crossings will link the proposed cycle superhighway with existing cycle routes.

3

Subject to a Guard Rail Assessment, remove as much guard rails as possible at the junction, apart from those on the central reserve.

Guard railing can create dangerous bottle necks where cyclists may get trapped between vehicles and the rails.
Therefore removal of excessive rails will contribute towards their safety.

1

Provide 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue surface treatment applied along Great Eastern Road on the right hand side. This will require realignment and
Complies with the CSH core principles. Cycle lanes help to raise awareness of cycling as a form of traffic, and
narrowing of the existing traffic lanes and wide bus lane to a minimum width of 3.0m. Provide ASLs on the approaches to the existing signalised
pedestrian crossing between Stratford Station and the shopping centre. Continue the cycle lane towards The Grove and link up with existing Toucan promote cycling as an effective and valuable alternative travel mode. Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness.
Crossing.

2

Provide a contra-flow cycle lane along The Broadway on the east side of St John’s Church. This requires taking up the westbound traffic lane
nearest to the Church. The lane is currently closed due to road works further west. Any long term traffic capacity issue would need to be
investigated.

6A

7A

3

8A

8B

8C

Disbenefits

Requires DTO consultation.

Requires detailed modelling and
consultation with DTO with longer
implementation lead time.

Possible reduction in capacity along
Will enhance and shorten eastbound cycle route, providing a safer, more formal and permeable connection between carriageway capacity in the westbound
Stratford High Street and Romford Road.
direction. More localised interaction with
pedestrians along the Broadway.
Loss of existing westbound route.
Reverse the existing westbound cycle track along the footway on the west side of St John’s Church. As part of this option the eastbound contra-flow
Increased interaction with pedestrians
bus lane along the Broadway would be marked with cycle lane markings, blue surface treatment and signage to formalise the route that cyclists
Will formalise route already taken by cyclists travelling eastbound.
particularly on Market days thereby
already take at present.
increase risk of accidents.

4

Reduce the width of the central island at the junction of The Grove / Romford Road and provide a westbound cycle lane to The Broadway.

This will increase safety for cyclists and provide a more continuous cycle facility.

5

Provide a cycle access point to the existing shared footway after Station Square on the left hand side.

This will increase the accessibility to the shared footway, therefore encouraging more cyclists to use the shared
footway.

6

Utilise existing service road through the centre of the gyratory for eastbound cyclists and investigate improved provision across carriageway at
This will shorten the eastbound cycle route, makes use of exsiting road space that is currently not being fully utlitised
eastern end of service road and improvements to access onto Romford Road – including making use of unutilised road space wherever feasible.
Utilise existing LB Newham scheme to create a cycle lane on the southern arm of the gyratory for Westbound cyclists travelling from Romford Road and incorporates LB Newham's plans for the westbound cycle lane.
to Stratford High Street.

7

Return whole gyratory to two way operation

1

Replace and renew existing green eastbound cycle lane with 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue surface treatment including bus stop on the approach toComplies with the CSH core principles providing smoother and more comfortable road conditions. Gives cyclists
Water Lane Junction.
advantage and head start over the queuing traffic.

2

Resurface damaged carriageway and resurface westbound bus lane including 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue surface treatment to the junction of
The Grove.

Improved ride quality and safety for cyclists as well as buses. Emphasises CSH branding

1

Redesign the junction to include a straight across Toucan crossing, but maintain the physical banned turn from Vernon Road. Include ASLs and
1.5m blue surfaced cycle lane. Review the lane widths at Litchfield Avenue with a view to introducing an eastbound cycle lane with blue surface
treatment, requiring the removal of the existing westbound right turn into Litchfield Avenue.

Complies with the CSH core principles providing a continuous, comfortable cycle route. Gives cyclists advantage and
head start over the queuing traffic.

2

Resurface the carriageway on the approaches to the crossing to include minimum 1.5m wide blue cycle lane.

Improves junction operation and provides a safer junction and crossing point for all road users, particularly cyclists.

1

Renew ASLs with blue surfacing on all approaches.

Highlights CSH brand. Creates continuity and head start advantage for cyclists.

2

Provide 1.5m wide cycle feeder lanes by widening the carriageway on Romford Road.

It helps to raise awareness, ensure continuity, and improve visibility and safety.
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This would simpify the route for eastbound and westbound cyclists and make the journey quicker.
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8C

8D

8E

Benefits

Disbenefits

There may be traffic capacity issues that
would need to be fully investigated.

3

Provide 1.5m wide cycle feeder lanes by reducing the number of traffic lanes on Romford Road.

Complies with the CSH core principles providing smoother and more comfortable road conditions. Gives cyclists
advantage and head start over the queuing traffic.

4

Add lane destination markings including more arrows.

This will make the route clearer for cyclists and other road users.

5

Remove guard railing on Romford Road (subject to guard rail assessment)

Guard railing can create dangerous bottle necks where cyclists may get trapped between vehicles and the rails.
Therefore removal of excessive rails will contribute towards their safety.

6

Provide 6 cycle stands at the junction.

Provides better security as well as accessibility for cyclists.

7

Relocate the bus stop on the Romford Road eastbound approach further away from the junction.

Improves accessibility to the bus stop and safety of road users

8

Review junction signal timings.

Improved junction operation in line with the latest standards.

9

Allow cyclists to use the footway to access ASLs.

Accessibility for cyclists.

10

Consider relocating eastbound bus stop to east of junction for No 25 and 86 and Water Lane for 308.

This will reduce delays and congestion on the approaches to the junction as there will be fewer number of buses,
hence improving safety for all road users as well as the cyclists.

1

Possible delay to vehicular traffic which
Investigate usage of pedestrian refuge islands and consider whether any can be removed to provide straight across formal crossings at pedestrian Will create a continuous and permeable cycle route in compliance with CSH core principles as well as improved and
would need further investigation and
desire lines.
controlled crossing facility for pedestrians and cyclists.
modelling.

2

Investigate widening the carriageway by taking footway width and provide 1.5m blue surfaced cycle lanes. (Subject to surveys investigating the
effect of narrowing the footway on pedestrians.)

Improved permeability and access for cyclists in accordance with the requirement of CSH principles. Wider
carriageways will afford wider lane width and separation of moving traffic and cyclists thereby reducing risk of
collisions.

3

Continue blue cycle lane surfacing along formal crossing points.

Complies with the CSH core principles and highlights CSH brand.

4

Resurface and widen existing cycle lanes in both directions to 1.5m and apply blue surface treatment.

Improves cyclists' safety. Provides smoother and more comfortable ride quality. Highlights CSH brand.

5

Consider introducing peak time loading restrictions on both sides of the road. TfL to have early discussion with LB Newham.

This will improve traffic flow and will give cyclists continuity as there will be reduced obstructions.

6

Widen inset bays by Bow Court.

This would provide a more continuous route for cyclists as obstructions on the kerbside would be reduced.

1

Review existing waiting and loading restrictions to maximise carriageway space.

May face objections from the local
Will create a continuous and permeable cycle route in compliance with CSH core principles as well as improved and
residents. Will require long and detailed
controlled crossing facility for pedestrians and cyclists.
consultation process.

2

Provide blue surfaced cycle lanes in both directions where bus lanes are not provided.

Reduces unforeseen utility diversion costs.

3

Provide inset bays where footway width permits.

Improves cyclists' safety. Provides smoother and more comfortable ride quality. Highlights CSH brand.

4

Undertake trial-hole tests to determine locations for inset bays and carriageway widening.

Removes bottle necks and creates a continuous and permeable cycle route in compliance with CSH core principles
as well as improved and controlled crossing facility for pedestrians and cyclists.

5

Undertake carriageway resurfacing and widen existing cycle lanes to 1.5m. Apply blue surface dressing on cycle lanes.

Improved permeability and access for cyclists in accordance with the requirement of CSH principles.
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May encourage pedestrians to cross the
road away from the official crossing point
thereby increasing risk of personal
injuries.

May have implications on pedestrian
safety which would need detailed
investigation.

Requires land take that may not
necessarily be highway land.

Possible delay to vehicular traffic which
would need further investigation and
modelling.
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8E

Benefits

6

Where possible replace informal crossing facilities with straight across signalised crossing, linked to whole scheme.

This would provide improved and controlled crossing facilities for pedestrians and cyclists.

7

Provide westbound cycle lane between Woodgrange Road and Sprowston Road. Apply blue surface dressing on cycle lane.

Complies with the CSH core principles. Cycle lanes help to raise awareness of cycling as a form of traffic, and
promote cycling as an effective and valuable alternative travel mode. Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness.

8

Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to 7am and 7pm and include parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early
discussions with LB Newham.

This will increase the time period for cyclists to use the bus lane, increase safety and provide a more continuous
route.

9

Extend hours of operation of westbound cycle lane to PM peak. TfL to have early discussion with LB Newham.

This will increase the time period for cyclists to use the bus lane, increase safety and provide a more continuous
route.

10

Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to AM peak. TfL to have early discussion with LB Newham.

This will increase the time period for cyclists to use the bus lane, increase safety and provide a more continuous
route.

1

Resurface carriageway and provide virtual 1.5m cycle lane with blue surfacing through the bus lane.

Will create a continuous and permeable cycle route in compliance with CSH core principles. The cyclists would
maintain their position in the road rather than zigzag back to the kerb-line after each parked car.

2

Provide blue surfaced virtual cycle lane in the westbound direction.

Complies with the CSH core principles and highlights CSH brand.

3

Remove refuge island and replace with a straight across signalised crossing.

Removes bottle necks and creates a continuous and permeable cycle route in compliance with CSH core principles
as well as improved and controlled crossing facility for pedestrians and cyclists.

4

Use localised carriageway widening to allow introduction of 1.5m wide cycle lanes with blue surfacing on the approaches and past the refuge
islands.

Improved permeability and access for cyclists in accordance with the requirement of CSH principles. Removes
localised bottle necks hence reducing risk of side collisions.

8G

1

Resurface carriageway on the approaches to the crossing and provide virtual 1.5m cycle lane with blue surfacing.

Complies with the CSH core principles providing smoother and more comfortable road conditions. Gives cyclists
advantage and head start over the queuing traffic.

8H

1

Resurface carriageway and provide 1.5m virtual cycle lane with blue surfacing through the bus lane.

Improves cyclists' safety. Provides smoother and more comfortable ride quality. Highlights CSH brand.

2

Provide blue surfaced virtual cycle lane in the westbound direction.

Highlights CSH brand. Creates continuity.

3

Remove refuge island and replace with a signalised straight across crossing.

Removes bottle necks and creates a continuous and permeable cycle route in compliance with CSH core principles
as well as improved and controlled crossing facility for pedestrians and cyclists.

4

Investigate localised carriageway widening to allow introduction of 1.5m wide cycle lanes with blue surfacing on the approaches and past the refuge Improved permeability and access for cyclists in accordance with the requirement of CSH principles. Removes
islands. The tree on the south side could restrict widening to the North side only.
localised bottle necks hence reducing risk of side collisions.

1

Renew ASLs with blue surfacing on all approaches.

Highlights CSH brand. Creates continuity and head start advantage for cyclists.

2

Provide 1.5m wide cycle feeder lanes by reducing the number of traffic lanes on Romford Road.

Complies with the CSH core principles by providing continuity and advantage of head start over the queuing traffic.

3

Add lane destination markings including more arrows.

Provides better route information. Avoids confusion.

4

Remove guard railing on Romford Road subject to a full Guard Rail Assessment.

Guard railing can create dangerous bottle necks where cyclists may get trapped between vehicles and the rails.
Therefore removal of excessive rails will contribute towards their safety.

5

General streetscape scheme to improve safety and traffic flow. Including junction optimisation, review of signal timings, investigation of footway and
Helps reduce delays.
carriageway widths, and removal of street clutter.

8F

8I
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Disbenefits

There may be traffic capacity issues that
would need to be fully investigated.

May encourage pedestrians to cross the
road away from the official crossing point
thereby increasing risk of personal
injuries.
Requires DTO consultation.
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8J

8K

8L

Benefits

Disbenefits

May face objections from the local
residents. Will require long and detailed
consultation process.

1

Review existing waiting and loading restrictions to maximise carriageway space and provide cycle lanes in both directions where bus lanes are not Will create a continuous and permeable cycle route in compliance with CSH core principles. The cyclists would
provided. Identify possible locations for inset bays where footway width permits.
maintain their position in the road rather than zigzag back to the kerb-line after each parked car.

2

Replace existing eastbound cycle lane with 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue surface treatment from the junction of Woodgrange Road to the stop line Complies with the CSH core principles. Cycle lanes help to raise awareness of cycling as a form of traffic, and
at the junction of Green Street.
promote cycling as an effective and valuable alternative travel mode. Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness.

3

Resurface existing westbound bus lane including 1.5m blue surfaced cycle lane. Investigate optimal bus lane width.

Provides smoother and more comfortable road conditions. Gives cyclists advantage and head start over the queuing
traffic.

4

Replace old and uneven manhole covers, repair pot holes along the route.

Provides road comfort and ride quality as well as safety of cyclists.

5

Extend hours of operation of westbound cycle lane to PM peak. TfL to have early discussion with LB Newham.

This will increase the time period for cyclists to use the bus lane, increase safety and provide a more continuous
route.

6

Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to 7am to 7pm and include off peak parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early
discussion with LB Newham.

This will increase the time period for cyclists to use the bus lane, increase safety and provide a more continuous
route.

1

Renew ASLs with blue surfacing on all approaches.

Highlights CSH brand. Creates continuity and head start advantage for cyclists.

2

Provide 1.5m wide cycle feeder lanes by reducing the number of traffic lanes on Romford Road.

Complies with the CSH core principles. Cycle lanes help to raise awareness of cycling as a form of traffic, and
promote cycling as an effective and valuable alternative travel mode. Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness.

May have traffic capacity implications
which would need to be fully
investigated.

3

Provide 1.5m wide cycle feeder lanes without reducing the number of traffic lanes on Romford Road.

Complies with the CSH core principles by providing continuity and advantage of head start over the queuing traffic.

There may be traffic capacity issues that
would need to be fully investigated.

4

Remove guard railing on Romford Road subject to full guard rail assessment.

Guard railing can create dangerous bottle necks where cyclists may get trapped between vehicles and the rails.
Therefore removal of excessive rails will contribute towards their safety.

5

Review junction signal timings and geometry to improve East/West movement.

Improving the operation of the junction will reduce traffic delay and improve the safety of cyclists because of reduced
Requires DTO consultation.
congestion.

6

Create space within the junction by removing traffic signal islands and installing mast arms.

Ths will provide a more continuous cycle facility.

1

Review existing waiting and loading restrictions to maximise carriageway space and provide cycle lanes in both directions where bus lanes are not Will create a continuous and permeable cycle route in compliance with CSH core principles. The cyclists would
provided. Identify possible locations for inset bays where footway width permits.
maintain their position in the road rather than zigzag back to the kerb-line after each parked car.

2

Upgrade existing eastbound cycle lane with a 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue surface treatment.

Complies with the CSH core principles. Cycle lanes help to raise awareness of cycling as a form of traffic, and
promote cycling as an effective and valuable alternative travel mode. Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness.

3

Resurface existing westbound bus lane including 1.5m blue surfaced cycle lane. Investigate optimal bus lane width.

Improved ride quality and safety for cyclists as well as buses. Emphasises CSH branding.

4

Replace old and uneven manhole covers along the route.

Renewing, raising or lowering uneven manhole covers will ensure that cyclists pedal more comfortably.

5

Extend hours of operation of westbound cycle lane to PM peak. TfL to have early discussion with LB Newham.

This will increase the time period for cyclists to use the bus lane, increase safety and provide a more continuous
route.

6

Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to 7am to 7pm and include parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early discussion This will increase the time period for cyclists to use the bus lane, increase safety and provide a more continuous
with LB Newham.
route.
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Short term traffic disruption.

May face objections from the local
residents. Will require long and detailed
consultation process.
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8M

8N

8O

8P

Benefits

Disbenefits

May have traffic capacity implications
which would need to be fully
investigated. Will also be subject to
detailed consultation which will be
outside the scheduled implementation
time frame.

1

Junction optimisation to include localised widening (improving safety for right turning cyclists); signals modernisation; and a review of traffic lane
allocation.

Will provide opportunity to introduce a new bus lane and or cycle lane.

2

Proposed cycle lane with blue coloured surfacing in both directions on Romford Road. Install blue virtual cycle lanes across the junction.

Complies with the CSH core principles. Cycle lanes help to raise awareness of cycling as a form of traffic, and
promote cycling as an effective and valuable alternative travel mode. Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness.

3

Removal of guard rail following full guard rail assessment

Guard railing can create dangerous bottle necks where cyclists may get trapped between vehicles and the rails.
Therefore removal of excessive rails will contribute towards their safety.

1

Review existing waiting and loading restrictions to maximise carriageway space and provide cycle lanes in both directions where bus lanes are not Will create a continuous and permeable cycle route in compliance with CSH core principles. The cyclists would
provided. Identify possible locations for inset bays where footway width permits.
maintain their position in the road rather than zigzag back to the kerb-line after each parked car.

2

Replace existing cycle lanes with 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue surface treatment, which continue through the crossing at Hampton Road.

Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness.

3

Resurface existing bus lane including 1.5m blue surfaced cycle lane.

Improving road surfaces will ensure that cyclists pedal more comfortably. Blue surfaces will increase driver
awareness.

4

Renew and/or reset uneven manhole covers on route.

Renewing, raising or lowering uneven manhole covers will ensure that cyclists pedal more comfortably.

5

Consult with police and LB Newham regarding removal of the central island at the existing zebra crossing by Shrewsbury Road.

This will remove a pinch point and therefore increase safety for cyclists.

6

Convert existing zebra crossing by Shrewsbury Road to pelican crossing, remove central island and convert Shrewsbury Road to one-way
southbound.

This would provide improved and controlled crossing facilities for pedestrians and cyclists and remove the pinch point
for cyclists.

7

Build-out kerbs at Quaker Place and narrow access.

This would provide a more continuous ride for cyclists and slow down other road users

8

Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to 7am to 7pm and include parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early discussion This will increase the time period for cyclists to use the bus lane, increase safety and provide a more continuous
with LB Newham.
route.

1

Investigate removal of the traffic islands as they were originally installed as a pedestrian safety measure.

Removing the traffic island will remove a dangerous pinch-point for cyclists.

2

Consider localised widening to reduce the pinch point but still maintain the pedestrian facility.

This will increase safety for cyclists and reduce the risk of being pushed into the kerb.

1

Proposed virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment in both directions on Romford Road and through the junction.

Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness.

2

Proposed virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment in both directions through the crossing by Manor Park Road.

Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness.

3

Convert the existing crossing by Manor Park Road to a Toucan crossing.

Allowing cyclists to use existing crossings will link the proposed cycle superhighway with existing cycle routes.

4

Remove guard railing following full guard rail assessment.

Guard railing can create dangerous bottle necks where cyclists may get trapped between vehicles and the rails.
Therefore removal of excessive rails will contribute towards their safety.

May encourage pedestrians to cross the
road away from the official crossing point
thereby increasing risk of personal
injuries.

5

Widen Romford Road carriageway to incorporate 1.5m wide cycle lanes with blue surface treatment.

The shared surface and off carriageway cycle lanes will eliminate potential conflict between cyclists and motor
vehicles.

May have implications on pedestrian
safety which would need detailed
investigation.
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Table 4.2 Summary of Scheme Options in the Data Sheets
Section &
Strategy
Description
Element Option Ref.

8P

8Q

8R

6

Allow cyclists to use the footway to access ASLs on Romford Road.

Benefits

Disbenefits

Widening the carriageway to accommodate cycle lanes will ensure that link capacity is not reduced.

Diversion of utility services may be
required to allow carriageway widening.
The utility diversions may increase costs
and delay the implementation
programme.

ASLs have a negligible effect on junction capacity.
In particular ASLs enable cyclists to:
• keep in drivers’ line of sight and help to raise driver awareness of cyclists.
• avoid conflict with left-turning vehicles
Cycle lanes help to raise awareness of cycling as a form of traffic, and promote cycling as an effective and valuable
alternative travel mode. Widening the carriageway to accommodate cycle lanes will ensure that link capacity is not
reduced. The cycle route would maintain its position in the road rather than zigzag back to the kerb-line after each
parking bay.

7

Renew all ASLs with blue surfacing at the junction.

8

Install 1.5m wide cycle lanes on Station Road and provide fully inset bays.

9

General streetscape scheme to improve safety and traffic flow. Including junction optimisation, review of signal timings, investigation of footway and Improving the operation of the junction will reduce traffic delay and improve the safety of cyclists because of reduced
carriageway widths, and removal of street clutter.
congestion.

1

Provide a segregated cycle track along the southern footway and a shared facility along the northern side.

The shared surface and off carriageway cycle lanes will eliminate potential conflict between cyclists and motor
vehicles.

2

Widen the carriageway to include 1.5m blue surfaced cycle lane and identify locations for introduction of inset parking and loading bays near local
shops and retail premises, where footway is wide enough.

Cycle lanes help to raise awareness of cycling as a form of traffic, and promote cycling as an effective and valuable
alternative travel mode. Widening the carriageway to accommodate cycle lanes will ensure that link capacity is not
reduced. The cycle route would maintain its position in the road rather than zigzag back to the kerb-line after each
parking bay.

Diversion of utility services may be
required to allow carriageway widening
The utility diversions may increase costs
and delay the implementation
programme.

3

Review operation of crossing facilities and remove if not required.

Removing some of the crossings may reduce traffic delay and improve the safety of cyclists because of reduced
congestion.

Pedestrians may end up using informal
crossing points instead of walking longer
distances to a controlled crossing.

4

Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to 7am to 7pm and include parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early discussion This will increase the time period for cyclists to use the bus lane, increase safety and provide a more continuous
with LB Newham.
route.

1

Widen westbound carriageway on Romford Road to provide standard width traffic lanes and 1.5m blue surfaced cycle lane. Subject to trial holes to
Widening the carriageway to accommodate cycle lanes will ensure that link capacity is not reduced.
determine extent of statutory undertakers’ diversions required.

2

Install minimum 1.5m wide blue cycle lane in both directions on Romford Road and virtual lane through the junction.

Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness.

3

Resurface the carriageway and re-install anti-skid surfacing at the junction.

Anti-skid surfacing will improve safety for all road users. Improving road surfaces will ensure that cyclists pedal more
comfortably.

4

Allow cyclists to use the footway to access ASLs on Romford Road.

The shared surface will eliminate potential conflict between cyclists and motor vehicles.

5

Renew all ASLs with blue surfacing at the junction.

ASLs have a negligible effect on junction capacity.
In particular ASLs enable cyclists to:
• keep in drivers’ line of sight and help to raise driver awareness of cyclists.
• avoid conflict with left-turning vehicles

6

Review signal timings and geometry at this junction.

Improving the operation of the junction will reduce traffic delay and improve the safety of cyclists because of reduced
congestion.

7

Remove all guard railing at the junction subject to a full guard rail assessment.

Guard railing can create dangerous bottle necks where cyclists may get trapped between vehicles and the rails.
Therefore removal of excessive rails will contribute towards their safety.

8

Improve parking enforcement using CCTV cameras and traffic signs.

The cyclists would maintain their position in the road rather than zigzag back to the kerb-line after each parked car.

9

Relocate bus stop further away from the junction.

The cyclists would maintain their position in the road as they approach the junction rather than zigzag between buses
and queuing traffic.
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Diversion of utility services may be
required to allow carriageway widening.
The utility diversions may increase costs
and delay the programme.

May have implications on pedestrian
safety which would need detailed
investigation.
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Strategy
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8S

8T

8U

8V

Benefits

Disbenefits

1

Replace existing cycle lanes with 1.5m blue surfaced lanes.

Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness.

2

Resurface existing bus lanes and carriageway as necessary.

Reducing the number of traffic lanes and installing a bus lane will improve safety for cyclists.

Reducing traffic lanes at the junction
may increase congestion and reduce the
safety of cyclists.

3

Remove excess street furniture, railings and bollards.

Reducing the number of traffic lanes and installing a lead-in lane will improve safety for cyclists.

Reducing traffic lanes at the junction
may increase congestion and reduce the
safety of cyclists.

4

Provide blue cycle lane surfacing in the westbound approach to the crossing by Seventh Avenue.

Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness.

5

Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to AM peak. TfL to have early discussion with LB Newham.

This will increase the time period for cyclists to use the bus lane, increase safety and provide a more continuous
route.

6

Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to 7am to 7pm and include parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early discussion This will increase the time period for cyclists to use the bus lane, increase safety and provide a more continuous
with LB Newham.
route.

1

Provide a wider and mandatory cycle lane with blue surface treatment on the western approach. Early view should be sought from Network
Assurance on capacity impact.

Improving the operation of junctions will reduce traffic delay and improve the safety of cyclists because of reduced
congestion.

2

Convert the nearside lane on the eastern approach to a bus lane to be used by cyclists. Early view should be sought from Network Assurance on
capacity impact.

Smoother, more comfortable and safer ride.

3

Reduce the eastern approach to one traffic lane and provide a 1.5m cycle lane with blue surface treatment. Early view should be sought from
Network Assurance on capacity impact.

The off carriageway cycle lanes will eliminate potential conflict between cyclists and motor vehicles.

4

Proposed cycle lane blue surfacing in both directions on Romford Road.

Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness.

5

Junction optimisation scheme to include a review of layout and geometry.

ASLs have a negligible effect on junction capacity.
In particular ASLs enable cyclists to:
• keep in drivers’ line of sight and help to raise driver awareness of cyclists.
• avoid conflict with left-turning vehicles

6

Resurface carriageway.

Cycle lanes help to raise awareness of cycling as a form of traffic, and promote cycling as an effective and valuable
alternative travel mode. Widening the carriageway to accommodate cycle lanes will ensure that link capacity is not
reduced. The off carriageway cycle lane will eliminate potential conflict between cyclists and motor vehicles.

1

Review and upgrade existing off carriageway cycle facilities. Apply blue surface treatment as required.

Reducing traffic lanes at the junction
Reducing the number of traffic lanes and installing a bus lane will improve safety for cyclists. Giving cyclists travelling
may increase congestion and reduce the
westbound priority over left turning traffic on the slip road will also improve the safety of cyclists.
safety of cyclists.

2

Proposed virtual cycle lane blue surfacing in zig-zag area in both directions on Romford Road.

Blue surfaces will increase driver awareness. Promote CSH brand and provide continuity.

3

Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to 7am to 7pm and include parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early discussion This will increase the time period for cyclists to use the bus lane, increase safety and provide a more continuous
with LB Newham.
route.

4

Extend hours of operation of westbound bus lane to 7am to 7pm and include parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early discussion This will increase the time period for cyclists to use the bus lane, increase safety and provide a more continuous
with LB Newham.
route.

5

Redesign ADS so that post is not in cycle track.

This will increase safety levels of the cycle track.

1

Provide ASLs on westbound approaches.

Reducing traffic lanes may increase
Reducing the number of traffic lanes and installing a contra-flow cycle lane will improve safety for cyclists and reduce
congestion which can result in reduced
their journey times.
safety for cyclists.

2

Provide a westbound cycle lane on the carriageway.
Provide an eastbound off carriageway cycle lane.
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8V

3

4

9A

9B

(Option developed by LB Redbridge)
Provide a westbound bus lane by taking out the nearside lane under the flyover. Review the junction layout in order to give cyclists travelling
westbound the priority over the left turning traffic on to the slip road.

Proposed cycle lane blue surfacing on the westbound direction.

Benefits

Disbenefits

Allowing cyclists to use existing crossings will link the proposed cycle superhighway with existing cycle routes.

The shared surface will eliminate potential conflict between cyclists and motor vehicles.

Current information indicate TfL as the
land owner. This would need to be
confirmed, otherwise implementation
may require land take from private
ownership which will be costly and time
consuming and not within the acceptable
time frame of the implementation
programme.

1

Reduce the number of eastbound lanes on the one-way section of Ilford Hill and introduce a contra-flow cycle lane with Toucan crossing on both
ends.

The shared surface will eliminate potential conflict between cyclists and motor vehicles. Allowing cyclists to use
existing crossings will link the proposed cycle superhighway with existing cycle routes.

2

Tighten radii of the kerb on westbound at the on-slip road, and introduce a short section of bus lane westbound from the junction of Mill Road to
Romford Road.

The shared surface will eliminate potential conflict between cyclists and motor vehicles.

3

Convert existing pedestrian crossing at Cranbrook Road and Ilford Hill to Toucan crossing.

The shared surface will eliminate potential conflict between cyclists and motor vehicles. Allowing cyclists to use
existing crossings will link the proposed cycle superhighway with existing cycle routes.

4

Introduce a shared area on the southern footway on Ilford Hill one-way section and add a signal head/aspect for cyclists at the existing Toucan
crossing at the junction of Chapel Road.

Improve junction operation and minimise lost time.

5

Widen footway on the northern section under the A406 and continue existing cycle track across Mill Road towards Romford Road. Convert existing Complies with the CSH core principles providing smoother and more comfortable road conditions. Gives cyclists
pelican crossing to Toucan to enable cyclists cross the A406 off-slip road.
advantage and head start over the queuing traffic.

6

Tighten radii of the on-slip road and widen the southern footway in order to provide a shared surface west of Mill Road.

Improving the operation of junctions will reduce traffic delay and improve the safety of cyclists because of reduced
congestion. Allowing cyclists to use existing crossings will link the proposed cycle superhighway with existing cycle
routes.

7

Provide a Toucan crossing at junction of Mill Road to connect to the proposed shared area on the southern footway. Convert existing pelican
crossing to Toucan to enable cyclists cross the A406 slip road.

The camera will improve the safety of all road users.

8

Upgrade the existing LCN+ route along Chapel Road to CSH standards.

This could help to increase awareness of the LCN+ route and encourage cyclists using the CSH to use the LCN+
route as well.

9

Convert Clements Lane cycle lane to a two way lane and upgrade to CSH standards.

This would allow eastbound cyclists to reach the junction with Woodford Green.

10

Provide a connection to Ilford Station via the Mill Lane Prior Road route.

This would be a useful long term scheme to link Ilford Station to the CSH.

11

Maintain two eastbound lanes at the stop line on Ilford Hill and introduce a contra-flow cycle lane moving onto the footway and terminating at the
junction with Cranbrook Road. Provide cycle parking and signage to the High Road and town centre.

This would avoid reducing capacity and allow access to the town centre.

1

Review the signal timing and the operation of the junction.

Improve junction operation and minimize lost time.

Requires traffic modeling study

2

Resurface carriageway and provide ASLs and feeder lanes on eastern and western approaches to the junction.

Complies with the CSH core principles providing smoother and more comfortable road conditions. Gives cyclists
advantage and head start over the queuing traffic.

Slight disadvantage to queuing traffic
having slower start behind cyclists.

3

Upgrade existing traffic signals at the junction of Mill Road and Ilford Hill and existing Toucan facility in order to improve permeability for cyclists.

Improving the operation of junctions will reduce traffic delay and improve the safety of cyclists because of reduced
congestion. Allowing cyclists to use existing crossings will link the proposed cycle superhighway with existing cycle
routes.

4

Provide red light enforcement camera on Mill Road.

The camera will improve the safety of all road users.
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Requires traffic modelling study

Slight disadvantage to queuing traffic
having slower start behind cyclists.
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4.3

Category Breakdown of Scheme Options in the Data Sheets

The following table categorises the Recommendations and Powers and Consent
Issues associated with each strategy option for each data sheet.
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Table 4.3 Category Breakdown of Scheme Options in the Data Sheets
Category Definitions:

1

Recommended for progression to Preliminary Design: Anticipated to be deliverable within scope and budget

2

Recommended for progression to Preliminary Design: Anticipated to be deliverable within budget, but delivery likely to extend beyond route launch date

3

Not recommended: Either due to budgetary, value for money, or deliverability constraints

Y

Anticipate Powers and Consents issues associated with Option

N

Anticipate No Powers and Consent issued associated with Option

TBC

Consent To Be Confirmed

Section & Strategy
Description
Element Option Ref.

1A

1B

2A

2B

Category

Consent
Required

1

Resurface bus lane on St. Botolph Street and widen bus lane from 3.2m to 4.5m.

1

N

2

Provide 1.5m wide cycle lane on the bus lane.

1

N

3

Provide raised entry treatment at the junction of Middlesex Street and St Botolph Street.

1

N

4

Install 4 cycle stands on footway east of Aldgate House.

1

N

1

Resurface bus lane and widen bus lane on Aldgate High Street from 3.5m to 4.5m.

1

N

2

Provide 1.5m wide cycle lane on the bus lane.

1

N

3

Provide recess cover for service boxes in the bus lane.

1

N

4

Install 4 cycle stands outside St. Botolph Church.

1

N

5

Install 4 cycle stands outside Aldgate House.

1

N

6

Convert existing Pelican crossings on both ends of Aldgate High Street to Toucan crossing and introduce an eastbound contra-flow cycle lane to connect
Aldgate and Whitechapel High Street.

3

1

Resurface eastbound bus lane.

1

N

2

Provide 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue surface treatment applied on the bus lane.

1

N

3

Provide recess cover for service boxes in the eastbound bus lane.

1

Y

4

Provide Branding Diagrams with TSRGD 1057 road marking around eastbound bus cage.

1

N

5

Provide 1.5m wide virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment from eastbound bus stop to the stop line on the approach to the junction of Commercial Street.

1

N

6

Provide 1.5m wide advisory cycle lane with blue surface treatment across Commercial Street junction in eastbound direction.

1

N

7

Cut back kerb line to adjust lane width and alignment at crossings on the approach to Commercial Street.

1

Y

8

Provide 1.5m wide virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment from the junction of Commercial Street to the stop line on the approach to the junction of
Commercial Road.

1

N

9

East of the junction of Commercial Road fully inset the loading / parking bay along the northern kerb.

1

Y

10

Install 6 cycle stands opposite Whitechapel Gallery on the central reserve area.

1

N

11

Resurface damaged carriageway and provide 1.5m wide virtual cycle lane in eastbound approach to the junction of Osborn Street.

1

N

12

Provide “gate” into existing ASL on the approach to Osborn Street.

1

N

13

Provide 1.5m wide advisory cycle lane with blue surface treatment across Osborn Street junction in eastbound direction leading to bus lane east of the junction
of White Church Lane.

1

N

1

Provide 'gate' entry into existing westbound ASL on the approach to White Church Lane.

1

N

2

Provide 1.5m wide advisory cycle lane with blue surface treatment across White Church Lane junction in westbound direction.

1

N

3

Provide 1.5m wide virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment from the junction of White Church Lane to the stop line on the approach to the junction of
Commercial Road.

1

N

4

Adjust kerb alignment and lane markings in westbound direction from junction of Commercial Road to Leman Street.

1

Y

5

Provide 1.5m wide advisory cycle lane with blue surface treatment across Commercial Road junction in westbound direction.

1

N

6

Provide 1.5m wide virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment across the junction of Leman Street on existing yellow box making.

1

N
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Table 4.3 Category Breakdown of Scheme Options in the Data Sheets
Category Definitions:

1

Recommended for progression to Preliminary Design: Anticipated to be deliverable within scope and budget

2

Recommended for progression to Preliminary Design: Anticipated to be deliverable within budget, but delivery likely to extend beyond route launch date

3

Not recommended: Either due to budgetary, value for money, or deliverability constraints

Y

Anticipate Powers and Consents issues associated with Option

N

Anticipate No Powers and Consent issued associated with Option

TBC

Consent To Be Confirmed

Section & Strategy
Description
Element Option Ref.

2B

Category

Consent
Required

7

Provide 1.5m wide virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment from junction of Leman Street to the westbound bus stop.

1

N

8

Provide Branding Diagrams with TSRGD 1057 road marking around westbound bus cage.

1

N

9

Provide 1.5m wide virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment, from the westbound bus stop to the ASL at the signals on the approach to the junction of
Mansell Street.

1

N

10

Provide 1.5m wide advisory cycle lane with blue surface treatment across the junction of Mansell Street westbound to existing bus lane on Aldgate High Street.

1

N

11

Adjust kerb alignment and lane markings in westbound direction from junction of Leman Street to Mansell Street.

1

Y

1

Replace sub-standard pedestrian crossing west of Osborn Road with wide straight crossing.

2

Y

2

Replace sub-standard pedestrian crossing east of Osborn Road with wide straight crossing.

2

Y

1

Allow southbound movement for cyclists along Greatorex Street.

1

Y

2

Replace sub-standard staggered pedestrian crossing west of Fieldgate Street with wide straight Toucan crossing.

2

Y

3

Provide shared surface around the proposed Toucan crossing.

1

Y

1

Repair damaged carriageway and install drain gullies.

1

Y

2

Provide fully inset parking / loading bays in both directions.

1

Y

3

Resurface bus lanes and widen to 4.0m in both directions.

1

N

4

Provide 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue surface treatment applied on the bus lane.

1

N

5

Provide 1.5m wide cycle lane from end of bus lane to the stop lines at signals.

1

N

6

Provide 4 cycle stands outside Booth House.

1

N

1

Undertake carriageway widening on both approaches on Whitechapel Road to allow for wider traffic lanes and 1.5m advisory cycle lanes approaching the
junction. (Trial holes to be carried out to determine Statutory diversions required and associated costs).

1

Y

2

Provide continuous cycle lanes through the junction.

1

Y

3

Provide feeder lanes or 'gate' entries into existing ASLs on Whitechapel Road.

1

N

4

Implement the proposed junction layout as per TfL drawing No. G070337_04_Opt3. (Subject to Statutory diversion costs)

2

Y

1

Provide 1.5m blue surface treatment within existing bus lanes.

1

N

2

Provide cycle lanes from end of bus lanes to signal stop lines in both directions.

1

N

3F

1

Provide a Toucan crossing east of Brady Street and a shared area to allow cyclists to move north-south between Brady Street and Cavell Street .

2

Y

3G

1

Resurface and provide feeder lanes into all ASLs.

1

N

2

Provide cycle lane and blue coloured surfacing in east-west direction through the junction.

1

N

3

(As per current TfL proposal - see Appendices for drawing) Realign staggered crossings on eastern, western and northern approaches and redesign central
islands. On western, northern and southern approaches, remove existing islands between the left and the ahead movements and convert existing carriageway
to footway.

2

Y

4

As per current TfL proposal, and include a minimum 5m nearside lane on both Whitechapel Road and Mile End Road approaches, for the provision of 1.5m
cycle lanes Widen the carriageway on Mile End Road (north and south side).

1

Y

1

Resurface damaged sections of bus lanes in both directions.

1

N

2

Widen bus lanes in both directions to minimum of 4.0m.

1

N

3A

3B

3C

3D

3E

4A
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Table 4.3 Category Breakdown of Scheme Options in the Data Sheets
Category Definitions:

1

Recommended for progression to Preliminary Design: Anticipated to be deliverable within scope and budget

2

Recommended for progression to Preliminary Design: Anticipated to be deliverable within budget, but delivery likely to extend beyond route launch date

3

Not recommended: Either due to budgetary, value for money, or deliverability constraints

Y

Anticipate Powers and Consents issues associated with Option

N

Anticipate No Powers and Consent issued associated with Option

TBC

Consent To Be Confirmed

Section & Strategy
Description
Element Option Ref.

4A

4B

4C

4D

4E

4F

Category

Consent
Required

3

Provide 1.5m blue surface treatment on existing bus lanes in both directions.

1

N

4

Provide continuity for cyclists with advisory cycle lanes between bus lanes and across junctions.

1

N

5

Remove central reservation area and allow cyclist to turn right from side roads.

1

Y

6

Provide cycle track between Stepney Green and Sidney Street on the southern footway.

1

N

1

Provide ASLs at the westbound crossing and eastbound crossing on Mile End Road. Provide feeder lanes or 'gates' to existing and proposed ASLs.

1

N

2

Provide virtual cycle lanes with coloured surfacing in both directions on Mile End Road through the junction.

1

N

1

Resurface damaged sections of bus lanes in both directions.

1

N

2

Provide fully inset parking / loading bays.

1

Y

3

Provide 1.5m blue surface treatment on existing bus lanes in both directions.

1

N

4

Provide continuity for cyclists with advisory cycle lanes between bus lanes and across junctions.

1

N

5

Provide parking enforcement outside Stepney Green Station (CCTV).

1

Y

6

Provide "ghost island" to assist cyclist turn right into Globe Road.

1

Y

7

Provide cycle stands out side Co-op supermarket.

1

TBC

1

Provide ASLs at the westbound and eastbound crossing on Mile End Road. Provide feeder lanes to the existing and proposed ASLs.

1

N

2

Consider carriageway widening to accommodate cycle lanes on the approach to the junction together with provision of blue coloured cycle lanes in each
direction of Mile End Road through the junction.

1

Y

3

Consider resurfacing the carriageway.

1

TBC

4

Investigate linking this junction with nearby signals, to improve journeys towards Bethnal Green.

1

Y

5

Provide signing from White Horse Lane to Globe Road and the Canal Route.

1

Y

1

Provide cycle lane blue coloured surfacing in both directions on Mile End Road.

1

N

2

Review existing layout with a view of allowing right turn movement to and from Bancroft Road.

1

Y

1

Resurface damaged sections of bus lanes and widen to 4m in both directions.

1

N

2

Widen carriageway at pinch points to improve kerb alignment.

1

Y

3

Provide fully inset parking / loading bays.

1

Y

4

Provide 1.5m blue surface treatment on existing bus lanes in both directions.

1

N

5

Provide continuity for cyclists with advisory cycle lanes between bus lanes and across junctions.

1

N

6

Widen footway at pinch points and provide a shared surface on the southern footway opposite Queen Mary University.

1

Y

7

Provide parking enforcement at Mile End Park (CCTV).

1

Y

8

Provide wider staircase with "Channel" and widen the gate at Whitman Road to improve access from the Towpath Route.

1

Y

9

Provide dropped kerb on southern footway opposite Whitman Road and remove guard railings to allow cyclists from the Canal Route into Mile End Road.

1

Y
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Category Definitions:

1

Recommended for progression to Preliminary Design: Anticipated to be deliverable within scope and budget

2

Recommended for progression to Preliminary Design: Anticipated to be deliverable within budget, but delivery likely to extend beyond route launch date

3

Not recommended: Either due to budgetary, value for money, or deliverability constraints

Y

Anticipate Powers and Consents issues associated with Option

N

Anticipate No Powers and Consent issued associated with Option

TBC

Consent To Be Confirmed

Section & Strategy
Description
Element Option Ref.

4G

Category

Consent
Required

1

Provide ASLs at the westbound and eastbound crossing on Mile End Road. Provide feeder lanes to the existing and proposed ASLs.

1

N

2

Consider carriageway widening to accommodate cycle lanes on the approach to the junction together with provision of coloured cycle lanes in each direction of
Mile End Road through the junction.

1

Y

3

Consider resurfacing the carriageway.

1

TBC

4

Consider a straight across crossing to replace existing staggered crossing.

1

Y

5

Carry out a Guard Rail Assessment.

1

N

1

Upgrade traffic signals equipment throughout the junction (installation of push button pedestrian demand units with tactile cones).

1

Y

2

Provide feeder lanes to all existing ASLs.

1

N

3

(As per TfL’s design drawing for Burdett Road Junction Option A – see Appendices) Mile End Road eastern arm: Realign southern kerb and widen footway.
Relocate and update existing central island. Proposed raised entry treatment on Eric Street. Grove Road: Propose kerb build out and widen footway at tand
widen footway at the existing bus stop, southbound direction. Relocate central area. Relocate existing loading bays. Burdett Road: Relocate existing bus stop
northwards. Remove existing northbound bus lane.
Mile End Road western arm: Realign carriageway to accommodate a 70m dedicated right turn lane. Update road marking.
Raised entry treatment on Lawton Road. Remove existing section of bus lane.

1

Y

4

As per a current TfL proposal for Burdett Road Junction Option 2 (see Appendices for drawing), and include a minimum 4.5m - 5m nearside lane on the Mile
End Road approaches, for the provision of 1.5m cycle lanes. Widen the carriageway on Mile End Road (north and south side).

1

Y

5

Provide coloured cycle lanes in both directions on Mile End Road across the junction.

1

N

6

Provide additional cycle parking at the station.

1

TBC

1

(As per TfL's preferred option design - see Appendices) Reduce the westbound approach from three to two lanes. Widen the westbound footway on the south
side to reduce the crossing length, ensuring the nearside lane is a minimum of 4.5m wide. Move the crossing on the south side to increase pedestrian stacking
space on the island. Retain the two taxi bays near to the crossing. Review road markings as part of the design.

1

Y

2

Provide cycle lane blue coloured surfacing in both directions on Mile End Road, through the crossing.

1

N

1

Resurface and provide inset parking bays and Introduce a peak-hour bus lane in both directions with 1.5m wide blue surface treatment.

1

Y

2

Repair damaged carriageway, adjust kerb lines and lane markings at the central reserve area, and provide continuous 1.5 to 2 m wide advisory cycle lane with
blue surface treatment in both directions.

1

N

3

Provide blue surface treatment on existing cycle lanes and provide 1.5 m wide virtual cycle lanes at junctions and crossings to create continuity at narrow
sections.

1

N

4

Provide 4 cycle stands outside Thames Magistrate Court.

1

TBC

5

Provide a north-south access for cyclist between Coborn Street and Merchant Street by redesigning the junction and allowing banned movements for cyclists
only.

1

Y

6

Provide off carriageway shared area /cycle track along the southern footway between Tomlin's Grove and Maplin Street.

1

Y

4K

1

Convert existing crossing east of Coborn Street to Toucan crossing and provide a shared area to allow cyclists move north-south between Coborn Street and
Merchant Street.

2

Y

4L

1

Provide an ASL and feeder lane on the eastbound approach to the staggered crossing on Bow Road. Provide an ASL on Campbell Road as only colour
surface is provided at present.

1

N

2

Widen carriageway in each direction on Bow Road to provide standard width traffic lanes and blue coloured cycle lanes through the junction.

1

Y

3

Extend cycle lane eastbound to the next stop line and provide cycle lane blue coloured surfacing in both directions on Bow Road.

1

N

4

Remark the right turn bay in the middle of the junction turning right into Campbell Road.

1

Y

5

Revise parking restrictions on Campbell Road.

1

Y

1

Resurface and provide 1.5 m wide blue surface treatment along existing cycle lanes and provide a virtual cycle lane across the junctions.

1

N

2

Provide Branding Diagrams with TSRGD 1057 road marking around parking bays.

1

N

4H

4I

4J

5A
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Table 4.3 Category Breakdown of Scheme Options in the Data Sheets
Category Definitions:

1

Recommended for progression to Preliminary Design: Anticipated to be deliverable within scope and budget

2

Recommended for progression to Preliminary Design: Anticipated to be deliverable within budget, but delivery likely to extend beyond route launch date

3

Not recommended: Either due to budgetary, value for money, or deliverability constraints

Y

Anticipate Powers and Consents issues associated with Option

N

Anticipate No Powers and Consent issued associated with Option

TBC

Consent To Be Confirmed

Section & Strategy
Description
Element Option Ref.

Category

Consent
Required

5A

3

Carry out local widening and adjust lane width in order to allow advisory cycle lanes in both directions.

3

5B

1

Widen carriageway in each direction of Bow Road to provide standard width traffic lanes and cycle lanes.

1

Y

2

Provide ASL on eastern and northern approaches.

1

N

3

Allow all cyclists movements from Fairfield Road.

2

Y

4

Provide coloured cycle lanes in both directions on Bow Road through the junction.

1

N

1

Raise crossings on eastbound and westbound carriageway and relocate them west and east respectively. Convert both crossings to Toucan crossings. Extend
raised table at crossing eastward to include the Zebra crossing on Bromley High Street. Investigate the relocation of the Zebra crossing north closer to mouth
of junction. Extend footway between westbound carriageway crossing and Bromley High Street. Realign and extend southern kerb line of Bow Road.

1

Y

2

Provide a north-south cycle facility via the new Toucan allowing access to Bromley High Street from the north side of Bow Road.

1

Y

3

Relocate the westbound bus stop further west to after the crossing. Reduce the approach lanes to two by combining the left turn lane with one of the ahead
lanes and re-align the junction layout in order to form a T-junction. Provide adequate carriageway width to include a standard 1.5m cycle lane and standard
traffic lanes.

1

Y

4

Provide coloured cycle lanes in both directions on Bow Road.

1

N

5

Review parking restriction on the eastbound approach to the crossing.

1

Y

1

Install ASLs on the Bow Road and High Street approaches. (A11 off slip roads).

1

N

2

Provide Toucan crossings on north and south sides of the roundabout. Provide off carriageway cycle lanes around the roundabout. Northwest corner Bow
Road: provide a Toucan crossing on the approach. Provide off carriageway cycle lane starting from existing bus stop (possible land acquisition from
McDonalds to be investigated). Widen the carriageway. Northeast corner: provide off carriageway cycle lane and adjust kerb to bring cyclists onto the footway.

1

Y

1

Resurface and provide 1.5 m wide blue surface treatment along existing cycle lanes and provide a virtual cycle lane across the junctions.

1

N

2

Provide Branding Diagrams with TSRGD 1057 road marking around parking bays.

1

N

3

Carry out local widening and adjust lane width in order to allow advisory cycle lanes in both directions. Early trail holes would be needed to determine if
carriageway can be widened.

3

1

Resurface bus lanes and widen bus lanes in both directions along the High Street from just east of the Bow flyover to near Cam Road junction (where
appropriate) to minimum 4m.

3

2

Provide 1.5m wide cycle lanes with blue surface treatment applied on the bus lanes in both directions.

1

Y

3

Resurface and provide 1.5m wide advisory / virtual cycle lanes with blue surface treatment across junctions.

1

Y

4

Provide 2m wide segregated cycle tracks adjacent to the carriageway on both sides of Stratford High Street. Total length is 1.5km on each side.

1

Y

5

Widen eastbound carriageway to accommodate eastbound cycle lane at pinch points.

1

Y

6

Investigate a new eastbound bus lane from Rick Roberts Way to Carpenters Road.

1

Y

6B

1

Signalise the crossing at the Greenway with a two stage push button or sensor, for cyclists to avoid unnecessary delay to traffic particularly in the off peak.

3

6C

1

Provide ASL and 1.5m wide feeder lanes on Cam Road approach.

1

Y

2

Convert the existing pedestrian crossing across the dual carriageway to a Toucan crossing and convert some of the footways to shared surfaces. DTO should
be consulted to determine the viability of this option.

2

Y

3

Subject to a Guard Rail Assessment, remove as much guard rails as possible at the junction, apart from those on the central reserve.

1

Y

1

Provide 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue surface treatment applied along Great Eastern Road on the right hand side. This will require realignment and narrowing
of the existing traffic lanes and wide bus lane to a minimum width of 3.0m. Provide ASLs on the approaches to the existing signalised pedestrian crossing
between Stratford Station and the shopping centre. Continue the cycle lane towards The Grove and link up with existing Toucan Crossing.

3

2

Provide a contra-flow cycle lane along The Broadway on the east side of St John’s Church. This requires taking up the westbound traffic lane nearest to the
Church. The lane is currently closed due to road works further west. Any long term traffic capacity issue would need to be investigated.

3

3

Reverse the existing westbound cycle track along the footway on the west side of St John’s Church. As part of this option the eastbound contra-flow bus lane
along the Broadway would be marked with cycle lane markings, blue surface treatment and signage to formalise the route that cyclists already take at present.

3

5C

5D

5E

6A

7A
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Table 4.3 Category Breakdown of Scheme Options in the Data Sheets
Category Definitions:

1

Recommended for progression to Preliminary Design: Anticipated to be deliverable within scope and budget

2

Recommended for progression to Preliminary Design: Anticipated to be deliverable within budget, but delivery likely to extend beyond route launch date

3

Not recommended: Either due to budgetary, value for money, or deliverability constraints

Y

Anticipate Powers and Consents issues associated with Option

N

Anticipate No Powers and Consent issued associated with Option

TBC

Consent To Be Confirmed

Section & Strategy
Description
Element Option Ref.

7A

8A

8B

8C

8D

8E

Category

Consent
Required

Y

4

Reduce the width of the central island at the junction of The Grove / Romford Road and provide a westbound cycle lane to The Broadway.

1

5

Provide a cycle access point to the existing shared footway after Station Square on the left hand side.

3

6

Utilise existing service road through the centre of the gyratory for eastbound cyclists and investigate improved provision across carriageway at eastern end of
service road and improvements to access onto Romford Road – including making use of unutilised road space wherever feasible. Utilise existing LB Newham
scheme to create a cycle lane on the southern arm of the gyratory for Westbound cyclists travelling from Romford Road to Stratford High Street.

1

7

Return whole gyratory to two way operation

3

1

Replace and renew existing green eastbound cycle lane with 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue surface treatment including bus stop on the approach to Water
Lane Junction.

1

Y

2

Resurface damaged carriageway and resurface westbound bus lane including 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue surface treatment to the junction of The Grove.

1

Y

1

Redesign the junction to include a straight across Toucan crossing, but maintain the physical banned turn from Vernon Road. Include ASLs and 1.5m blue
surfaced cycle lane. Review the lane widths at Litchfield Avenue with a view to introducing an eastbound cycle lane with blue surface treatment, requiring the
removal of the existing westbound right turn into Litchfield Avenue.

1

Y

2

Resurface the carriageway on the approaches to the crossing to include minimum 1.5m wide blue cycle lane.

1

Y

1

Renew ASLs with blue surfacing on all approaches.

1

Y

2

Provide 1.5m wide cycle feeder lanes by widening the carriageway on Romford Road.

1

Y

3

Provide 1.5m wide cycle feeder lanes by reducing the number of traffic lanes on Romford Road.

1

Y

4

Add lane destination markings including more arrows.

1

Y

5

Remove guard railing on Romford Road (subject to guard rail assessment)

1

Y

6

Provide 6 cycle stands at the junction.

1

Y

7

Relocate the bus stop on the Romford Road eastbound approach further away from the junction.

3

8

Review junction signal timings.

1

9

Allow cyclists to use the footway to access ASLs.

3

10

Consider relocating eastbound bus stop to east of junction for No 25 and 86 and Water Lane for 308.

1

Y

1

Investigate usage of pedestrian refuge islands and consider whether any can be removed to provide straight across formal crossings at pedestrian desire lines.

1

Y

2

Investigate widening the carriageway by taking footway width and provide 1.5m blue surfaced cycle lanes. (Subject to surveys investigating the effect of
narrowing the footway on pedestrians.)

1

Y

3

Continue blue cycle lane surfacing along formal crossing points.

1

Y

4

Resurface and widen existing cycle lanes in both directions to 1.5m and apply blue surface treatment.

1

Y

5

Consider introducing peak time loading restrictions on both sides of the road. TfL to have early discussion with LB Newham.

1

Y

6

Widen inset bays by Bow Court.

1

Y

1

Review existing waiting and loading restrictions to maximise carriageway space.

1

Y

2

Provide blue surfaced cycle lanes in both directions where bus lanes are not provided.

1

Y

3

Provide inset bays where footway width permits.

1

Y

4

Undertake trial-hole tests to determine locations for inset bays and carriageway widening.

1

Y

5

Undertake carriageway resurfacing and widen existing cycle lanes to 1.5m. Apply blue surface dressing on cycle lanes.

1

Y
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Table 4.3 Category Breakdown of Scheme Options in the Data Sheets
Category Definitions:

1

Recommended for progression to Preliminary Design: Anticipated to be deliverable within scope and budget

2

Recommended for progression to Preliminary Design: Anticipated to be deliverable within budget, but delivery likely to extend beyond route launch date

3

Not recommended: Either due to budgetary, value for money, or deliverability constraints

Y

Anticipate Powers and Consents issues associated with Option

N

Anticipate No Powers and Consent issued associated with Option

TBC

Consent To Be Confirmed

Section & Strategy
Description
Element Option Ref.

8E

Category

Consent
Required

6

Where possible replace informal crossing facilities with straight across signalised crossing, linked to whole scheme.

1

Y

7

Provide westbound cycle lane between Woodgrange Road and Sprowston Road. Apply blue surface dressing on cycle lane.

1

Y

8

Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to 7am and 7pm and include parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early discussions with LB
Newham.

1

Y

9

Extend hours of operation of westbound cycle lane to PM peak. TfL to have early discussion with LB Newham.

1

Y

10

Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to AM peak. TfL to have early discussion with LB Newham.

1

Y

1

Resurface carriageway and provide virtual 1.5m cycle lane with blue surfacing through the bus lane.

1

Y

2

Provide blue surfaced virtual cycle lane in the westbound direction.

1

Y

3

Remove refuge island and replace with a straight across signalised crossing.

1

Y

4

Use localised carriageway widening to allow introduction of 1.5m wide cycle lanes with blue surfacing on the approaches and past the refuge islands.

1

Y

8G

1

Resurface carriageway on the approaches to the crossing and provide virtual 1.5m cycle lane with blue surfacing.

1

Y

8H

1

Resurface carriageway and provide 1.5m virtual cycle lane with blue surfacing through the bus lane.

1

Y

2

Provide blue surfaced virtual cycle lane in the westbound direction.

1

Y

3

Remove refuge island and replace with a signalised straight across crossing.

1

Y

4

Investigate localised carriageway widening to allow introduction of 1.5m wide cycle lanes with blue surfacing on the approaches and past the refuge islands.
The tree on the south side could restrict widening to the North side only.

1

Y

1

Renew ASLs with blue surfacing on all approaches.

1

Y

2

Provide 1.5m wide cycle feeder lanes by reducing the number of traffic lanes on Romford Road.

1

Y

3

Add lane destination markings including more arrows.

1

Y

4

Remove guard railing on Romford Road subject to a full Guard Rail Assessment.

1

Y

5

General streetscape scheme to improve safety and traffic flow. Including junction optimisation, review of signal timings, investigation of footway and
carriageway widths, and removal of street clutter.

1

Y

1

Review existing waiting and loading restrictions to maximise carriageway space and provide cycle lanes in both directions where bus lanes are not provided.
Identify possible locations for inset bays where footway width permits.

1

Y

2

Replace existing eastbound cycle lane with 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue surface treatment from the junction of Woodgrange Road to the stop line at the
junction of Green Street.

1

Y

3

Resurface existing westbound bus lane including 1.5m blue surfaced cycle lane. Investigate optimal bus lane width.

1

Y

4

Replace old and uneven manhole covers, repair pot holes along the route.

1

Y

5

Extend hours of operation of westbound cycle lane to PM peak. TfL to have early discussion with LB Newham.

1

Y

6

Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to 7am to 7pm and include off peak parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early discussion
with LB Newham.

1

Y

1

Renew ASLs with blue surfacing on all approaches.

1

Y

2

Provide 1.5m wide cycle feeder lanes by reducing the number of traffic lanes on Romford Road.

3

3

Provide 1.5m wide cycle feeder lanes without reducing the number of traffic lanes on Romford Road.

3

4

Remove guard railing on Romford Road subject to full guard rail assessment.

1

8F

8I

8J

8K
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Table 4.3 Category Breakdown of Scheme Options in the Data Sheets
Category Definitions:

1

Recommended for progression to Preliminary Design: Anticipated to be deliverable within scope and budget

2

Recommended for progression to Preliminary Design: Anticipated to be deliverable within budget, but delivery likely to extend beyond route launch date

3

Not recommended: Either due to budgetary, value for money, or deliverability constraints

Y

Anticipate Powers and Consents issues associated with Option

N

Anticipate No Powers and Consent issued associated with Option

TBC

Consent To Be Confirmed

Section & Strategy
Description
Element Option Ref.

8K

8L

8M

8N

8O

8P

Category

Consent
Required

5

Review junction signal timings and geometry to improve East/West movement.

1

Y

6

Create space within the junction by removing traffic signal islands and installing mast arms.

1

Y

1

Review existing waiting and loading restrictions to maximise carriageway space and provide cycle lanes in both directions where bus lanes are not provided.
Identify possible locations for inset bays where footway width permits.

1

Y

2

Upgrade existing eastbound cycle lane with a 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue surface treatment.

1

Y

3

Resurface existing westbound bus lane including 1.5m blue surfaced cycle lane. Investigate optimal bus lane width.

1

Y

4

Replace old and uneven manhole covers along the route.

1

Y

5

Extend hours of operation of westbound cycle lane to PM peak. TfL to have early discussion with LB Newham.

1

Y

6

Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to 7am to 7pm and include parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early discussion with LB
Newham.

1

Y

1

Junction optimisation to include localised widening (improving safety for right turning cyclists); signals modernisation; and a review of traffic lane allocation.

1

Y

2

Proposed cycle lane with blue coloured surfacing in both directions on Romford Road. Install blue virtual cycle lanes across the junction.

1

Y

3

Removal of guard rail following full guard rail assessment

1

Y

1

Review existing waiting and loading restrictions to maximise carriageway space and provide cycle lanes in both directions where bus lanes are not provided.
Identify possible locations for inset bays where footway width permits.

1

Y

2

Replace existing cycle lanes with 1.5m wide cycle lane with blue surface treatment, which continue through the crossing at Hampton Road.

1

Y

3

Resurface existing bus lane including 1.5m blue surfaced cycle lane.

1

Y

4

Renew and/or reset uneven manhole covers on route.

1

Y

5

Consult with police and LB Newham regarding removal of the central island at the existing zebra crossing by Shrewsbury Road.

1

Y

6

Convert existing zebra crossing by Shrewsbury Road to pelican crossing, remove central island and convert Shrewsbury Road to one-way southbound.

1

Y

7

Build-out kerbs at Quaker Place and narrow access.

1

Y

8

Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to 7am to 7pm and include parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early discussion with LB
Newham.

1

Y

1

Investigate removal of the traffic islands as they were originally installed as a pedestrian safety measure.

1

Y

2

Consider localised widening to reduce the pinch point but still maintain the pedestrian facility.

1

Y

1

Proposed virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment in both directions on Romford Road and through the junction.

1

Y

2

Proposed virtual cycle lane with blue surface treatment in both directions through the crossing by Manor Park Road.

1

Y

3

Convert the existing crossing by Manor Park Road to a Toucan crossing.

3

4

Remove guard railing following full guard rail assessment.

1

5

Widen Romford Road carriageway to incorporate 1.5m wide cycle lanes with blue surface treatment.

3

6

Allow cyclists to use the footway to access ASLs on Romford Road.

3

7

Renew all ASLs with blue surfacing at the junction.

1

8

Install 1.5m wide cycle lanes on Station Road and provide fully inset bays.

3
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Table 4.3 Category Breakdown of Scheme Options in the Data Sheets
Category Definitions:

1

Recommended for progression to Preliminary Design: Anticipated to be deliverable within scope and budget

2

Recommended for progression to Preliminary Design: Anticipated to be deliverable within budget, but delivery likely to extend beyond route launch date

3

Not recommended: Either due to budgetary, value for money, or deliverability constraints

Y

Anticipate Powers and Consents issues associated with Option

N

Anticipate No Powers and Consent issued associated with Option

TBC

Consent To Be Confirmed

Section & Strategy
Description
Element Option Ref.

Category

Consent
Required

Y

8P

9

General streetscape scheme to improve safety and traffic flow. Including junction optimisation, review of signal timings, investigation of footway and
carriageway widths, and removal of street clutter.

1

8Q

1

Provide a segregated cycle track along the southern footway and a shared facility along the northern side.

3

2

Widen the carriageway to include 1.5m blue surfaced cycle lane and identify locations for introduction of inset parking and loading bays near local shops and
retail premises, where footway is wide enough.

1

3

Review operation of crossing facilities and remove if not required.

3

4

Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to 7am to 7pm and include parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early discussion with LB
Newham.

1

Y

1

Widen westbound carriageway on Romford Road to provide standard width traffic lanes and 1.5m blue surfaced cycle lane. Subject to trial holes to determine
extent of statutory undertakers’ diversions required.

1

Y

2

Install minimum 1.5m wide blue cycle lane in both directions on Romford Road and virtual lane through the junction.

1

Y

3

Resurface the carriageway and re-install anti-skid surfacing at the junction.

1

Y

4

Allow cyclists to use the footway to access ASLs on Romford Road.

3

5

Renew all ASLs with blue surfacing at the junction.

1

Y

6

Review signal timings and geometry at this junction.

1

Y

7

Remove all guard railing at the junction subject to a full guard rail assessment.

1

Y

8

Improve parking enforcement using CCTV cameras and traffic signs.

3

9

Relocate bus stop further away from the junction.

3

1

Replace existing cycle lanes with 1.5m blue surfaced lanes.

1

Y

2

Resurface existing bus lanes and carriageway as necessary.

1

Y

3

Remove excess street furniture, railings and bollards.

1

Y

4

Provide blue cycle lane surfacing in the westbound approach to the crossing by Seventh Avenue.

1

Y

5

Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to AM peak. TfL to have early discussion with LB Newham.

1

Y

6

Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to 7am to 7pm and include parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early discussion with LB
Newham.

1

Y

1

Provide a wider and mandatory cycle lane with blue surface treatment on the western approach. Early view should be sought from Network Assurance on
capacity impact.

1

Y

2

Convert the nearside lane on the eastern approach to a bus lane to be used by cyclists. Early view should be sought from Network Assurance on capacity
impact.

1

Y

3

Reduce the eastern approach to one traffic lane and provide a 1.5m cycle lane with blue surface treatment. Early view should be sought from Network
Assurance on capacity impact.

1

Y

4

Proposed cycle lane blue surfacing in both directions on Romford Road.

1

Y

5

Junction optimisation scheme to include a review of layout and geometry.

1

Y

6

Resurface carriageway.

1

Y

1

Review and upgrade existing off carriageway cycle facilities. Apply blue surface treatment as required.

1

Y

2

Proposed virtual cycle lane blue surfacing in zig-zag area in both directions on Romford Road.

1

Y

3

Extend hours of operation of eastbound bus lane to 7am to 7pm and include parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early discussion with LB
Newham.

1

Y

8R

8S

8T

8U
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Table 4.3 Category Breakdown of Scheme Options in the Data Sheets
Category Definitions:

1

Recommended for progression to Preliminary Design: Anticipated to be deliverable within scope and budget

2

Recommended for progression to Preliminary Design: Anticipated to be deliverable within budget, but delivery likely to extend beyond route launch date

3

Not recommended: Either due to budgetary, value for money, or deliverability constraints

Y

Anticipate Powers and Consents issues associated with Option

N

Anticipate No Powers and Consent issued associated with Option

TBC

Consent To Be Confirmed

Section & Strategy
Description
Element Option Ref.

8U

8V

9B

Consent
Required

4

Extend hours of operation of westbound bus lane to 7am to 7pm and include parking and loading boxes in the bus lane. TfL to have early discussion with LB
Newham.

1

Y

5

Redesign ADS so that post is not in cycle track.

1

Y

1

Provide ASLs on westbound approaches.

1

Y

2

Provide a westbound cycle lane on the carriageway.
Provide an eastbound off carriageway cycle lane.

3

3

9A

Category

(Option developed by LB Redbridge)
Provide a westbound bus lane by taking out the nearside lane under the flyover. Review the junction layout in order to give cyclists travelling westbound the
priority over the left turning traffic on to the slip road.

1

Y

4

Proposed cycle lane blue surfacing on the westbound direction.

1

Y

1

Reduce the number of eastbound lanes on the one-way section of Ilford Hill and introduce a contra-flow cycle lane with Toucan crossing on both ends.

1

Y

2

Tighten radii of the kerb on westbound at the on-slip road, and introduce a short section of bus lane westbound from the junction of Mill Road to Romford
Road.

1

Y

3

Convert existing pedestrian crossing at Cranbrook Road and Ilford Hill to Toucan crossing.

1

Y

4

Introduce a shared area on the southern footway on Ilford Hill one-way section and add a signal head/aspect for cyclists at the existing Toucan crossing at the
junction of Chapel Road.

1

Y

5

Widen footway on the northern section under the A406 and continue existing cycle track across Mill Road towards Romford Road. Convert existing pelican
crossing to Toucan to enable cyclists cross the A406 off-slip road.

1

Y

6

Tighten radii of the on-slip road and widen the southern footway in order to provide a shared surface west of Mill Road.

1

Y

7

Provide a Toucan crossing at junction of Mill Road to connect to the proposed shared area on the southern footway. Convert existing pelican crossing to
Toucan to enable cyclists cross the A406 slip road.

1

Y

8

Upgrade the existing LCN+ route along Chapel Road to CSH standards.

1

Y

9

Convert Clements Lane cycle lane to a two way lane and upgrade to CSH standards.

1

Y

10

Provide a connection to Ilford Station via the Mill Lane Prior Road route.

3

11

Maintain two eastbound lanes at the stop line on Ilford Hill and introduce a contra-flow cycle lane moving onto the footway and terminating at the junction with
Cranbrook Road. Provide cycle parking and signage to the High Road and town centre.

1

Y

1

Review the signal timing and the operation of the junction.

1

Y

2

Resurface carriageway and provide ASLs and feeder lanes on eastern and western approaches to the junction.

1

Y

3

Upgrade existing traffic signals at the junction of Mill Road and Ilford Hill and existing Toucan facility in order to improve permeability for cyclists.

1

Y

4

Provide red light enforcement camera on Mill Road.

3
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